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CBAPTBR I 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The knowledge or prefixes and word-roots as a factor in 
developing vocabulary is mentioned in almost all junior high 
i 
li 
school English language workbooks and textbooks. The fre- 1~ 
II 
quency ot the occUl'l'ence or this suggea ti on would lead one to li 
! 
believe that the study ot attixea and stema is of great value i 
f 
in vocabular)" development. However, research in this area is l 
rather acantJ, and the studies which have been made are not 1 
consistent in their findings. It is, therefore, evident that I 
further research is needed. I 
I! 
In this study an effort has been made to evaluate exer- [! 
ciaea which provide tor the a,-atematic study or prefixes and 11 
li p 
word-roots in the seventh grade. Some or the possible reaultal: 
· II 
of the teaching of the exercises have been followed out,. and ll 
thus the 
l. 
I 
stud,- will attempt to anner the following queattona: 1~ 
I 
Do the exercise a bring about improvement in ability !1 
to interpret untam11lar words containing the 
studied elementaf 
,, 
I; 
i 
I 
2. Is there evidence of improvement in spelling? 
). Are the meanings or the studied elements remembered 
atter a six weeks' period or no specific teach1ng7 i' 
ll 
i: 
=+==== il 
I 
!, 
1: ,, 
1 
I 
===· . -===ji= 
4. Is there evidence or improvement in speed or 
perception, either vi•ual or auditory? 
5. Is there evidence that general vocabulary has 
been artectedf 
6. Is there evidence or improvement in reading 
comprehension? 
7. Is there evidence or improvement in speed or 
reading? 
8. Is there evidence or impPOvement in the total 
reading score f 
.. -c=···-==~-'= -===== 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OP RESEARCH 
This chapter will &UDDarize some of the studies and com-
menta of wr1 tera in the field which are pertinent to this 
I. ;I 
!I 
:i 
li 
!I 
I' 
il 
II study. It will be d1 vided into these five major sections z 1
1 
1. Comments b7 wri tera in the fieldl 2. Studies in the 11 
teaching of prefixes and word-Poota; 3. Pertinent research in !I 
spelling; 4. Pertinent research in auditory and visual per- \ 
ception; and !). s._...,. w1 th implloationa tor tbe present atudy~ 
I, 
Comments by Writers in the Field 
According to the wr1 ters in the field, the teaching of 
prefixes and word-roots is a valuable aid in the teaching ot 
I 
11 
word meaning and ultimatel7 an aid in improving reading. Gra,- 1 
says, I 
A source of valuable help (in getting clues to mean- i 
ing in reading) is a knowledge of the meaning of common 'I 
roots, prefixes, and suttix••· Training should begin with 
a thorough study of the meanings of those worda which •P- 1, pear 1n the selections uae4 1n the basic reading course. 1\ 
Students should be taught to combine these meanings with ij 
those suggested by other contextual clues in seeking for I 
the meaning intended by the author. [j 
1 
Gray, William s., "Increasing the Basic Reading Compe-
tencies at Students," Rea~ in tha High School and College, 
PP• 91-115. Porty-aeven~arboo;-or-tne Natlonar-soolety 
tor the study of Education, Part II. University of Chicago 
Preas, Chicago, 1948, p. 97. 
ij 
II 
~I 
I• 
!I I. 
il 
il 
il I 
:l 
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ll 
1 !I 
In this same line ot thought Beery makes this suggestion: II 
llake comparison or a new word with familiar ones 
whenever insight into word structure will aid meaning. 
Common prefixes, suttixea, and roots should be treated 
in this way. This mAJ be followed bJ occasional uss ot 
exercises, although the closer suCh drill is related to 
actu~l reading needs the more effective it is apt to be. 
She also add• this point: 
It is prubable,·however, that greater word power 
will be developed it, instead or s-ystematicallJ teaching 
long lists ot roots, prefixes, and suffixes, the teacher 
will provide for more into~ comparison or those words 
in each selection having common characteristics, in pre-
fixes, suttixea, and baae wo~da appearing in their read-
ing. !his program will have the added advantage of pro-
moting a more flexible attack on new words. 
2 
McCullough teela that one way ot arriving at the meaning 
ot a word is through the analJaia ot prefixes, suffixes, and 
,, 
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roots. She wri tea, II 
1\ 
In this direction the job will be to have the students II 
become familiar w1 th the meanings or certain word parts and jl 
become skillful in reoognizins their presence in a word •••• II 
A polJIJllabic word must clearly present to them ita pre- I 
fix, root 1 and sut.tix, as though the-y were cars in a rail- 'i: 
road train. Having separated the parts .tor analJsis or II 
sound and meaning, the students must then ". assemble them 11 
in meaning and sound to com.poae the total word. 1. 
Several authors mention the value or extending the vocab-
Beer¥, Althea, "SUggestions tor Developing word Meaning 
n Grade IV and Above," Readin~ in the ElementarJ School, pp. 
72-192. Forty-eighth l'earboo ·or '!Iii Rational oc!et7 t01• 
e Stud7 of Kducat1on, Part II. UhiveraitJ of Chicago Preas, 
h1cago, 1949, p •. - 179. 
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McCullough, Constance M., "Word. Anal7aia in High 
he Eng11ah Journal, Vol. XLI. (Januarr, 1952), P• 18. 
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ulary through the knowledge of word elements • Hovious writes, '' i 
Power to recombine familiar stems and affixes auto-
matically extenda the vocabularr. For the reader who 
knows that a•; meana "earth" (as in geometry, geogra~y, 
etc.) the sen ence "Thus was destroyed man's befiet n a 
gee-centric universe" holda.no terrors. Pupils may be 
given one such clue daily, and aided by the teacher, 
think of all the modern English words which contain the 
clue • Thua, · it cor, cordia 118aning "heart" were on the 
day's docket~ puprra ilghti rind cordial, cardiac, accord, 
courage, etc. Allow a taw minutes at the beginning of 
each period tor discussion (and recording in notebooks) 
ot worda round. To check comprehension, give a test in 
which the pupil writes the meaning of a given "word-
clue" and then lists one or aore modern words in which 
it appeara. 
Another way of interpreting the extension of vocabulary 
~ 
ia given in thia quotation from Xetehum and Greene t 
I 
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· In a sense, a word 1 a like a tree. There is a [I 
l"oot, or main part; and there are many branches that ,:I 
spread out. Though the branches look different from ,, 
the root, they depend upon 1 t tor their support. Graro '!, 
is a root which comes from the Greek word to write. o-
tice some of the branches that have grown 'Iii our· language i 
from the root grapha phot!P!:J?b, telegz:aph, etc. !
1 
Stratton in his book Improving zour Vocabulary) wri teac tl 
You will add to the nUllber of worda in your vocab-
ulary, you will recognize many more words, and you will 
know more meaninga if you pay attention to roots and the 
words tol"'lled tram them. 
Sm1 th says much the same thing in !!! !.2 Double zour Vocabu-
I 
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II 
!I 
1\ II !I q 
'I I 1 
HoYioua • Carol, slr.laestiona tar Teachers ot Reading. II 
Grade; VII !2m_. D. ~ Heath anno., lew Yon, 1939, P• 43. I 
Ketchum, Roland and Greene, Ja7 E.1 , ,Improving Your Vo- i cabularz. Noble and Boble, llew York, 19qq., P• 29. -- ! 
J II 
Stratton, Clarence, Improving Your Vocabularz. McGraw-mnj 
Book Company, Inc., Bew York; 1947, P• 189. 
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I. 1 
.lin I 
•••• once you know these few key roots, prefixes, and 
auttixea, you can take a lot of·lang woroda apart without 
any trouble, when you meet them, and make a good guess 
at their trimaroy or literal meaning. 
2 
Grismer aeema to agree with the foregoing for he says 
that generally speaking the student with the highest number or 
stem words receives the highest grade. 
3 
.Artle7 also says that knowledge of word elements aida in 
learning or new worda and he adda that valuable exercises can 
be constructed from studying word.tamiliea, or words related 
4 in meaning to a :p~.rticul&r' word element. And Betts agrees 
when he says, 
II 
II 
i 
il It .has been estimated that approximately thirty per cent I 
of our English words llr'e Latin in origin. If an ind1v1d- 1
1 
ual learns a relatively small number of the commonest 
Latin 5oota, he may understand hundreds of Engliah words. ' 
Greene argues for the necesa1 ty of a tudying roots II 
1 
Smith, s. Stephenson, How to Double Your Vocabularz. 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, ~~ 1947, P• 87. 2 . 
Grismer, F. A., "vocabulary and Grade", The En,lish 
Journal (College Edition), Vol. XIII, (January;-!933 , p.5B. 3 
Artley, A. Sterl, "Teaching WOrod Meaning through Con• te~," Elementary English Rev1ew1 Vol. XX, {February, 1943), p. 70. 
4 .. 
Betts, Emmett A., Foundations ot Read1~ Instruction. 
erican Book Company, lew York, I9Jtf, p. 6 • 
5 
Greene, AIII.Sel, "Vocabularya Essential Equipmentt" 
erican School Board Journal, Vol. XXXIV, (June, 1945J, 
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on the baaia or clarity or meaning and aid to remembering. He 
writes, 
A knowledge or roots aateguardea misinterpretation. 
Sheer memorization or word meanings is highly unreliable, 
since no one meaning is un1ver••117 applicable. But the 
aeanings or roots do not change, and the varying usages 
or derivatives take on unity and reason only through 
their basic elements. Recognition of fundamental iden-
tities under any guise makes for clarity of comprehension 
and engenders confidence in meeting new words. The root 
method alone is reliable. 
A word learned through ita roots becomes a permanent 
possession, tor the clues within the word prompt recall. 
Many roots present unforgettable pictures. One student I 
may learn that aupercilioua means haughty, and the meaning 
may easily slip from hla i!ndJ anothir, through the roots, · 
sees the picture of raised eyebrows, and the expression 1 
of haughtiness is indelibly printed on his memory. The · 
root method provides aaauranoe against forgetting the 
meaning or a word. 
1 
Bodmer and Hogben cousel that "to reduce mnemonic bur- I· 
den or language learning to a min1.DlUJI1, it is essential to work II 
II 
with familiar materials, i.e., with roots taken from existing 
languages." 
2 
Stau.tter 3 analysed the 1931 edition of the Thorndike 
I 
I 
il 
II I, 
!I 
!! 
Bodmer; 
Language, ed. 
2 
Frederick and Bogben, Lancelot, The Loom ot '1'J 
by FaPrar and Rinehart, Inc., diit.' I94U, p. 500. 
Stautter, Russell G., "A Studf or Prefixes in the Thorn-
dike List to establish a Liat ot Prefixes that Should be Taught 1 
in the Elementary Schoo~,~ Journal of Educational Research, r1
1 Vol. XXXV, (Februarr, l9qz), pp~ lSl-58. I
3 II 
Thorndike, Edward L. , fhe !eaoher' a \ford Book of 20,000 II 
Worda. Bureau or Publicatioiii'; feaOliera Coliegi;C'o1um'6la II 
lfiil verai ty 1 New York, 19 )1. !1 
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list to determine the number of prefixes appearing in the 
I' 
,I 
II I• 
" 1\ 
20,000 words. He arrived at the conclusion that 24 per cent 11 
I 
of the words, or 4922 words, have prefixes, and 15 prefixes ap- I 
pearing the moat frequently account for 82 per cent of the to-
1 
tal number of prefixes • He proposes that these fifteen pre-
fixes Should be the basis for lessons in word study, and that 
such lessons would be helpful in vocabulary building. 
2 
Seegers in mentioning Stautterts list of prefixes says 
that the studJ of prefixes helps a great deal in developing 
vocabulary as well as in word analysis. He adds, 
It would be interesting to see how old, chronologically 
or mentally, a child must be before such procedure is 
profitable. This writer has observed third grades in 
which children displayed consl~rable ability to profit 
froa attention to certain prefixes. 
J 
lair writes of using this material in a fifth gradea 
11 
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t· 
! In the intermediate grade liata of common prefixes, 1 
roots, and suffixes may be presented from time to time. \
1
1 
Even the .fifth grade pupils have found it interesting to 11 build up lists of words containing a· given root or prefix, 1: 
a1"ter the 
4
meaning has been explained. 11 
II 
Cunningham mentions building new worda by usin~ :p- efixes ii 
II 
1 
For the complete list of these fifteen prefixes see 
Chapter III of this thesis. 
2 
Seegers, J. c., "Recent Research in Vocabulary Devel-
opment," Elementarz English Review, Vol. XXIII, (February, 
946), P• 67. 
3 
Wair, B. v., "Means of Developing Word Consciousness," 
ementar Epslia~ Review, Vol. XI, (May, 19J4), P• 123. 
Cunningham, Ruth A., "Vocabular, Enlargement in the In-
ermediate Grades;" Elementarz English Reveiw, Vol. XI, (May, 
9~), PP• 130.32. 
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and suttixea aa a method of vocabulary enlargement in the in-
1 
termed1ate grades. Ryan says that in the upper grades one 
can stress the significance or prefixes, and show how, for ex-
ample, negativea are formed by the adding of certain prefixes. 
2 
McHale suggests that a knowledge of the meaning of word el-
ementa is especially valuable !'or building vocabulary to be 
used in social atudiea classes in the junior high school. A 
ii 
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il q 
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list of one ~dred root worda for vocabullll7 bUilding 1s pro- II 
posed bJ Sauer for uae in senior high school English classes. 11 
4 1l 
Durrell writes that an analysis of the word study difficulties!! 
found among high school students would indicate that they would 11 
II ;j 
"prot1t by exerc1aea that require close attention to the struc-JI 
ture of' warda, such as the stud7 of common word-roots, syl-
lables, and suffixes." 
It 
I! 
II 
!I 
ll 
II Several wri tera see a value 1n the teaching of' word-roots !I 
[I 
and prefixes trom the structural point of view. Durrell and 
R7an, c. T., "VocabularJ Bnlargement in the Middle 
Grades,• f9ementa~ Engliah ReYiew, Vol. XI, (May, 19~), 
PP• 11$-1 • 
2 
McHale, c. L., "Vocabulal"'J' Building in J'tmior High 
School, Social Education, Vol III, (December, 1939), pp. 612-9. 3 . 
Sauer, P. von R., "One Hundred Root Worda for Vocabulary 
Building,_" Engliah Journal (B1gh School ed.), Vol XXV, (Novem-
ber, l93o), PP• 751-oo. 4 
Durrell, D. D., "IndiVidual Di.tterencea and Their Im-
plications with Respect to Instruction in Reading," Thirty-
aixth Yearbook ot the Na~ional Societ7 tor the Stud7 ot Ed-
ucation, Part I, university ot Chicago Press, 1937, P• 353. 
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1 
Sullivan writea 
A child who has had his attention called to certain roots 
or pre.fixea and who later notices these elements in a new 
word will probably recognize the word at sight more read-
ilJ than it he had had no such training. 
2 
Strang also takes this point of view when she says that 
retarded readers are helped in attacking new words by ~tudying iJ 
\I 
the prefixes, sut.fixes, and roota that are already .familiar, 1! 
• li 
and thus, "such a study o.f words as they occur in the student's il 
il 
reading may lead him to make liats o.f words that have like el- !i 
. II 
aments- Thus he will learn new prefixes and suffixes, and 
roots aa he encounters them." 
3 
Betts auma up in ~is statement the various values which 
accrtA.e .from the teaching o.f word elementsa 
Some knowledge o.f roots and their prefixes and aut-
fixes contributes to correct spelling, correct usage in 
speech and writing, and to word recognition in reading 
li 
II 
;j ,, 
!I 
lj 
it 
I' il 
II II 
il 
act! vi ties. The teaching o.f ·this aspect of word anal- 1 
ysis need not be complicated. Pupil investigation of word!: 
structure may be made moat inte:resting and highly prof'i t- ![ 
able. 1
1 
Since the commonest prefixes and word-roots app:t aring in 
English words are from the Latin, the question sometimes is 
I' 
II 
" il 
II 
1 II 
" 1 Durrell, D. D., and Sullivan, H. B., "Vocabulary In- !! 
atruction in the Intermediate Grades," The Elementarl English ii 
Review, Vol. XV, (April, 1938) • P• 195. i! 2 . I !] 
Strang, Ruth M., "Helping Retarded Readers," Read!~! in !i 
High School and College. Forty-seventh Yearbook o.f the at1onallj 
10cl'ety tor tli8 study of Education1_Part II. University of !! Chicago Preas, Chicago, 1948, P• 2Q.i!. ii 
3 - II 
Betta, ~· ill• P• 655. ii 
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10 
raised "Should not the pupils get this information from Latin 
1 
classes?" Miller suggests that "tor pupils who do not take 
Latin, a few extra lessons on the commonest roots and prefixes 
2 
serve moat practical purposes.• TWo studies, those or Pond 
3 
and Lester , have shown that Latin students did no better on 
vocabulal?' tests than did non-Latin students. In this con- p 
4 II ·I 
neotion Sisaon wr1 tea that from h1a experience or having stud- 11 
'I 
il 
." li 
1ed many different languages he 1a convinced that "a knowledge :I 
II 
or the few roots and prefixes or value can be gained from pro- II 
gressi ve and intelligent English classes rather than from the !: 
study of the t'ox-e1gn language from which they come," 
This section of the chapter on reaelll'ch will close w1 th a II 
5 1
1 quotation from LaBrant who is not so enthusiastically in favor ji 
I 
il 
o~ teaching prefixes and word-roots as same of the foregoing 
authors. Dr. LaBrant writesa 
1 
II 
II 
il 
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Miller, Ward s., "Plan tor Teaching Vocabulary," Ensliah 
Journal (High School Ed.), Vol. XXJII, (September, 1938), 
PP• Sr>-573• rl 
Pond Fred L., "Influence of the Study of Latin on Word 
1
,ij 
Knowledge,A School Review, (October, 1938), PP• 611-18. il 
3 ii 
Lester, John A., "Jpelling Ab111 ty and Meaning Vocabulary ;: 
as Indications of Other Abilities," Journal of Educational ll 
rstch4logy, Vol. XVI, {M8.l,ch, 192$) ,"pp. 75-'BT.. \: 
:I Sisson, a. o., "Foreign Language As an Educational Prob- '! 
lem," School and Societz, Vol. LIV, (November 1, 1941), P• 372. 
5 -
LaBrant, Lou, We Teach English. Harcourt, Brace and 
Oompany, Hew York, 1~, P• 208. 
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Study of language growth may include some study of I\ 
roots. This approach requ1:rea or! tical examination for il
1
_:\' 
we have frequently had confuaed values here. Sometimes 
we mislead students in our zeal to make sure that they \i 
know the derivation of certain ltords. While there may be ',1 
an advantage in recognizing "non" as a negative and \i 
"graph" as indicating drawing or wr1 ting, much of what ii 
we teach in this field is knowledge-after-the-tact. The 'I 
writer has seen teachers caretull7 explaining (has even \l 
at one time done some of the explaining) that the word !I 
"phonor:aph" came ·rrom two Greek roots meaning respect- 11 
ively a sound" and "to write", and that "phonograph" is 1 
therefore the &writing of a sound." That is (perhaps) an 1 
interesting tact about the word "phanograph"J but certain•J 
ly knowledge of the roots would not alone tell you what il 
a phonograph is like •••• In the history of these words is 11 
an interesting demonstration of. social change and the re• i\1 
lation it bears to language. The facts throw light on ; 
the nature ot language growth but they scarcely help one i\ 
to read an unf'am111ar word. i\ 
The foregoing is not to say that there are no roots I 
whi oh customarily caXTy a g1 ,.._n meaning helpful in under- 1\ 
standing new words. Such prepositions as "sub", "super", i_ 
"inter", "intra", and perhaps •con" and "cum", have rel- \i 
atively uniform meanings in English combinations. or li 
course, man7 of these are lmown by adolescents without '1\ 
teacher aid. Common sense must be a guide in teaching 1
1
) 
roots. :, 
In explaining the meaning or roots the teacher !I, 
should not imply that root words have one and only one 
1 
meaning. A mere glance at the English equivalents or many i 
or the prepositions listed above will remind the teacher I 
that La~in is like English in uaing one word for many il 
meanings. Pseudo-scholarship is worse than confessed ig- \1 
nol"ance. :!1 
Studies in the !eaching or Prefixes and word-roots 
1 
The experiment reported by Goldenberg shows that there 
are benet"! ts dez-i ved from the a tudy of roots and other word 
Goldenberg, Bernard, "The Influence of the Teaching word 
lementa on the Abilit7 of 6B Pupils to Recognize the Meaning 
or New Words." Unpubl1ahed Maaterta Thesis, College of the 
1ty ot New York, 1934. 
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parts. Goldenberg experimented with 327 pupils in nine 6B 
classes of the New York City public schools, where pupils are 
il 
!I 
•I !! 
,,, 
·l !; 
f] 
~ ! 
H 
taught the meanings of certain prefixes, suffixes, and stems :\ 
from the sixth year on. No control group was used, but in some il 
li 
of the classes certain roots had been studied, and in other 
classes others had been studied, so that it was possible to 
)l 
:I ~ l 
f! 
apply a comparative statistical procedure to the words used in li 
1\ 
the teat and thus obtain what appears to be a thoroughly sat- il jl 
li 
iafactory control. The test used was made up of a sentence !I 
J, 
with an underlined word and certain choices of meaning for that tl 
II word, thus: 
He received an intercostal wound 
1. in the lungs 2. on the Sead j. between the ribs; 4. near the heart 
II 
II 
'I 
\\ 
II 
In each example, the test word was correctly defined by a word I[ 
I, or phrase which contained the Engliah equivalent for the word 
part which the student had previously studied. It should be 
noted that even though the child underlined number three in the 
\I II 
I: I 
I 
above example as the correct answer that he did not necessarily rll 
know the meaning of the word intercostal, he merely recognized I 
the meaning of the pref.ix inter. 
Goldenberg found that the mean percentage achieved on 
words Containing elements which had been studied was 7.81 per 
cent higher than it was on words whose elements had not been 
studied. The conclusion ia that there is a tendency for the 
knowledge of word elements to be used, in part at least, toward 
ii ,, 
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il 
'I 
determining the meaning of new words. 
l 
Peterson attempted to discover if teaching vocabulary 
ij 
" li 
II 
il li d 
',I 
il ,, 
separately as an independent tool subject is a solution to the li 
li 
The j\ problem created by inadequate vocabularies in high school. 
d 
vocabulary training was organized as a special course taught to jl 
. II 
nineteen high school seniors. One halt or the time ordinarily li 
li devoted to English dur~ one semeater was used for this word 
study. The control group, consisting also or nineteen, was 
taught the regular composition course. 
,, 
il 
1\ 
il 
I' 
'l'h.e word study was composed or drills on words needed for ;I 
II 
the current class work, worda brought in by students, word list,! 
claasitied according to word origin. and intensive drills on 1! 
:I 
Iii Latin and Greek affixes and stems. 
II I, 
II 
!I 
The results were measured 1n terma or vocabulary by the 
Brei twf.eaer Vocabularz l!.!!J in achievement by the Sones-Har:r:z '1\ 
HiS!! School Achievement . Teat and b7 school grades J and in aP- li 
11 
·I 
titude by the Otis Test. All ditterenoes in relation to the 
measures used were in r-.vor of the experimental group; however, )j 
they are not great enough to lead to an1 detinite conclusions, 
but, as Peterson points out, "since the gain is consistent in 
all tests, there seema to be some evidence that a vocabulary 
1 
Peterson, Olga c., "A Vocabulary Courset An Experiment 
in Teaching Vooabular,- as a Separate Course in High School". 
unpublished Master's Thesis, university of North Dakota, 1937. 
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course will improve the scholastic ability ot high school 
students." 
1 
Tate 
:; 
li il q reports two experiments dealing w1 th the e!"f'ects on It 
English vocabulary of training in word parts. In one experi-
ment, with 36 and .38 children of grade 6B in an experimental 
and control group, he tried to see what the effect was of an 
'I li 
II 
!I 
I II 
I' 
,I 
II 
il understanding of root words. 480 wo!lda were presented at the li 
II 
II il 
rate of about six per day. In both the experimental and the 
control group, the &Ule procedure tor learning the words was 
'I I, 
followed, except that in the experimental group the roots com- II 
,! 
mon to various words were also placed on the blackboard and en- !! 
. '! 
tered in note books, the language or origin being noted, to- I! 
The results of bi-weekly !I 
f! 
gether with the meaning of the root. 
non-accumulative testa were in favor of the control group, but 'I I, 
final results, as compared with initial results, were in favor I! 
of the experimental procedure. The experimental group gained J! 
1.3 per cent, as compared with 3.9 per cent for the control 
group. 
In the second experiment, Tate used the same procedures, 
I! 
'I 
!I 
li 
ll ,, 
li 
:' 
'! except that in the experimental group the words were listed ac- 11 
cording to roots,. without the root ~teaning being studied. In 
this experiment which involved 37 and 39 6B pupils in the ex-
Tate, Harry L., ~Two Experiments in Reading Vocabulary 
Building, • Modern !!!flguage Journal, Vol. XXIII, {December, 
1938), PP• ~14-IB. 
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perimental and control groups respectively, the experimental 
and the control groups made the same gains. 
1 
McLaughlin working w1 th reta:rded high school students 
attempted to measure results or special vocabulary training. 
She used many varied vocabulary drill exercises among which 
was a "word wheel"; roots were the hub, common prerixes and 
surtixes, the spokes. The student was to combine the various 
;! 
!j parts and put the word thus formed into a sentence. The con- il 
ll 
trol group had the usual class work, without the intensive vo- :1 
1: 
i! cabulary drill. r: 
q 
The numbers involved in the experiment were too small, !I 
and the data presented too meager to permit any particular 
significant conclusions. There is a little evidence that the 
teacher-directed intensive word-drill was not beneficial in 
terms or improved reading, but there is some evidence, though 
inadequate, that this drill was beneficial in terms of increase 
in general vocabulary. 
2 
Barnes experimented to establish validity of the assump- j: '! ji 
;[ 
tion. that an understanding of root words is of value as a guide il 
!: 
1 
KcLau,ghlln, Margaret L., "Measured Results of Special 
Vocabulary Training." Unpublished Master's Thesis, university 
of Southern Calitomta, 1929. 
2 
Barnes, Melvin w., "Root Words and current Meanings,• 
School and Societz, Vol. LVI, (December, 19, 1942), pp. 610·11. 
ii 
16 
to the meanings or derivative words. He gave a special exer-
cise to seventy-five college freshman enrolled in a course 
called verbal Expression. The exercise consisted or thirty 
English words for each or which was supplied the original root 
together with the meaning of the root. The students were re-
quired to write a sentence defining the word. The test was 
scored and then rescored by a disinterested person. 
In interpreting the results Barnes came to the conclu-
sion tha.t in many oases where oorreot definitions were given, ii 
H 
ii they were worded in such a way as to indicate that the meanings li 
., 
had been derived from an earlier acquaintance with the word, 
H and not from data supplied on the teat. He also concluded that p 
II the information concerning root meanings frequently confused II 
:! 
the students. "When a student was meeting a word for the first !I 
i! 
i\ time the leap of logic necessary to get from the root to the !I 
current meaning was often hazardous.• 
Barnes concludes his discussion with the following state• 
mentss 
These results would seem to indicate that a know-
ledge of root meanings alone is not or great value in de-
termining the current meanings of English words. It must 
be admitted, of course, that the test presented a same-
what artificial situation. A word is rarely met in iso-
lation. If a context had been supplied, undoubtedly the 
meanings could have been more accurately determined. Per-
happ in such a ai tuation the context would be fotmd to be 
a more :reliable guide than the root meaning. 
1 
Bernard reports an experiment in vocabular,- building also 
with college freshmen. 
~ Englisp Vooabularz. 
i· 
The students were given the Inglis Test i\ 
-I: 
i< These scores were used as a basis for :i 
il 
,j 
d1 vision of the sections into experimental and control groups. !\ 
Those students who scored below tbe median were required each 
week to write a specific number of words taken from their 
reading. They then met with the instructor to discuss mean-
ings of these words. Roots of the words were explained and 
other words from the same roots were discussed. The students 
:I 
!i. j; 
! 
who scored above the median d1d not do the special vocabulary ji 
I· 
work, but did the same reading. :1\ 
:I 
l i 11:. Attar the cone us on of the experiment another form of the 1 jj 
ii 
Inglis !!.!! ~English Vooabularz was given. The results I.! ;; 
showed that the students who had not had the special work 
gained an average of six wordsJ whereas, those having the ape- \1 
!I 
cial work gained an average of 14.2 words. r 
2 ~ 
Cal"roll rather meagerly reports an experiment in which he 11 I! 
i! investigated morphemes, the smallest meaningful phonetic uni ta 1i 
in language, and their relation to vocabulary. While he se-
cured a statistically significant correlation between a Mor-
Bernard, H. H. "Experiment in Vocabulary Building," 
ohool ~ societz, Vol. LIII, (JUne 7, 1941), PP• 742·3· 
Carroll, J. B., "Knowledge of Engl!&h Roots and Affixes 
a Related to Vocabulary and Latin Study," Journal of Eduoa-
ional Research, Vol. XXXIV, (October, 1940},.pp. 1~-11. 
----- -.:::~~-:::·· -.:::----~-
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II 
'\ II 
'I II pheme Reoogni tion Teat and vooabul&rJ, he found that the study 11 
lj 
of derivations in Latin do not necessarily aid in enlarging 
English vocabulary. 
l 
Brown reports an experiment caz-ried on in an adult ex-
tension class in Effective Reading. The basis of the exer-
!l 
\\ 
'I 
\
II 
,! 
'I 
It 
:I II 
!I I, 
! 
oises used were fourteen master words which contained the most 
.frequently used Latin and Greek prefix and verb elements .found \I 
in well over 14,250 common English words. Those words were se- \ 
lected that illustrated graphioallJ the common. variant forms 1 
of prefix and verb elements and demonstrated how the elements '\! 
il 
were to be used as clues to word meaning. \ 
The maater word was tranacr1b•4 on a slide to be used I 
II 
w1 th the tachistoscope. On the slide w1 th the master word ~1 
were alao words illustrating the word element being studied. II 
For fi.fteen minutes a night, for a period of fourteen sessions \\ 
these words were flashed at one hlmdl-edth of a second. The \\ 
I, 
class wrote down the words as they aaw them flashed, checked 11 
their papers for accuracy, and followed the instructor's run-
ning commentary focused on the vocabulary building implica-
tions or the prefix ar root being studied. 
Before and after the experimental teaching the class was 
equivalent forms of the Nelaort•Denny ~eading !!.!.!• 
Brown, J. L., "Vocabulary via TachistoscopeJ a Visual 
pproaeh to Improved Reading Ability," Educational screen, 
ol. XXX, (September, 1951), p. 274• 
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Brown reports that the average imp!'Ovement in vocabulary in 
terms of the vocabulary halt of that teat was 5.5 raw score 
points or eleven percental ranks. Be also reports that the 
claas made excellent progress in reading speed and compre-
hension. In term. ot the Nelson Denny Test totals, the class 
made the equivalent of about two years t progress in seven-
teen sessions. 
Brown concludes& 
It is, ot course, impossible to say exactly how 
much eaCh separate class activity contributed to these 
results. Although paced and timed practice and series II 
of the Harvard Reading Filma were both used, the only 
direct training In vocabUlarJ was with the tachistoscope, 
training that apparently contributed its share toward 1m-
proved reading ability as well aa toward improved vo-
cabular,-. 
Pertinent Research in Spelling 
Of the vast amount ot research done in the area of spelt-
.ing very little is particularly pertinent to this study. 
Only those studies which specifically mention the teaching of 
spelling through word parts or 17llables and those which in-
vestigate the inoident4l l.aarning of spelling will be cited. 
1 
In a paasage previously quoted from Betts we find the 
statement that "some knowledge ot roots and their prefixes and 
suffixes contributes to correct spelling." However, Betts 
does not elaborate further on this point, nor does he cite any 
studies which substantiate this poa1tion. 
II 
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Stautter claims that a study ot the most common prefixes , 11 
their spellings and meanings, .is a ,great help in vocabulary 
building. Be gives no further explanation as to whether he 
believes that the knowledge of the spelling of the prefix 
would improve spelling of wards uaing the prefix. 
2 
According to Gates the first comprehensive study of the 
value of grouping words according to similar structure, es• 
3 
pecially phonetic elements, was made by Wagner in 1912. In 
this study two hundred words, containing certain common ele-
ments which offered difficulty, were taught in ten lessons to 
two sixth grade classes of appro7~mately equal spelling abil-
ity. The method was uniform, except that in one class the 
words were grouped according to common structures and in the 
other class the words were taken up in chance order. A pre-
liminary test, preceding instructions, and final tests were 
given. The results show the sup~rlority of the grouping meth-
od not only in improvement but also in the average number of 
mistakes made per pupil in the ten learning lessons. The 
classes using grouped words advanced from a percentage of ao-
staUffer, on. cit., P• 53. 2 .;;s. -
Gates, Arthur, Generalization and Tranater in Stellint• 
Bureau ot Publications, Teachers College, Columota-un vera! y, 
New York, 1935. 
3 Wagner, c. A., "Experimental Study of Grouping by S1~ 
1larity 1n Teaching of Spelling." Doctor's dissertation, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., 1912. 
----~ ---
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curacy score of 68.2 to 97.1, or approximately 29; whereas, 
the group usinf. ungrouped words gained but 20, from 73·3 per 
cent to 93.1 percent. 
1 
In 1919 Horn wrote that stress on the syllabication of 
words is an important element in learning to spell. He goes 
i 
on to sayt 11 II 
d This seems particularly true where the stress is 11 
by means· of the pronunciation or the syllables. Unf'or- ';i 
tunately, most ot the experiments have not distinguished 
between the separation of the word in visual presenta-
tion and the indication or a7llabication through pro- il 
nunciation. It seems possible that d1 vi ding the word II 
!I into syllables in the visual presentation does aid young- :.II 
er children in distinguishing syllables clearly and so is 
1
, 
beneficial, but a recent experiment by the author failed i! 
'.I to show &IV' such advantage. ~ 1 2 \i 
Gates writes thus on the subject of the value of group- i 
., 
ing words to be studied: 
'I 
d 
:j 
I! It is conceivable that, quite without the use or 11 
rules, words aa7 be grouped in lessons according to some 11 
similarity os- d1tt"erence, and these characteristics may 1 
be brought under obaerva tion in such a way as to increase 11 
insight into the conventions or sp.elling and thus to ra- '!I 
cil1 tate learning by generaliaation and transfer of ex- 1,'
1 per1ence. : 
3 
Gates aummarizess 
It may be said that while experimental evidence 
'i 
II 
'I 
li 
'I 
\) 
ij Horn, Ernest, "Principles ot Method in Teaching Spelling :, 
As Derived :f'rom Scientific Investigation," Eighteenth Yearbook i! 
ot the National Society tor the Study of Education, Part II, 
Bloamington, Ill., 1919, PP• 52-77• 
2 
Gates, 
3 ~· .2..!!·, p. 4 
Gates, ~· ~., P• J.4. 
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aMply indicates that children do generalize and utilize 
previoua experiences in attempting to spell unfaMiliar 
or unstudied words, that while they usually spell unfa-
miliar words on the basis of common elements of struc-
ture and sound and that while such transfer is helpful 
in certain li;lted atudies ••• ,other studies ••• show that 
such transfer leads to error as well as success. 
l 
Horn investigated the effect of a syllabic presentation II 
il 
or words upon learning to spell. 768 pupils in the sixth grade I\ 
were tested. The analysis of the findings led to the con-
clusion that presenting words in syllabified form offered no 
advantage and also that selecting generalized classifications 
tor presenting words 1n syllabified form possessed no advan-
tage. Furthermore, it appeared that no advantage was obtained 
by pupils of either superior or interior spelling ability as 
a result of syllabic presentation of words. 
Investigators have given attention to the incidental 
learning of spelling, and there is evidence that pupils are 
able to spell words that have not been presented in formal 
spelling lessons. Gilber~reports an experiment with college 
students to determine it reading tor comprehension resulted 
in improvement or spelling ot worda encountered in the se-
1 
Horn, Thoma• D., "The Effect of a Syllabic Presentation 
of Wo~~ npon Learning to Spell," unpublished Doctor's Thesis, 
State Un1vera1t7 of Iowa, Iowa City, 1947• 
2 
Gilbert, L. c., "A StudJ ot the Effect of Reading on 
Spelling", Journal or Educational Research, Vol. XXVIII. 
(April, 193;), PP• ~0-576. 
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lections. Hls conclusions are that there is a significant 
gain when the spelling was tested immediately following the 
reading, but that the gain after a period of three weeks was 
much smaller. 
1 
Gilbert carried on somewhat the same kind of an experi-
ment with ninth graders to determine the amount of spelling 
gained .from reading. With this group he .found signi.fioant 
gains immediately following the reading, but that the delayed 
recall teat given four weeks after the reading showed no gains. 
2 
Wilson attempted to measure the effect of the incidental 
teaching of spelling on spelling achievement and social studies 
achievement. Two groups o.f high aohool sophomores enrolled in 
social studies classes were used. The incidental teaching of 
spelling given to the control group consisted or calling at-
tention to spelling, marking errors on all papers, and encour-
aging pupils to take more care in spelling. Not more than 
five minutes of each social studies class was devoted to 
spelling. At the end of the experiment both the control group 
and experimental group were tested. '!'he reaul ts showed no 
H ~ t 
If 
I· 
i 
I 
I 
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II 
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II 
il Gilbert, L. c., "Incidental Learning o.f Spelling in the 
intb Grade," School Review, Vol. XLII, (March, 1934), PP• 197- \,1 04. 2 - . 
Wilson, B. L., "The Effect of the Incidental Teaching 0£ II 
pelling in Two Tenth Grade Social Studies Classes," Unpub• [ 
!shed Maaterts Thesis, Boston university School o.f Education, 
•ton, Maaaaohwoetta, 1947. 
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significant differences on the basis of spelling scores. 
1 
Scallan reports an experiment dealing with third grade 
II 
II q II 
II ,. 
pupils in which she attempted to discover if children at this I 
- I 
level learn to spell incidentally. She presented the children 1 
with stories in which were imbedded certain spelling words. j 
By using a rotation plan with two seta or stories it was pos- II 
a1ble to set up very adequate controls without an equation or 
! 
groups. Her conclusions were that children may learn to spell I 
I words incidentally simply by meeting them in their reading, 1 
and that children spell words wi~ a higher per cent of accu- I
ll 
racy if they have been encountered in reading than if they 1 
II have not previously been seen. In comparing the power ot va- 1
1 
rious methods or word presentation used in the experiment, j 
Scallon round that Word Analysis, and Oral Presentation with I 
Meanings Explained were the moat etteetive. I 
Keyser 
2 
experimented in much the same way as Scallan with I 
. I' fourth and fifth grade pupils. Her conclusions were also that I 
pupils do learn to spell words which they meet in reading. i 
The method of presentation which brought about the moat sig- I 
niticant ttesulta was tha.t ot Word Analysis in which the mean- I 
Scallan, Ruth, "The Incidental Learning of Spelling 
Through Reading," Unpublished Maater's Thesis, Boston Univer-
s1t7,2School of Education, Boston, Maasaohusetts, 1947. · 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
II 
:I 
I Xeyser, M. L., •The Incidental Learning of Spelling 1 
Through Four Types of Word Presentation in Reading," Unpub- I 
liahed Doctor• a 'l'hfaia, Bp~ton University, School of Education, i Boston, Massachusetts, 194~· 
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n il 
I' 
ing of the word was not explained, but attention was called to ll 
'.il 
the phonetic elements, prefixes, suttixes, roots, and syl• \1 
labication. In the delayed recall test given two weeks after \ 
the reading, this method also proved the most valuable. I, 
I) 
Pertinent Research 1n Visual and Auditory Perception 1 
There is very little research which deals with the rela-
tion of vocabulary study to quickness of perception--either 
1 
visual or auditory. A comb wri tea that "Visual and auditory 
discrimination, perception, and associability are highly sig-
nificant factors in relation to reading ability," and he also 
says that visual and auditory factors are significantly re-
lated to spelling ability. 
2 
This opinion is somewhat substantiated by Nichols who 
reports a correlation or .59 between spelling achievement and 
3 
visual diaori~nation; and Keyser who reports a correlation 
of .784 between incidental learning of spelling through read-
ing and visual perception, and a correlation of .737 between 
1 
Aoomb, Allan, "A Study of Parchologioal Factors in 
Reading and Spelling," unpublished Master's !heals, Boston 
Oftivera1ty School of Education, Boston, Mass., 1936, p. 87. 
2 
Nichols, Augusta, "Construction of a Group Test for Id· 
agnosis of Spelling Difficulty," unpublished Doctor's Thesis, 
Boston Un1vera1ty School of Education, Boston, Mass., 1947, 
P• 115. · 
3 
Kerser, ~· !!!•• p. ll8b. 
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incidental learning of spelling through reading and auditory 
perception. 
II 
II I, 
II 
!I 
II 
Attention to word parts ia oi ted by several authors as a il 
' l q 
means of improving 'l;ford perception. Betta says that "it is !I 
U8U118d t~at the recognition of COIIJ>otmd worda, prefixes, ar- 11 
fixes, word parts, and the general problem of syllabication I I i 2 I 
and accent is an effect! ve means of word recognition." Meek II 
wrote in 1925, "Word perception depends to a large extent upon I\ 
the abil1 ty to select certain characteristics of a word by i/ 
li 
which 1 t may be recognized, the characteristics used to !den- II 
i' 
tity the words frequently varying w1 th the situation in which I 
the word occurs." I 
3 !1 Pillsbury maintained that the initial letter or complex 1 
letters of a word have more value in perception than those 
. 4 . 
that .form. the ending. Payne did not exactl7 agree with this 
point of' view. In her discussion of responses children made 
to words flashed in quick exposures, she writes, "The type or 
1 
Betts, ~· ~., P• 654. 
2 
Meek, Lola! "A Study or Learning and Retention in Young 
Children," Contr butions to Educati-on, Mo. 164J Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, New Yor~l925, p. 5o. 
3 
Pillsbur7, w. B., "A Study on Apperception," American 
JournUl ~ Psycho1osz, Vol. VIII, 1897, PP• 315-393. 
Payne, Cassie s., The Derivation of Tentative Norms for 
Short Exi:oaures in Read!,. Harvard tJ'niVeri: t7 Press, oam--
Erldge, ass., l~O, PP• 8-59. 
I 
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I 
error made ••• that is, whether the response to a word is an-
,, 
I 
II other farm similar in Shape, in initial letter, in final syl- j
1 
lable, or in idea--depends both upon the word in question and 
the child's familiarity with it.• 
1 
Gateat studies show that "v1aual perception ia not a 
single unitary capacity or power which operates uniformly up-
on all sorts of data and under all conditions." He further 
states, "Each person perceives aome things better than others. 
Perception as it functions with w~da, as data, then is rather 
a special kind of perception and in the majority of cases it 
II 
II 
I 
I 
,1 
II cannot be predicted at all accurately from knowledge of other 1 
II types of perception." 
In writing of the relationship existing between visual 
2 
and auditory perception, Acamb writes, 
The resulting high correlation (.84) between the 
v1aual memory of word pattern and aud1 torJ memory of 
words pronounced indicates a very clese relationship 
between the two factors. EY14ently a close observation 
of words arouaes the auditory stimulus which acta as an 
aid to the interpretation ot the visual symbols of the 
word. In like manner the correct pronunciation of a 
word arouses visual &'YJI!bola ot the ·word pronounced and 
reaul ts in th& correct imagePJ of the pronounced word. 
Gates, A. I., "A Study of the Rate of Visual Perception, 
Intelligence, and Certain Associative Processes in Reading and 
Spelling," Journal of Educational Paychologz, Vol. X:'II, (October, 1926) 1 pp-:-Q.~~-445. 2 . . 
Acomb, ~· .2!!•• p. 56. 
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II St.1111JB8.ry of Research With Impl1 cations !\ 
for the Present Stud7 ,1 
1. It ia the consenaua of opinion 8lllong writers in the 11 
f'ield that the teaching of pl'&f'ixea 1a valuable aa a pl'ocedUl'ell 
in word analysis. Some feel that this teaching has 1 ts great- !I 
t! 
est value as a method of structural analysis or as an aid to I 
word recognition. Others stress the meaning value of the word/ 
il 
elements and feel that the underatanding of these elements is II 
invaluable to the developmmt of 18.l'ger vocabularies. 111 
Thua, with this background of expert opinion, the preaenti, 
study is justified in attempting to establish the value of ex- il 
ercises which are deaigned to teach the common prefixes and !J 
word-roots. il 
il 2. The few studies which have been reported are in con- il 
ii 
.tlict as to the mer! ta of teaching prefixes and word-roots in 11 
! 
I 
relation to vocabulary enlargement~ Goldenberg reported that j 
there was value in such teach1ngJ however, the test he used toiJ 
al'l'ive at this decision m&l'ely tested the pupils to aee if thef 
knew the word elements which they had been taught; 1 t in no i 
' 
way measured their ability to understand new words. The value I 
of intenaive vocabulary training in ita relation to reading 
comprehension and speed was also investigated. Here, too, 
there is a conflict in reported conclusions running all the 
way from no gains to gains .r two years in very short periods 
o~ time. 
I 
I 
i 
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II In considering these conllicting conclusions, the present I! 
study seems justified in adding further data to the unsolved !j 
!i 
I 
problem of the value or teaching word elements in relation to I 
' enlargement of vocabulary, and in relation to reading speed 
II 
I and comprehension. 
3· Two points were evident in the research cited on the I 
teaching of spelling: 1. the problem as to the·value of syl- I 
labication in the direct method or teaching spelling is still i 
I 
unsolved) and 2. there is incidental learning or spelling. 
In the present stud7 an investigation will be made to determine 
if any significant gain in spelling accrues from the teaching \ 
i 
ot specific word parts which are taught for meaning only. I 
l1 4. Investigators seem to reel that recognition or common II 
It 
elements in worda is an aid to perception. In the present II 
study this point will also be investigated, and an attempt /1 
II 
will be made to show the effect or teaching prefixes and li 
il word-roots on visual and auditory perception. :1 
il 
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CHAPTml III 
EXERCISES FOR 'l'EACHING WORD-ROOTS AND PREFIXES 
General Plan of the Leaaona 
The material taught to the experimental classes was 
composed of th1rt7 lessons, each of which took approximately 
ten minutes each daJ• Each lesson waa baaed on one prefix 
Qr one word-root. Following everJ titth lesson there waa a 
review test which covered the work of the preceding five 
lessons. Scattered throughout the lessons were words which 
reviewed previously taught word elements. 
In order to facilitate review Within the short apace of 
time allotted to the lessons, each lesson began with a word 
which contained the element studied the previous day and 
which also contained the new element to be studied. For 
example, Leason 1 taught the wOPd-root tao J then Lesson 2 
-
began w1 th the word ;eertect. Thua there was a review of the 
root £!! and an introduction to the prefix per. Table I 
which follows below lists the initial words used in each 
lesson to show the continuity of the series of lessons. 
-~- ---- - -- ---==--=------- ==-
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tiaaon 
NUmber 
1~ 
2. 
~: 5. 6. 
A: 
9. 
10. 
11~ 
12. 
1,). 
14. 
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16. 
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19. 
20. 
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2,3. 24. 
25'. 
26. 
27. 
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29. 
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1. Pretixea 
TABLE I 
COITIIUITY OF TH1 LESSOBS 
Initial !eiiew 
Word Element 
facto~ ---perteot tao 
pertain per 
abstain ta1n 
avert ab 
reverse vert 
review re 
provide v1d 
protter pro 
tranater ter 
transport trana 
unimportant port 
unstationary un 
substance ata 
succeed aub 
concede cede 
commotion com 
1.-ovable mov 
independent in 
expend pend 
expoae ex 
dispose poa 
dismiss dis 
prea1ae mia 
pretend pre 
attend tend 
adventure ad 
invent ven 
impart in 
depart part 
Composition ot Lessons 
lew 
Element 
tao 
per 
tain 
ab 
vert 
re 
via 
pro 
ter 
trans 
port 
un 
sta 
sub 
cede 
con 
mot 
in 
pend 
ex 
pos 
dis 
mis 
pre 
tend 
ad 
ven 
in 
part 
de 
The pret1xea chosen were taken tram the list compiled by 
Stautter.1 Be scrutinized carefully the words in the 1931 
i . 
Stautter, Russell G., "A Study of Prefixes 1n the Thorn- i 
"dike Liat," Journal !!_Educational Research, Vol. 35 (February : 
' 1942) , 45'3-8. 
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edition of The Teacher's ~ ~ ~ ~0,000 Words and found 
that 24~ or 4922 words in this list have prefixes, and that 
fifteen prefixes account for 82~ of the total number of pre-
fixes used. 
These fifteen prefixes, with the exception of be formed 
-
the basis of the lessons. The pret1xea per, trans, and ~ 
were added to till out the prescribed number or lessons. 
In Table II will be found the complete list of prefixes 
taught and the lesson in which each !a taught. 
'!'ABLE II 
LIST OF PREFIXES TAUOH! IN LESSONS 
Pre?Ix teas on 
ab 2~ ad 
com 16 
de .30 
dis 22 
en 28 
ex 20 
in (into) 28 
in (not) 18 
non 18 
per 2 
pre 2~ pro 
re 6 
sub 14 
trans 10 
un 12 
1 
f.norndike, Edward L., The Teacher's Word Book of 20.000 
Words. New York: Bureau of-,;_ofloatlona, Teachers College, 
ii Columbia university, 19.31. 
li 
il 
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il Word-roots 
1,1 1 The fifteen word-roots aa found by Osburn to have the 
I
ll 2 highest frequencies in the Thorndike List ot 10,000 words 
I 
I 
ii: were used as a basis for the lessons. Table III gives the 
i! 
ii 
" I, I 
!I 
li ,. 
I' !i 
complete list ot the word-roots and their various combining 
forma. 
TABLE III 
LIST OF WORD-ROOTS TAUOB! IN LESSONS 
l· 
lord-root 
.... ceai, ceed, cess 
tac, tee, fie, ty 
ter,·lat, tol 
mitt, miss 
mot, mov 
part, pars 
pend, pens 
poa, pon, pons 
port 
sta, ·stat; sist 
ta1n, ten, tent 
tend 
ven, vene, vent 
vers, vert 
vid, via 
Illustrative Words 
Leason 
1:5 
1 
9 
2.3 
17 
29 
19 
21 
11 
1.3 
.3 25 
27 
5 
7 
The words which were used to illustrate the elements 
being studied were carefully chosen. Since the lessons were 
II 
I 
\'i 
II 
l'i 
I 
i! 
I 
\! 
ii 
II 
I: 
I! 
II 
l! 
j! 
i i' ,, 
I' 
I 
[, 
' 
1 il; 
Oabum, w. J., ·"Silent Reading Vocabulary", Bulletin No. 
1. Bloomington, Ill., Public School Publishing Company, 1925. 
2 . 
Thorndike, Edward L., The !eacher's Word Book of 10,000 
Words~ New York: Bureau of-pijhtlcat!ons,~chera UO!!ege, 
Columbia University, 1921. 
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to be used in the seventh grade no word was used which was 
not considered suitable for that level by the rating given it 
l in the Thorndike and Lorge List. 
~. Derivation of Words and Prefix Meanings 
The derivation of all words used in the lessons were care- 1, 
2 full7 aheoked in Webster's !!! International Dictionarz. 
The same source was used far the meaning of the prefixes. 
2. Word-root Meanings 
The meanings given to the word-roots were taken from 
I 3 Swinton's ~ Analysis. 
Teaching Procedure 
Because of the shortness of time allowed for each lesson 
1 Thorndike, Edward L~ and Lorge, Irving, The Teacher's 
', Word Book of ,301000 Words. Hew Yorkt Bureau or-PUb1lcatlona Teachers c'Ol':lege, coiUillbia tJn1 verst ty, 1944. 
2 Webster's New International D1ct1onarz, unabridged. (Second Ed1tion)-a:pr!ngfleld1 lassachUsetta: G. & c. Merriam 
!. co. 3 . 
Swinton, William, Word Analysis. Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New York& American Book compan,-,18'99. 
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I! 
ii 
They then !i notebooks, uaing one page tor each root or prefix. 
copied from the board the Latin derivation or the particular 
ij !, 
-I 
I! 
'I 
element and its meaning. This prooedure was included because 11 
the pupils were encouraged, though not required, to add to theil 
list or words used in the lesson, and it waa necessary for 
them to be able to check the derivation of the new words. 
They were told that they would not be held responsible for 
the Latin forma. It was necesaarr for the teacher to give 
the students instructions on how to check derivatives in the 
dictionary. 
In proceeding with the material of the lessons, the 
teacher told the class that they were going to take up some 
words using the new prefix or word-root. She gave them a 
,J 
:I I. 
~ ; 
!j 
il 
il 
!i 
ii 
1/ II 
II 
'I 
li 
!I 
il 
II 
!I 
d 
II 
short definition to elicit a one word answer. If the answer !I 
il 
given did not contain the proper word element the teacher II' 
pointed to the element on the bosrd and asked the child if the!, 
II 
word he gave used that word part. When the right word was 11 
II 
given, the teacher wrote it on the board and underlined the 
element being studied. The children copied these words in 
their notebooks, also underlining the studied part • 
. 
A total of 250 words were used in the thirty lessons. 
the very nature of the choice of these words used in the 
d 
ll 
n 
d 
II 
H 
t' 
il 
Byii 
I. 
I! il I, 
II lessons, most or them were familiar to seventh graders. 
'lbere-11 
II fore, it should not be assumed that these 250 words were taugb.t1i 
!I 
as new worda J they were used as illustrations of the prefix :~ !I 
:i 
= H --
::\ 
!: 
II 
'I 
II 
or word-root being taught. 
Leaaona 1 and 2 are reproduced below to illustrate the 
general procedure followed in each of the lessons. 
plete Manual of Lessons will be found in Appendix A. 
LESSOlf 1 
To teach the root .!:.!!• !.!!,, £!.!., !1:.. 
Words to be used in lesson: 
tactor,-
manutacture 
aat1afactor,- magnify artificial justify ettect office 
Procedure: 
Explain the purpose of the les,ons and show pupils how 
to put the root or prefix being studied on the top line 
of the notebook page. On the next line the,- should put 
the Latin derivation and its meaning. On succeeding 
lines have them list the words used to illustrate the 
word element being studied and have them underline that 
part. 
Write these word1 on the board: 
tactor7 manutac ture eatistactory 
Ask the children to find the common part in each of these 
worda. When it is eatabl1e~d that rae is the root, 
then write this on the boar4a 
facio tacere feci factus 
-
Explain that this means to make or do, and then explain 
that two of the root forma coae from these forma of the 
verb. '!'he following are all related forma: 
(Write on board) 
!!!?. !!2. !.!!. !l. 
Whenever these forms appear in words they give a sense 
ot "do" or ~ke" to the word. 
37 
Have the children write the root forms in their notebooks, 
and then the Latin verb and ita meaning. 
Now take up words to see how root meaning applies. 
(Teacher gives short definition to elicit one word 
answer from pupils. When oorrect word is given 
teacher writes it on board, underlining part 
being studied. Children copJ word, also Wlder-
lining word element. Be caref'ul not to let the 
writing drag down the interest in giving quick 
snappy answers to the definitions. Tell children 
that if they don't get all the words listed that 
they may have time at the end of the lesson to 
copy the list.) 
Refering to worda already written on board: 
Place where something is madea factory 
-
Once meant to make by hand, but now means to make: 
'manufacture 
-
That which has been made pleasing to certain 
standards: satia£!!tory 
Taking up other words: 
What word means to make juat and rightt justi£1 
What word means to make largert magn1!l 
One name tor a place to do work: office 
What word means made by art, not by nature: artificial 
-
What word means the result ot something done: effect 
,i 
I 
'i I, 
'i 
i' 
4 q 
" 'I 
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LESSOlf 2 
To teach pretix per 
Words to be used in lesson: 
perfect 
perceive 
Procedure: 
permit 
perpetual 
permanent 
persuade 
Write on the board: perfect 
persist 
perish 
Call on same child to identity the prefix. Then ask 
for the meaning or the root studied the day betore, 
and arrive at the meaning of this wordc made 
thoroughl:y. 
The pretix ~ means throughout, in apace or time, 
thoroughl7. 
Taktng up words using the prefix: 
To obtain knowledge through the senses, see, or 
hear: perceive. 
To allow-•literally let go through: ;eermit 
An adjective which meana continuous--going on 
throughout all time: .2.!.£Petu&l 
That which lasta throughout all time: permanent 
To win over completely to one's point of view: persuade 
To continue steadfastly in a course of action: persist 
To go through to the end, to die: perish 
As a part of the teaching procedure short review testa 
were given at the end of every tit_th lesson. 'l'hese were 
to be kept 
d 
scored by the teacher and given back to the pupils 
in their notebooks. The review teat for the first 
'I 
'I 
week tollowa ali 
I• 
·I 
:i 
lj 
i' d 
,j 
'I I. 
li 
REVIEW TEST FOR FIRST WEEK 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a circle around the proper letter to 
indicate whether the word part is a prefix or root. 
Write one word which uses the root or prefix. 
1. per R p 
2. vera R p 
). ab R p 
4. tain R p 
5. fac R p 
DIRECTIONS: Place the number of the word part given above 
in the blank before ita proper definition. Notice that 
one definition will not be used. 
___ hold 
do, make 
----before 
throughout in apace or time 
------- from, awa~ 
turn, change 
As a further review, each prefix or word-root was 
reviewed by being used in a succeeding lesson. In each 
case a note was made of the known element and the students• 
attention called to it. 
!I 
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CHAP'l'ER IV 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
This chapter will describe the plan of the experiment un• 
der the follow:i.ng general headingaa 1. General plan; 2. Con-
struction of unpublished teats; 3~ standardized testa; 4. se-
, lection and status or population; S. Method of conducting ex-
periment; and 6. Teaching procedure and teachers• evaluation 
ot the exercises. 
General Plan 
1. Pretesting or both control and experimental groups with the 
following tester 
1 
a. Otla Quick-Scorins Mental ~bilit7 Teats, Beta, FormB 
2 
b. Gate a Readi!l£5 Survez !2£. qradea ~ _!2. .!Q., Form I 
c. Vocabular'J Teat of Unfam111u Worda3 
. 3 
d. Spelling Teat, Form I 
3 
e. Visual Perception Teat, F~ I 
3 
t. Auditor,. Perception Teat, Porm I 
i 
I 2. Introduction or experimental teaching for ten minutes a da,. I 
for six weeks 1n regular EngliSh classes of experimental 
:r 
Published b'J World Book CompanJ, Yonkers, New York, 1937•' 
2 Published b'J Bureau of PUblications 1eachera College, 
Columbia University, New York, (Revised) i942. 
3 
Unpublished. 
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group 
3. Control group continue with uaual English classes 
4. Final testing of both control and experimental groups w1 th 
the following tests: 
a. Gates Readins Survez !!£. Grades .J. !2 lQ., Form II 
b. Vocabulary Test of Unfamiliar Words 
c. Spelling Test, Form II 
d. Visual Perception Test, Poztm. II 
e. Auditory Perception Test, Form II 
5. Six weeks period ot no specific teaching of experimental 
factor to either group 
6. Testing of both groups with Pre:t1x and Word-root Meaning 
1 
Test 
Construction ot UnpubliShed Tests 
1. Vocabulag Teat of Unfamiliar Word~ 
"Do the exercises bring about improvement in ability to 
interpret unfamiliar words containing the studied elements?" 
f.he first question to be answered by this study necessitated 
the construction of a test which could, to a certain extent, 
measure the ability ot the pupils to interpret unfamiliar 
words. 
The choice or the "un:familiu" words was the first ]l'd)lem 
encountered in the construction ot such a test. It was ftnally 
42 
I' !i il 
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Unpublished. 
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i! 
decided that if the word did not appear in the first 10,000 
1 
words or the Thorndike-Lorge Liat 1t was sufficiently diffi-
cult to be considered unfamiliar to aeventh grade pupils. 
The second problem to be solved in the choosing or the 
words was that each word had to contain one or the studied 
elements. A third problem further llm1 ted the choice ot 
words. It was decided that those words which 1lluatrated 
word-roots should not involve prefixes other than those taught 
in the lessons. With only one exception it was possible to 
adhere to this limitation. 
Atter much sea:rch1ng in the dictionary and checking with 
the Thorndike List two words 1lluatrating each or the studied 
elements were chosen. Tables IV and V list the words used in 
the VooabularJ Test. 
1 
TABlE IV 
UNFAMILIAR WORDS EMPLOYilfG THE STUDIED PREFIXES 
lora 
abnormal 
abject 
attenuate 
aggression 
contention 
conclusive 
deduction 
detention 
divulsion 
disable 
entitle 
enable 
ltiuHeC! Prel'!i 
ab 
ab 
ad 
ad 
con 
con 
de 
de 
dis 
dis 
en 
en 
Thorndike and Lorge, ~· !.!! • 
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TABLE IV oontinued 
Word 
e)ict 
extenuate 
incise 
inductive 
perspire 
perverse 
preclusive 
precise 
progression 
propulsion 
repulsion 
revulsion 
subtitle 
s\lbnoraal 
tranaverae 
tranapire 
TABLE V 
ex 
ex 
in 
in 
per 
per 
pre 
pre 
pro 
pro 
re 
re 
sub 
sub 
trans 
trana 
URPAMILIAK WORDS EXPLOnNG THE STUDIED WORD-ROOTS 
Word 
acoesallil1!ty 
cession 
factotum 
taotitioua 
ett1oac1oua 
pro1'1c1ent 
at1'erent 
efferent 
missive 
aubmisa1ve 
demote 
mobility 
compend1 um 
pendencJ 
pensive 
propensity 
depose 
interpose 
proponent 
component 
disport 
portab111t7 
constituent 
Studied Word-root 
ceas 
cess 
tao 
tac 
tic 
tic 
ter 
ter 
mis 
mia 
mot 
mot 
pend 
peb.d 
pen a 
P8 nfl pos 
po~ 
pon 
pon 
pbrt 
port 
sta 
::_-::-::-=--t;:--::-_-:.-::-;:::::_~::-:;-::--=-=:-=::-:~::.-=--:~==-=-=--:::_--=---::;:-::-::--_ 
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'l'ABL'B: V continued 
lord 
autialat 
tenanoJ 
tenacious 
diaten4 
sub tend 
intePVene 
venire 
advent 
inventorial 
adveraitJ 
subversive 
1nvid1oua 
;erovident 
Studied Wor&-looi 
ata 
ten 
ten 
tend 
tend 
ven 
ven 
vent 
vent 
ver 
ver 
vid 
vid 
Aa can be seen tram Table v, worda were chosen which il-
lustrated the various torms ot the word-root. Thua a total ot 
sixty-tour worda were used as the basta or the teat. The plan 
followed in writing the teat was that often used in vooabular,-
teata. A definition was given and the examinee was to under-
line the one ot the five following worda which was indicated 
i by the det1n1 ti on. In thia case the meaning ot the word-root 
:• 
i!, or prefix being tested waa hidden in the definition. For 
i 
!': example number 6 on the teat is as follows t 
6. Holding or tending to hold strongly 
fictitious veracious tenacious mendacious 
taot1t1oua 
Since tenacious contains the root ten which means "to hold" 1 t 
-
· would be the word to which the student's attention should be 
turned. 
Number 9 illustrates the type ot statement used when a 
pretix was being tested: 
I 
-----7 -~~c--~-~-~-\-
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9. Below the normal 
prenormal denormal abnormal subnormal pronormal 
: In this item the only variation in the words is the prefix. 
, As can be seen .from this example it was sometimes necessary 
to coin words in order to carry out this plan of varying only 
the prefix. A copy of the total teat may be fotmd in Appendix Bt~ 
Only one form of this test was made. It was given at the 
beginning and end of the experiment to both groups. The co-
efficient of reliability established on the final testing of 
the experimental group was found to be .9)6. The split-halt 
·. technique with the application of the Spearman-Brown Prophecy 
·· Formula was used. The number in this case was 26.5. 
2. Spelling Testa 
"Is there evidence of improvement in spelling?" The 
, second question to be answered by the study made it necessary 
·• to construct a teat to measure any possible change in spelling 
, ability as broUght about by the experimental work. 
It was decided to construct two fifty word testa made up 
o.t' the·illustrative words used in the lessons. Two hundred 
1 words were randomly chosen from the two hundred fifty words or 
the lessons and were dictated to tour seventh grade olaasea 
outside of the population of the experiment. These papers 
were_aoored and percentages of successes were figured on each 
word. Chart I shows how these percentages were graphed. The 
sixty-seven easiest words, and the thirty-three moat difficult 
47 
words were removed. 
divided into two tests of 50 words each by matching the per-
centages of success. These final testa may be found in Ap• 
pendix B. 
In order to establish the reliability of the two forma of 
the Spelling Tea.ts, these testa were given to another group of 
seventh grade pupils, also outside of the experimental popu-
lation. The coefficient or reliability was found to be .890. 
The number in this case was 103. 
3· Prefix and word-root Meanias Teat 
"Are the meanings of the studied elements remembered at-
tel' a aix weekst period of no specific teaching?" Answel'ing 
this question necessitated the making of a test which measured 
the recall of the meaning of the prefixes and word-roots used 
in the experimental teaching. 
This teat contained thirty i te111 and was made up of 
matching columns of prefixes and their respective meanings, 
and word-roots and their respective meanings. It was given to 
both the control and the experimental groups at x weeks after 
the final teaching of the experimental work. The coefficient 
of reliability was figured on the testa of the experimental 
population by the split-half technique with application of the 
Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula. The reliability coefficient 
was found to be .903. The number of oases was 257. A copy 
of this test will be found in Appendix B. 
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!t. Visual Perception Testa 
"Is there evidence of improvement of speed of visual per-
ception?" To answer this question it was necessary to con-
struct a test which could measure to some extent visual per-
ception. The general plan of the teat was for the examinees 
to choose from a group of seven si~lar words the word which 
they saw exposed for a brief time. 
In constructing the two forms of the test it was decided 
to use the same groups of words for each or the forty items, 
but to use a different set of atimQlus words for each form. 
For example item number l contained the following words: 
globulin globin globate global 
globe globule globul 
The stimulus word for Fol'lll I was &].obal and for Form II was 
globule. 
The stimulus words were printed an cards large enough to 
be seen by the entire class. Before the administering of the 
test samples were used so that children who could not see were 
able to change their seats; thus el1.tnat1ng. as much as pos-
sible, distance vision probleu. In order to maintain the re-
iability of the test, careful timtng had to be observed in 
aoh administration. The words were exposed for one half to 
hree quarters of a second, and two seconds were allowed for 
he examinees to mark the word they had seen. The signal for 
n exposure was "Ready, LOOK", and was given before each card 
!\ 
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was exposed. 
The coefficient or reliability of the two forms of the 
test was measured by giving both roms to one hundred seventh 
,, 
li 
'i 
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graders outside of the experimental population. 
coefficient was found to be .9~. 
The reliabil1tyjl 
:! 
$. Auditorz Perception Tests 
The Auditory Perception Teats were much like the Visual 
Perception Testa in form. The students marked on a printed 
sheet a word which they heard pronounced. There were two 
forms of this test, and, as with the Visual Perception Teata, 
the same groups of words were used for each form, the varia-
tion coming in the stimulus word. Item number 1 in the Audi-
tory Test contained the following words: 
introvert invert invent invene 
intervert invere intvent 
The stimulus word.for Fo~ I was invent, for Form II it was 
invert. 
In the administration of these tests timing was also very 
important. Two seconds were permitted between the pronouncing 
of word and the number or the next word. In this time the 
examinees marked the word they heard. 
The coefficient of reliability of the two forma was 
measured by giving both forms to 101 seventh graders outside 
of the experimental population. The coefficient was round to 
be .916. 
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Table VI gives a brief summary of the statistical data 
concerned w1 th the unpublished testa. 
TABLE VI 
SUDARY OF DATA OM UMPUBLISHED TESTS 
Teat lumber ot ii*t. PI NUmber on which 
Forms 
1 
r waa computed 
Vocabulary 1 .9.39 41jo .oo4 26.5 
- -. 
.Spelling 2 .890 ~ .01.3 10.3 
-
Kean1ng ot 
Elements l 
1 
.903 .. .007 257 
-
Visual 
Perception 2 .914 .t .010 100 
Auditory 
Perception 2 .916 1 .010 101 
*Pearson Product Moment method of correlation 
l 
Spll t-half technique with application r£ Spearman-Brown 
Prophecy Formula 
Standardized testa 
"Is there evidence that general vocabulary has been 
affected?" 
"Is there evidence of improvement in reading comprehen-
sion?" 
"Is there evidence of improvement in speed of reading?" 
"Is there any evidence of improvement in the total reading 
score?" 
boston Uni\e~s1ty 
School of E~aca~iOD 
Li r. Y"•rY 
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In order to answer these questions, it was decided that 
1 
the Gates Reading Survey ill Gradea J ~ !Q. would furnish the 
beat information. This is a very reliable reading test, but 
one which had not been used in the schools participating in 
the experiment. It comprises three sections: Vocabulary, 
Level of Comprehension, and Speed. It furnishes standardized 
grade level equivalents for all the subteat scores and for the 
average or the three scores. 
2 
The ~ guick Scoring Teat !! Mental Abilities, Beta 
was chosen as the test on which the mental ages or the pupils 
i 
in the experiment would be based. i fhia test was choaen because II 
il 
ot ita reliability, and because of the shortness of time re-
quired for ita administration. 
Selection and Status of Population for Experiment 
It was decided to use twenty seventh grade classes in the 
experiment, ten tor the experimental work, and ten for the 
control. In choosing which schools would be used, it was 
necessary to find those in which a teacher, who was willing 
to do the experimental teaching, also taught a comparable group 
which could be used aa a control. Alter visiting several 
~ 
Published by Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
Columbia University, New York, (Revised) 1942. 
2 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers, New 
College, 
York, 1937. 
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schools in the Boston area, the writer found schools in the 
I 
I 
I 
following communities willing to cooperatea 
Concord, and Quincy. 
Arlington, I Belmont,! 
A total or 585 pupils took part in the experiment, 29.3 
as the experimental group and 292 aa the control. However, 
1 because of absences during either the pretesting period, or 
I 
during the final testing, data were not complete on all ot 
these students. Those tor whom the data were not complete 
were dropped from the final computation of data on the study. 
A few other oases were also dropped tor purposes of equating 
the groups tor the .final computation. This will be discussed 
to a greater extent in Chapter v. 
Table VII presents a summary ot the data pertaining to 
the schools participating in the experiment. 
City 
Arlington 
Belmont 
Concord 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF DATA OB SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING 
IN THE EXPERIMDT 
NUiiiber ot Number ot 
Classes Pupils 
School Expert• con- Expert- Con-
mental trol mental trol 
Junior High 1 1 28 .31 
West 
Bilmmt Juz:d.or 1 1 29 29 
High School 
Peter Bulkele,-
28 3un1or 1 1 29 
High School 
Nu.m-
ber or 
Teach-
ers 
1 
1 
1 
i 
. ! 
I 
! 
53 
City 
Quincy 
Quincy 
··-· ~--·- - --·-·--
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TABLE VII continued 
School 
Central 
Junior 
High School 
Quincy Point 
Junior 
High School 
Biiiilbe:r of 
Classes 
Expe:r1- con-
mental tr'ol 
2 2 
2 2 
Korth Quincy 
High School 3 
Totals 10 10 
Number of 
Pupils 
Exper1- Con-
mental trol 
68 65 
56 53 
85 
293 292 
Method of Conducting the Testing Program 
Niiin:llt 
her or 
Teach-
ers 
2 
l 
2 
8 
After the choice or the participating schools was made 
it was necessary to plan for the administration or the tests. 
These were all given by the writer during regular English 
olasa periods of the claaaes involved. In some schools it 
i 
I 
!I 
i! 
:i was poseible to utilize a double pe:riodJ however, in all cases \i 
three peri~ were required with eaoh group in whiCh to ad-
minister the initial tests. The testing program was begun on 
February 11, 1952, and as soon as the testing was completed 
in eaCh school the ,xperimental teaching was begun. The 
complete testing program required three weeks. 
At the end of the experimental teaching program, the 
testing program was again planned. The final tests were ad-
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I 
ministered under the same cond1 tiona of time and place as the 
initial testa and were also administered by the writer. 
The delayed recall test, given aix weeks after the close 
of the experimental teaching, was given by the teacher in a 
i 
regular class period. Since thta · teat did not require a com- Ill 
plete class period for its administrati.on, it was thought that j 
there would be less disturbance to the class routine if it 1 
were given by the regular teacher~ 
Teaching Procedure and Teachers• Evaluation 
ot the Exercises 
The writer met with each of the teachers to explain the 
procedure of teaching the exercises as outlined in the Manual 
of Exercises. They were eager to take part in the experiment 
as they felt that the reaul ta would be very v.aluable. Several 
times during ~e progress of the experiment the writer con-
tacted the teachers to get their reaotiona to the exercises. 
It was the consensus of opinion that the exercises were of 
value and that the children enjo7ed them. It was felt by two 
teachers who were working with rather slow groups that the 
lessons :required more than ten minutes to be thoroughly taught 
and that the illustrative words were so difficult that it was 
necessary to teaCh them as new worda. However, even in these 
classes the children seemed to enjoy the exercises. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed in order to arrive at as complete 
answers as possible to the eight questions proposed in Chap-
ter I. This chapter, then, will be divided into the following 
sections, each one dealing with one of the questions: 
1. Do the exercises bring about improvement in ability 
to interpret -unfamiliar words containing the studied 
elements? 
2. Is there evidence of improvement in spelling? 
3. Are the meanings of the atu41ed elements remembered 
after a six weeks' period of no specific teaching? 
4. Is there evidence of imp:rovement in speed of percep-
tion, either visual or auditory? 
5. Is there evidence that general vocabulary has been 
affected! 
6. Is there evidence of improvement in reading compre-
hension? 
1. Is there evidence of impreYement in speed of reading? 
8. Is there evidence of improvement in the total reading 
score? 
There will also be a preliminary section explaining the 
method of matching the groups for the study, and a concluding 
!section summarizing the findings. 
I 
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In analysing the data, it was desirable to determine 
which differences were sign1£icant. A critical ratio of three 
was selected as the level at which differences would be 
1 
tioally significant, aa Wert aaya, 
Whenever the ratio is three or more, it is a 
practical certainty that the difference ia too great 
to be the result of sampling fluctuations. 
~atch1.ng ~ Groups 
A total or 585 pupils took part 1n the experiment, 293 
as the experimental group and 292 aa the control. However, 
as was stated previously, because of absences during either 
the pretesting period, or during the final testing, data were 
not complete on all of these students. Those foro whom the 
of data on the study. 
An effort was made to match the exper-imental and control 
groups on the.basis of sex, chronological age, mental age, 
average reading sc~re as shown by the Gates Reading Survey ~ 
2 
Grade a 1 ~ M!, , vocabulary as ahown by the unpublished 
i Vocabulary Test, and spelling as shown by the unpublished il 
Spelling Test. Therefore, it was necessary to drop several ! 
lL II Wert, James E., Educational Statistics, McGraw-Hill Book I 
Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1938, P• ~5. 
2
Published by Bureau of Publications, TeaChers College 1
1 
Columbia University, New York. 
I 
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more oases from the sample and the resulting total in each or 
the groups, control and experimental, was 220, with 108 boys 
and 112 girls in each group. All of the findings reported in 
this study are based on the performance of these 44o pupils. 
Aa can be seen from Table VIII, the groups were roughly 
equated on the six variables under consideration. An obser-
vation of the differences in the mean scores reveals a very 
slight advantage to the experimental group in chronological 
age, mental age, and average reading scores, but the control 
group has the higher mean scores in vocabulary and spelling. 
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TABLB VIII 
DATA USED AS BASIS FOR .EQUATING GROUPS 
Van able Difference 
Boys 
• 
• 
• 
s.n. 
ean 
S.D. 12.69 1 .29 
Chronological Age computed as or March 1, 1952. 
2 
3 
As shown by the Otis ~uac: sc~i~ Test of Mental 
Abilities. P"ii'6!rs y the l rl'Q"BoO'K l!ompany. 
The to-tal reading score as shown by the Gates Reading 
Survez !S!!:, Grade• J. ~ ~ 
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I! 1. Do the exercisea Ui"' about imJ!rovement in 1ib111 ti to 
j! -iilr.rpret UiitiDi ar words coni£a!n!ng tlii atudie "il-
,! ementit ~ - -
l I The Vocabulary Test contained 64 items and was acored 
I by count!ng the number of items correct, thus a perfect score 
' would be 64. The same test was administered at the beginning 
of the experiment and following the experimental teaching. 
Table IX shows the results of this teat. 
'llBLE IX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES ON THE TEST FOR 
DERIVING MEANINGS FROM WORD ELEMENIJ.S 
! 1.he mean score of the experimental group on the initial 
I teat was 13.52 and was compared with the control group mean 
score of 13.87. On the final teat the mean score of the ex-
perimental group was 15.96 as compared with 14.43. The crit-
ical ratio or 2.07 ia not significant. There are 96 chances 
I out of a hundred that this la a true difference. 
1able X shows the gains which the experimontal and control 
groups each made on the test deriving meanings fr.an word ele-
menta. 
1 
Unpublished. 
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TABLE X 
EXPERDmNTAL AND CONTROL GROUP GAINS ON 'l'HE 1'ES T 
FOR DERIVIlfG MEANINGS FROM WORD ELEMEN'IS 
.67 .24 
.76 .92 
Pin 220 8.30 
On the ini t1al teat the control group mean a core was 
1 13.87, and on the final teat their mean score was 14.43, 
I 
I showing a alight sain 'lhe cr1 tical ratio or .24 ia not aig• 
I n1tican t. There are ~8 chance& out or a hundred that this 18 
I a true difference. The experimental group showed greater 
I! I gaina raieing the inltial mean acore or lS.52 to 15.96 on 
However, this critical ratio of' .92 is not I the final teat. 
1 atatiatioally significant. ~ere are 64 chances out of a 
II 
1
1 hundred that this ia a true difference. 
II 
i Table XI ahowa the statistical CCJlrP~.!"iaon of the gains 
1
[ made b:r the experimental and control groups on tb& teat for 
I deriving word meanings from the studied elements. 
I TABLE XI 
i 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON 
mE TEST FOR DERIVING MEANilfQS FROM WORD ELEMENTS 
droup Giln m:rr C.R. 
don .16 .67 
.54 1.01 .53 
.70 .76 
/ 
I 
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'lhe experimental group made greater gains than the con-
trol groupJ however, the critical ratio or .53. is not statie• 
-, 
tioally significant. There 40 chances out or a hundred that 
this is a true difference in favor ot the experimental group. 
~ dettr.mine if the exercises were more valuable to the 
pupils who made high initial scores than to those who made 
low initial scores, theee reaulta were compared. Table XII 
shows the comparison between the aooree of the 100 highest 
initial scorers in each group. 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF HIGH INITIAL 
SOORERS ON TEST FOR DERIVING MEANING 
FROJ4 WORD BUMENTS 
c.R • 
• 87 
1.05 1.45 
1he mean score ot ao.aa ot the experimental group on the 
initial test was compared w1 th the control group mean score of 
22.1:5. On the final teat the experimental group mean soon 
was 22.22 J:ompared with 20.70 for the control. 'Ibe"1WPiter 
cannot •~lain the loss shown by the control group. ~· crit-
ical ratio ot 1.,45 is not statistically signi.fiaant. There 
are 85 chances out of a hundred that thia is a true di.f.ference 
in .favor of the experimental group. 
-=._-::._::::·:::-.. ===--=------==---=::-~~=--=--====--::-=-----:-=----:. .. -:::-:.-=--------==-::~--=--=- :_--_ - ·-- -------- ------- -
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'lable XIII ahowa the gains made by the one hundred high• 
~XIli 
GAINS OF HIGH INITIAL SCORERS OF laP ERIMENTAL AND C0l11ROL 
GROUPS ON THE m.8 T .FOR DERIVING MEANING 
FROM WORD EUWENm 
1.94 .92 2.13 
An analysis ot the above table ahowa that the control 
group had a loaa in mean acore ot 1.43. The experimental 
group made a gain of 1.94. Howeve~, the critical ratio ot 
2.13 1a not atat1st1callJ ai¢.tioant. There are 96 chances 
out of a hundre• that thia ia a true 41fference. 
Table XIV ahowa the atatiat1cal oampari~on of these g•ina. 
TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF HIGH INITIAL SCORERS OF EXPERIMENTAL 
AND CON1ROL GROUPS ON TEST FOR DERIVING MEANING 
PROM WORD BUIIEN18 , 
In comparing the gains made by the high initial acorera 
\!1 in each group and compensating tor the fact that the control 
f group loat, the dit'!erence was found to be 3.37. 'lhe critical 
I 
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ratio of 2.41 ia not statistically significant. There are 
98 chances out or a hundred that this is a true dl. rrerence 
in favor of the experimental group. 
!able XV shows tne results of the hundred lowest initial 
scorers on the speciaUzed vocabulary test. 
TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF LOW INITIAL 
SCORERS ON 'rEST FOR DERIVIH.G MEANING FROM 
. WORD EIJ!31EN2S. 
ot 8.39 waa significantly better than the exper"imental group 
with a mean score or 6.93. On the final test the experimental 
group had a mean score ot 11.94 as oo.mpQred with the control 
group mean score of' 9.94. ~· critical ratio is not statis• 
tically significant. There are 98 chances out of a hundred 
that this is a true ditrer.ence. 
'nlble XVI shows the gains which the one hundred lowest 
initial scorers or each of' the groups made on the test for 
deriving meaning tram word elements. 
---- ---- ----- - ----
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'm.BLE XVI 
GAINS OF LOW INITIAL SCORERS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CON'IROL 
GROUPS ON TEST FOR DERIVING 14EA5ING FROM WORD ELEMENm 
1.55 .sa 2.77 
Fin 
~· control group showed imp~ovament on the final teat 
over the initial teat; however, the critical ratio or 2.77 ia 
not ata tiatically aignlticant. 'lhe eJP erimental group made a 
atatlatically significant gain in the final teat aa compared 
with the initial teat. Thia 1a shown by the critical ratio 
ot 7.33. 
!able XVII atat1at1cally caaparea the gaina made by the 
low initial acorera ot each of the groups. 
TA .a:r:;B XVII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF I.DW INITIAL SCORERS OF EXPERIMEN'I:AL 
AND OON1ROL GROUPS ON TEST FOR DERIVING MEANING 
FROlll WORD ILEMEN'!S 
'lbe cr1 tioal ratio or 3.84 indica tea that the gains of 
the experimental group aa compared with those or the control 
group are atatiatlcally significant. 
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Table XVIII shows the oompariaon of the gains made by 
the high and low initial scorers on the specialized vocabu• 
lary teat. ~1e indicates which group de~ived the most bene-
fit from the experimental work. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF HIGH AND LOW INITIAL SCORERS OF 'IHE 
EXPER.DlEmr.A.L (ll()UP 01' 'mE HS!' FOR DERIVING 
MEANiliG, _Fft())l ,WOlD ELE.tmN!IB 
2.70 
scorers made greater gains than did the 
high initial soorer~however, comparing the gains statistically 
the critical ratio of 2.70 is not significant. There are 99 
chances out of a hundred that this is a true difference in 
favor of the low initial scorers. 
In order to determine whether the group with the highest 
mental agee profited more from the exercises than those of the 
I 
lowest mental age group, these scores were analyzed. Table XIX 1 
1
1 shows the scores of the 100 pupils with the highest mental ages 
I 
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in each of the groups. 
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TABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF HIGH MENTAL AGE 
GROUP ON TEST FOR DERIVING KP!AliiNG FRO:M WORD ELEMEN'lS 
.70 1.07 .65 
Fin .al 
On the 1ni t1al teat the control group mean a core was 
. 17.94 aa compared, with 17 •. 24 for the experimental group. On 
the final test the control group c!ropped 1n the mean score to 
16.62. The writer cannot explain this loss. However~ in cam~ 
paring this score with the expor~tal group mean score of 
20.73, the critical ratio ot 3.70 1a statistically significant 
in favor of the experimental group. 
1able XX ahowe the ga1ne made by the high men tal age 
of each ot t~e control and experimental groups. 
group I 
'm.BLE XX 
GAINS MADE Rl' HI GB llENTAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CON'lROL GROUPS ON TEST FOR DERIVING MEAlliNG 
FROJ4 WORD ELFJIEN 1B 
1.10 1.20 
3.49 1.09 3.20 
I 
' 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
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On the initial teat the high mental age group of the con-
trol group made a mean score of 17.94, but on the final test 
the mean score of this group was 16.62, showing a loss of 1.32. 
The experimental group made a significant gain fram·l7.24 to· 
< • • 
20.73. The critical ratio ot $.20 is statistically. significant:~ 
Table XXI shows the statistical comparison of th• gains 
made by the high mental. age group ot each cf the experimental 
and control groups. 
D.BLB XXI 
COMPARISOJ' OF GAINS OF HIGH f4Elf'li.L AGE GROUPS OF EXPERIMENTAL 
AND CON'JROL GROUPS OW TP!S'l' POR DERIVING MEANINOS 
FROM WORD EL114EN!B 
1.55 3.11 
The gains of the experimental group are significantly 
greater than those of the control group, which actually showed 
a loss. ~· critical ratio of 3.11 is statistically signifi-
cant. 
~ble XXII is a comparison ot the scores of the lowest 
men tal age group. ·· 
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TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF LOW MENTAL AGE GROUP 
ON TEST FOR DERIVING MEANINGS FROM WORD ELEMENTS 
.sa .so 1.10 
1.24 .sl 1.53 
On the pretest the experimental group mean score was 
11.98 aa compared with 11•10 for the control group; on the 
final test the mean score of the experimental group was 13.08 
as compared to 11.84 for the control group. The critical 
ratio of 1.53 ia not statistically significant. There are 
. . 
87 chances out of a hundred that thio is a true difference. 
Table XXIII shows the gains made by the low mental age 
group on the specialized vocabulary test. 
TABLE XXIII 
GJ.INS MADE BY LOW MENTAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERIMENTAL AND 
1 ' CONMOL GROUPS ON 'IBST FOR DERIVING MF.ANINGS 
FROM WORD J'£LEIIEN'1S 
.74 .71 
1.10 .89 
.65 
On the initial test the control group had a mean score 
ot 11.10, and on the final teat the mean score was 11.84, 
69 
showing a slight, though insignificant, gain. ~. experimental 
group also made a gain tram 11.98 on the initial test to 13.08 
on the final test. However, this gain is also insignificant, 
the critical ratio. being 1.24. There are 78 chances out ot a 
hundred that this is a true difference. 
Table XXIV shows the. compeJ;tison· ot the gains made by the 
pupils with high mental ,agee and those made by pupils with low 
mental agee. 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY HIGH ABD WW 'MENTAL AGE GROUPS 
OF EXPERD4ENTAL GROUP OW 'I'D TEST FOR DERIVING 
J!EANIN CAS FROM WORD ELEIIEif m 
In comparing the gains made by the high and low men tal 
age groups, the critical ratio of .98 is in favor of the high 
mental age group though it is not statistically significant. 
There are 67 chances out of a hundred that this is a true 
difference. 
'!he d~ t.£. were also .. analyaed to discover it there were 
any differences in the ~aina M$de by boys and girls as a re-
sult or the exercises. Table XXV ahowa the chronological 
and mental ages or the boys and girls in the study. 
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M.A. AND C.A. OF BOYS AlU> GIRLS IN S'IUDY 
ental Age Cbron. Age 
GrO;sE Sex No. Mean S.D. Mean s.n-;-
Con I IOS 1'7C.Em !1.70 I5I.~ ~.20 
~on p Im I'7S.DS II.5!> I~~.~s ~.Sl5 
EiP i loa l'?l!.!lS m>.D t5I.Si 'I.Str 
&i 
' 
III !'7!.'78. II.tm !50.~ '1.'0"1 
The mean mental ages or the boys in each group was 
slightly lower than that or the girls for the correaponding 
group~ The mean chronological age of the girls is slightly 
lower than that of the boys. 
!able XXVI shows the initial and final scores made by the 
boys on the specialized vocabulary teat. 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES MADE BY THE OOYS IN 
CON'J.ROL AND EXPERIMEN'.tAL GROUPS ON TEST FOR D:gRIVING 
MEANINGS FROM WORD ELDEN'JB 
.4o 1.oo .4o 
Fin 108 16.80 8.96 .86 
On the :tnitial test the experimental group made a mean 
score of 14.14 as compared with the control mean score or 
13.74. On the final test the e~erimental mean score or 
16.80 was compared w1 th 'lle control mean score or 13.87. ~· 
critical ratio is not statistically significant. There are 
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99 chances out of a hundred that this 1s a true difference • 
~ble :XXVII shows the gains made by the boys of the ex• 
perimental and control groupe on the specialized vocabulary 
test. 
TA. BLE XXVII 
. . ; . 
GAINS MADE BY BOYS IN EXPERI~rEN!lL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON 
mBT FOR DERIVING :MF~NIHGS FROM WORD ELEMEN~ 
.13 .93 .14 
On the pretest the boys of the control group made a mean 
score of 13.74, and on the ~inal teat made a mean score of 
13.87, making a very aUght gain. 'l'h,e boys of the experimental 
group made a mean acore an the initial test of 14.14, and on 
the final teat their mean score •• l6.ec,.; The critical ratio 
. ' 
of 2.36 is not signifi~ant. There are 98 ch$ncea out of a 
' . huridre'd that this is ·If 1;rue di,ffe~enc•• 
Table XXVIII show t;he atat1at1cal comp&ro!aon or the gains : 
-
made by the boys on the teat for deriving !llSaninga from word 
elements. 
TA.B'LE :XXVI II 
COMPARISON OF GAINS JU.DE BY BOYS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND OON1ROL 
GROUPS ON TEST FOR DERIVING HEANINGS FROM WORD Etl!XEN1S 
The comparison of the gains made by the boys of the con-
trol and experimental groups shows that the experimental group 
made the greatest gains; however, the critical ratio of 1.73 
is not statistically significant. There are 91 chances in a 
1 hundred that this is a true difference. 
'l'able XXIX shows the scores made by the girls. 
TABLE :XXIX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES MADE BY THE GIRLS 
· IN CON1ROL AND EXPER:pcENTJL GROUPS ON TEST FOR 
DERIVING MEANINGS FROK WORD ELEMEN2S 
On the initial test the control group was slightly 
superior with a mean score or 14.07 as compared to the mean 
score of 13.04 for the e~erimental group. On the final test 
tlie experimental group was superior with a mean score of 17.05 
aa compared to. 14.95 of the control group. However, the cri t-
ical ratio of 2.08 is not atat1at1cally significant. There 
are 69 chances out of a hundred that this is a true difference. 
1able XXX shows the comparlaon of the gaina.made by the 
girls of each of the experimental and control groups. 
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TABLE XXX 
GAINS MADE BY GIRLS IN EXPERDIDT.AL AND CONTROL GROU1S 
ON 1HE TEST FOR DERIVING MEANING FROM WORD ELEMENTS 
.sa 
4.01 .96 
T.he control group made a very sli~~t gain on the final 
test over the initial test, from a mean of 14.07 to a mean 
of 14.95 • However, the experimental group made a significant 
gain on the final test. The moan score on the initial test 
was 13.04, and the mean, score on the final teat was 17.05. 
The critlca~ ratio of 4'.18 is 'ata~i-tlcally _signifi.cant. 
1abl• XXXI ehowa the comparison statistically of the 
gains ~~de oy the girls. 
•' 
" 
TABLE x4z 
' . ··; 
COJ4PAFISON OF GAINS JIADE BY Glk:t.s OF 'lHE EXPERIMENTAL 
.AND CONmOL GROUPS ·oN ~TEST FOR DmiiVING 
. KEANIUG FROM WOBJ) ~ENTS 
1.35 
'l.b., c.::fm:p,At'laon of the gains made by the girls does not 
show a significance or stat1Ulcal importance.. The critical 
ratio of 2~32 indicates that lth::.lre ·are 97 chances out of a 
74 
hundred that this is a true dif'ference. 
T.able XXXII shows the comp&rilan between the gains made 
by the boys and the girls to determine which group benefited 
most f'rom the exercises. 
Boys 
TABLE XXXII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS KADE BY BOYS AND GIRLS 
ON 'lEST FOR DERIVING MEANING FROJ4 
WORD ELmmNTS 
1.35 1.48 
Girls 4.01 
.92 
In comparing the gains, the girls' score of 4.01 is 
higher than that of the boys; however, the critical ratio of 
.92 is not statistically significant. There are 63 chances 
out or a hundred that this is a true difference. 
This concludes the analysis ot the data concerned with 
gains as shown by the test for deriving meaning from word 
elements. 
2. Is there evidence ,.2! improvement ,!!: spelling? 
Each for.m of the Spelling Test1 used to measure the gains 
contained 50 words. The score on the test was the number 
right; therefore, a perfect score on either for.m of the teat 
would be 50. ~ble XXXIII shows the comparison of the initial 
and final scores on the spelling testa. 
Unpublished. 
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TABLE XXXIII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES ON SPELLING TEST 
In the comparison of the mean scores on Form I of the 
spelling test- the control group with a mean score of 29.94 
is round to have a alight advantage over the experimental 
group with a mean score or 29.03. However_ on lilorm II or the 
teat the experimental group mean score or 33.17 is higher than 
the control mean score or 28.25. The writer cannot explain the 
loss ot the control group on the second form. The critical 
ratio or 4.92 is statistically significant in favor of the 
experimental group. 
'Dlble XXXIV shows the gains made by the experimental and 
control groups on the spelling testa. 
TABLE XXXIV 
EXPERD!ENTAL AND CON1ROL GROUP GAINS ON SPELLING TESTS 
6.14 1.10 5.58 
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'lhe control group showed a leaa on the second form ot 
the spelling testJ llbereaa, the eXperimental group made a 
significant gain •. · ~e critical ratio ot 4.92 ahowa that the 
experimental groull sain on _the ·second form or the spelling 
test 1a statistically ai:gntticant .• 
Table XXXV showa the atatiatical comparison of-the gai:na 
made by the experimental and control groups on the spelling 
teats. 
TABLE XXXV 
COJ4PARISON OF GAINS OF EXPERntEN'n\L AND CONTROL 
GROUPS 01 . SP~ING 1ES 'lB 
Group Gain S.E.s:rain Ditf s.E._4 c.R. 
Con -1.69 1.15 
7.83 1.59 4:.92 
ExP 6.14. 1.10 
The COmparison ot the gains ahowa a statistically sig-
nificant critical ratio in favor of the experimental group. 
The data were analyzed to discover it certain groups 
made more gains than others. The tirat two groups to be con• 
sidered were the high and low initial acorera. The scores or 
the 100 highest initial scorers were analyzed. Table XXXVI 
ahowa the results ot the campari•on or the initial and final 
scores of the pupils in this group. 
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TABLE XXXVI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF HIGH INITIAL 
SCORERS ON SPELLING ~T 
Group 'rea t No. Mean :::. .u. c.R. 
1.17 .76 .65 I Eltp I 100 40.62 4.33 .43 
con I.I. Luo 40.~o o.37 .54 
~----+-----+-----+------+------~----~ 1.45 .72 2.65 8xp II 100 42.30 4.68 .47 
I On Form I ot the spelling teat the control group had a 
I slight advantage with a mean score of 41.38 as compared to 
the experimental group mean score ot 40.62. On f.6rm II the 
control group mean was 40.35• a loss which cannot be explained 
by the writer, as canpared with the mean ot 42 .30 of the ex-
perimental group. The critical ratio of 2.65 is not statis-
tically significant. There are 99 chances out of a hundred 
that this is a true difference in favor of the experimental 
group. 
1able XXXVII shows the gains made by the high initial 
scorers on the spelling testa• 
Group 
con 
con 
-~ 
Exp 
TABLE XXXVII 
GAINS MADE BY HIGH INITIAL SCORERS OF EXP:ERIKENTAL 
AND CONmOL GROUPS ON SPELLING 'lEST 
'l'el't No. Mean s.v. 
. S .E •_lll lJl.rrm ~.JS.d 
J.UO 'IIJ..;:)tJ ... t:J. ... tJ 
-1.03 .72 I: ~00 40.~5 5~7 .64 
J. l.OO 40e62 ... .,., .4;') 1.68 .64 
II 100 42.30 4.68 .47 
u • .~t • 
1.43 
2.63 
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~• control group showed a loas on tne second form of 
the apelllng test. 'lhe experimental group made a gain from 
a mean acore of 40.62 to 42.30. However, the critical ratio 
of 2.63 ia not atatietically aigniticant. There are 99 chances 
out of a hundred that this i1 a true difference. 
Table XXXVIII shows the comparison of the gains made by 
the high 1n1t1al scorers of the two groups on the spelling 
tests. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY HIGH INITIAL SCORERS OF 
EXPERDIEN TAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON SPELLING TEST 
roup 
Con 1-----t------t----........... 2.71 • 96 
1 58 
1he critical ratio of 2.82 ~ived at in the comparison 
i of the gains of the high in1 tial scorers ot the e.xp er1men tal 
I and control groups is not statistically significant. ~ere 
I ·' 
I are 99 chances in one hundred that this ia a true difference. 
I 'l'a.ble XXXIX shows the reaul ta of the a corea of the low 
\ initial scorers on the spelling teata. 
~.1, COIIPARISON OP 'IJJ.ITIAL ~ P= st:ORES OP LOW INITIAL $CORERS ON SPELLING ~ST 
\ 
I 
On Form I the e.xp erimen tal group with a mean score of 
\! 17.54 had a slight advantage over the control group with a 
I I~~~ ... 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
! 
' 
mean score ot 17.38. Howeve~, on Form IJ, the experimental 
group had a still greater advantage with a mean score of 
24.40 as compared to 19.52 tor the control. '!he critical 
ratio of 3.84 is statistically significant. 
Table XL ahowa the gains made by the low initial scorers 
ot each of the experimental and control groups. 
TABLE XL 
GAINS MADE BY LOW INITIAL SCORERS OF EXPERIMENTAL 
AND OON1ROL GROUPS OB SPELLING TEST 
2.14 1.24 
6.86 1.20 
~· control made a gain of 2.14 points in the mean score 
on the second form ot the spelling teat, but the critical 
i ratio was not significant. The experimental group made a 
statistically significant gain on the second teat. !he crit-
ical ratio ot 5.72 ia statistically significant. 
~ble XLI shows the comparison of the gains made by the 
control and the experimental groups on the two spelling tests. 
eo 
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TABLE XLI 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY LOW INITIAL SCORERS OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON SPELLING TEST 
c •• 
4.72 1.72 2.80 
6.86 
The comparison of the gaina made b7 the low initial 
scorers Show• an advantage tor the experimental group, but 
: the critical ratio or 2.80 1a not atatist1cally a1gn1f1eant. 
I! 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
I 
I 
i 
There are 99 chances out or a hundred that this ia a true 
difference. 
Table XLII 1a. a comparison ot the, gains of the high and 
low initial scorers to determine whiCh group profited most 
from the experimental leaaona. · 
TABLE XLII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF HIGH AXD LOW INITIAL SCORERS 
ON 'mE SPELLING TES~ 
3.81 
This table shows the low initial scorers to have made 
il sign1f1ean tly greater gain a than did the high 1n1 t1al scorer a 
11 on the spelling testa. 'lhe critical ratio of 3.81 is ata-
[i t1at1cally significant. 
'i'i 
CcJ~~~~~ -~- ~~ • 
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i 
!be data were also analysed to discover if there was 
·I 
II any difference in the spelling gaina made by pupils with high 
II mental agea and by those with low mentl(l agee, TablZ ~LIII 
showe the results of tbe.teat acorea of the one hundred pupils 
with the highest 'mental ag••• 
TABLE XLIII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL ANn FINAL SCORES OF 
HIGH MENTAL I.GE GROUP ON SPELLING TF',J)T 
.87 1.42 .61 
l!-ir~~~~-+-ii"~-f-...,.""""if-+~~'l"JJI""I--"""'"~"""+---1-----+--1 
1
11 2.52 1.22 2.07 
J! II 100 39.34 8.13 
.I 
'I I' On J'orm I of the spelling teat the control group with 
II 
I the mean score ot 37.18 had a alight advantage over the ex-
' 
I perimental group with a mean score ot 36.31. On Form II the 
II [ experimental group was superior with a mean score of 39.34 
I as compared to 36 .82 for the control group. The writer can-
i not explain the loaa of the control group. 'Ihe critical ratio 
I . 
i of 2.07 is nott ·~&n1f'1cant. There are 96 chances out' of a 
i ~. 
!hundred that this ia a true difference in favor of the ax-
Il 
j perimen tal group. 
1 Table XLIV shows the gains made by the high mental age 
I 
! group of each of the experimental and control groups on the 
I, 
11 spelling test. 
II 
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TABLE XLIV 
. ' . 
GAIN6 MADE BY HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERIMEN'J!AL 
AND OON'JBOL GROU'PS Oil SP'ELLING 'mST 
. ' ' 
'lhe control group lost 1lightly on the second a-pelling 
teat, and the experimental group gained, but the gains were 
not statistically significant. !be critical ratio of 2.33 
indicates that there are 98 chances out of a hundred that this 
is a true difference. 
Table XLV ahowa the statistical comparison of the gains 
made by the high mental age group of each of the experimental 
and control groups. 
TABLE XLV 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON SPELLING TEST 
1.88 
2.93 1.26 
!he experimental group made more gains than the control 
group which showed a loas. However, the critical ratio of 
1 1.76 is not statistically significant. There are 92 chances 
~l-out of a hundred that thia ia a tru• ditfe~~~c-~--~-~ --c~~~-----
,1 
II 
! 
'DI.ble XLVI ahowa the ini t1al and final scores or the low 
! mental age group on the spelling testa. 
TABLE XLVI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND PINAL SCORES OF ~ 
MENTAl. AGE GROUP ON SPELLING 'mS'lS 
On Form I the ex;per1mental group had a slight advantage 
over the control group with a mean score or 26.72 as compared 
to 24.85. On Form II the experimental group waa superior with 
a ~ean score of 28.78 as campared to 22.39. Again the writer 
cannot explain the loss of the control group. ~~e critical 
'ati~ o! 4.26 is atatiatioal!7 s1~1ficant 1n favor of the 
experimental group. 
Table XLVII shows the gains made by the low mental age 
groups or each ot the experimenta1 and control groups on the 
spelling tee ta. 
TABLE XLVII 
GAINS MADE BY Lc:rv KElf'lAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERIMENTAL 
AND CONmOL GROUPS OJ' SPELLING TEST 
I ----------------- --------· 
- --- -- ------ ------. ------------------~-------------- ----
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The control group lost 2.46 points in mean score on the 
second form ot the teat. The experimental group gained 1.96 
points, but the critical ratio ot 1.02 is not statistically 
significant. 1here are 69 chances out of a hundred that this 
is a true difference. 
Table XLVIII shows the comparison of the gains made by 
the two groups. 
TABLE XLVIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY LOW MENTAL AGE GROUP OF 
.EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUP ON SPELLING 'mST 
2.46 1.80 
~e comparison ot the gains ot the experimental and con-
trol groups reaulted in a critical ratio of l.ao. This is 
not statistically significant. There are 92 chances out of 
a hundred that this is a true difference in favor of the ex-
perimental group. 
Table XLIX is a comparison ot the gains made by pupils 
with high mental ages and those with low mental ages to de-
termine which group benefited moat from the exercises. 
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TABLE XLIX 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF HIQR AND LOW 'MENTAL AGE 
GROUPS IN SPELLING 
'lbeae tigurea indicate that the high mental age group 
made a slightly bet~er gain than did the low groupJ however, 
the critical ratio of .42 is not significant. There are 32 
ohancea out ot a hundred that thia ia a true difference~ 
The data were analyzed to determine if there were any 
sex differences in the results on the spelling testa., Table L 
ahowa the scores made by the boys in the two groups. 
TABLE L 
COMPARISON OF BOYS' INITIAL AND FINAL 
SCORES ON ,SPELLING 1'ESTS 
In comparing the mean acorea of the control group and 
1 the experimental group on ~,orm I of the spelling teet, 1 t was 
found that the experimental group had a alight advantage with 
a score of 28.78 as compared with 27.72 of the control group. 
On Form II the experimental grvup mean score was 33.19 as 
--~-· ---------~-
------+--- -- - . ------------------ - -
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compared with 28.00 tor the control group. The critical 
ratio ot 4.07 1a atat1et1cal17 a1gn1f'1cant showing a true 
ditferenoe in favor ot the expertm.ntal group. 
Table LX ehows the gaine the boya of the control group 
made, and the gains the bo)'a or the experimental group made. 
TABLE L1 
GAINS MADE B'l OOYS IN ta:PE!tnnm'tlt ABD CON'l'ROL 
GROUPS ON SPBLLDO TE..tSTS 
.28 1.66 .17 
'lhe control group showed ver1 11 t tle r~1n, havine a dif-
ference o.t: .28 between the mean a coree ot the two testa. 'lh.e 
experimental group did gain 4.41 pointe ln mean score. Howe~; 
the critical ratio or 2.76 1e not etat1atically a1gnit1cant. 
There are 99 chaneea out of a hundred that this 1a a true 
difference. 
Table LII ahowe the compe1aon of the gains made b7 the 
bo7a in the two groups • 
'll\J3LE LII 
OOltPARISO!f OF GAINS MADE BY BOD IN EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CON1'ROL OROUPS 01 &.PELLDIG TB..~1'1! 
2.30 
07 
sa 
------- . -- --- ~----- -----------·-- -·- ----------~ 
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1he statistical comparison of the gains of the boys 
yielded a critical ratio of 1.80 which is not significant. 
1\lere are 92 chances out of a hundred that this is a true 
difference. 
· 1he results of the spelling teats for the girls in the·· 
study are shown in Table LIII. 
TABLE LIII 
COMPARISON OF GIRLS' INITIAL AND FINAL 
SCORES Oli SP ELLIH G TES 'lS 
2he mean acorea of 28.99 aud 30.91 on Form I show a 
alight advantage for the experiment.al group. On Form II, the 
mean score of 35.18 or the experimental group ia superior to 
the mean score of 31.64 for the control group. However, the 
ori tical ratio ot 2.41 ie. not statistically significant. 
There are 98 chances out of a hundred that thia ia a true dit-
ferenee. 
~ble LIV shows the gains made by the girls. 
TABLE LIV 
GAINS MADE BY GIRLS II lUP ERD.mNTAL AND 00 NmOL 
GROUPS ON SPELLING TESTS 
'.lhe g1:rla in the control group m.ade a gain on the second 
for.m of the apel11ng teat, raising the mean score of 28.99 to 
31,64. 1he girla of the experimental group also made a &~in, 
from a mean score of 30.91 to 3B.l8. The critical ratio of 
the latter is 2.98 which is not atati•tically significant. 
There 99 chances out or ·a hun~r•d that this is a true differ-
enoe. 
Table LV ahowa the statistical comparison of these gains. 
BBLE LV 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY GIRLS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL 
AND CONTROL GROUPS ON 8PELLING TESTS 
c •• 
• 68 
~· statistical comparison ot the gains made by the girls 
yielded a critical ratio of .68 which ia not significant. 
There are 50 chance'S in a hundred that this is a true dif-
terence in favor of the experimental group. 
89 
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1able LVI shows a comparison ot the gains made by the 
boys and girls to dete~ine which group benetlted moat from 
the exercises. 
TABIB LVI 
COMPARISON OF GAINS J4.AJ;>E BY BOlS AID. GIRLS OU SP!LLING TESm 
.14 2.15 .07 
Girla 1.43 
The boys made slightly greater gaina than did the g1rlaJ 
however, the critical ratio of .07 1a not aignifivant. There 
are 5 chances out ot a hundred that this ia a true difference. 
Thia concludes the analysis ot the data concerned w1 th 
1 gains a a shown by the spelling teate • 
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3. .Are the mean1~s ot the studied. elements remembered atter 
~ six weeka pert'od E!. .!l2 apeolllc teacl'ilngf 
T.he dela7ed recall test waa given six weeks after the 
close of the experimental teaching. The test was composed ot 
30 items, and a J8 rtect score would be 30, one point being 
given tar each correct response. The test was divided into 
two parts with 15 items 1n each part. The first part dealt 
w1 th the meanings of the studied prefixes, and the secolid 
w1 th the meanings or the studied word-roots. In the anal7sis 
of the data the performance or the pupils on the total test 
and on each or the sub-tests was considered. 
Table :r.VIIshows the results o.f tm scores on the total 
Prefix, Word-root Meaning Teat, and on the sub-tests. 
TABLI :LVII 
On the total test the experimental group was significantly 
superior to the control with a mean score ot 14.04 as compared I 
to 5.95. The critical ratio ot 17.06 is stat1sticall7 aignifi• 
cant in favor ot the experimental group. 
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on the prefix meaning sub-teat, the experimental group 
had a mean score of 7.35 aa compared to 4.44 for the control 
group. The critical ratio of 10.)9 is statistically signit• 
icant in favor ot the experimental group. 
On the word-root meaning sub-teat, the experimental group 
had a mean score ot 6.75 as compared to 1.46 for the control 
group. The critical ratio of 19.26 ia statistically signif• 
icant in favor of the experimental group. 
T.he smaller number in the control and expe~imental groups 
is explained by the fact that same of the pupils had dropped 
out of school or were absent an the day that this teat was 
given. 
The data on the Prefix, Word-root Meaning Teat were ana-
lyzed to determine the differences in achievement between the 
pupils with high mental ages, and those with low mental ages. 
The same group of students was used aa with the analysis ot 
the other teats, therefore, becauae of the loss in numbers 
of eaoh ot the groups, these computations were not based on 
exactly 100 oases. Table LVIJI shows the scores of the pupils 
with the high mental ages on the meaning test.· 
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TABLE LVI I I 
SCORES OF HIGH MENTAL AGB GROUP O!l PREFIX, WORD-ROOT 
YEAHING !BS'l 
proup Tea1i wo. ••an I S.D. s.:s. mrr. S.E.d 
- m Ill 
Oont Tot 97 7.22 3·46 !35 9.36 .70 
Exp Tot 91 16.58 6.02 .61 
Cont Pre 91 $.53 2.76 .26 
J.ll .4o 
~- Pre 91 8.64 2•85 •29 
pont Wd-r 97 1.7.3 1.50 .15 
• .34 
6.28 • .37 
~ Wd-r 91 8.01 1 .'3.32 
c.R. 
1) • .38 
7·78 
16.97 
The comparison of the mean scores on the total test 
shows the experimental group with a mean score or 16.58 to 
be significantly superior to tha control group with a mean 
score of 7.22. The critical ratio of 1).)8 ia statistically 
significant. 
On the Prefix Meaning sub-teet, the experimental group 
1a also superior with a mean score ot 8.64 as compared to 
5.53 or the control group. T.he critical ratio or 7.78 is 
statistically significant 1n favor of the experimental group. 
On the Word-root Meaning sub-teet, the experimental 
group is superior with a mean score of 8.01 compared to 1.73 
tor the control group. The critical ratio of 16.87 is sta-
i tisticallJ significant in taYor ot the experimental group. 
Table - LIX shows the ach1eYement or the pupils with low ! I 
I' 
I I mental agea on the test. 
! 
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TABLE .:LIX 
SCORES OF LOW MENTAL AGE GROUP Olf PREPIX, WORD-ROOT 
DAHIHO DST 
The mean score of 11.43 tor the experimental group on 
the total test is significantly superior . to the control mean 
score of 8.26. The critical ratio or 11.03 ia atatiatica11y 
s1gni1'ioant. 
On the Prefix Meaning sub-teat, the experimental mean 
score of 6.14 ia a1gn1t1cantly aupprio:r to the control group 
mean scare of 3•44• The critical ratio ot 7.11 is statis-
tically a1gn1f1oant. 
On the word-~oot Meaning sub-teat, the experimental 
group was superior w1 th a mean aoore of 4.34 as compared w1 th 
the control group mean score of 1.66. The critical ratio of 
1.59 ia atatistioally significant. 
Table : L X com:p1rea the gains llade by pUpils w1 th high 
mental ages and tro ae or pupils w1 th low mental ages on the 
total test. 
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TABLB LX 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADI BY HIGH AID LOW MENTAL AGE 
GROUPS ON PREFIX, WOOD-ROOT MEABING TEST 
.6 
.95 2.)1 
The mean gain of the high meatal age group is 9.)6 as 
compared w1 th the mean gain of the low mental age group of 
7.17. The critical ratio of 2.31 1a not statisticall~ sig-
nificant. There are 97 chances out of a bundl-ed that this 
is a true difference in favor of the high mental age group. 
The data were also analJZed to compare sex differences 
on this test. Table LXI shows the scores of the boys and 
girls on the Prefix, Word-root Meaning Test. 
ex 
p 
TABLE LXI 
BOYS t AND GIRLS t SCORES Olf PREFIX, WORD-ROOT 
MEANING TIS! 
•m S.E. 
8.08 .72 
.68 
The boys or the experimental group had a mean score ot 
13.78 as compared to the mean score ot 5.70 made by the boys 
or the control group. The critical ratio or 11.22 !a atat1a-
95' 
tically significant in favor of the experimental group. 
The girls of the experimental group were also superior 
to the girls of the control group. The mean aoot-e of the 
former was 14.71 as compared to 6.19 ot the latter. The 
critical ratio is 12.53 whiCh is statistically significant 
in favor of the experimental group. 
A comparison of the mean ga1na of the boys and girls is 
shown in Table LXII. 
TABLE LXII 
OOMPAR!SON' OF GAINS MADE BY BOYS ABD GIRLS ON PREFIX, 
WORD-ROOT MEANING TES! 
• 
.99 .44 
a. 2 .68 F 
The comparison or the mean gains showed a alight superi-
ority for the girls, but the critical ratio is not significant. 
There are 34 chances out of a hundred that this is a true 
difference. 
4. Is there evidence ot imlrovemen' in speed or perception, 
-either visual oraudl on.f - -
The analysis of the data on the Visual Perception Test 
1 will be discussed first. 'l'he two .t"oru of this test each con-
I 
1
1 tained 40 i tema. One point was given for each correct re-
li I! aponse, therefore, a perfect score would be 4o. 
il 
11 shows the results of the Visual Perception Testa. 
II ~~ ,-~ +~~--ccc~--~~- ~~ ~~ c~ ~ ~c- -,~~c 
Table LXIII 
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TABLE I:liii 
COMPARISON OF IRITIAL AlfD FINAL SOORF.S ON 
mE VISUAL PERCBPTIOI TRSTS 
.44 
II 
.sa 
'l'he mean aoore or tbe exper11Untal group on Fom I ot 
The Visual Perception Teat was 30.25 aa compared with the 
.76 
mean score of 30.16 tor the control group. On For.m It the 
experimental group mean eoore waa 31.24 as compared with 30.80 
tor the control group. ~1e cr1t1oal ratio ot .76 1a not ata- ' 
tiatically a1gn1t1cant. There are 55 chances out or a hundred 
that this 1a a true difference. 
!Jable LXIV showe the gaina made by the control and ex• 
pertmental groups on the visual perception testa. 
TABLE LXIV 
EXPRRIMEliTAL AND 90N1ROL GROUP GAINS ODE ON 
VISUAL Pl!llCEPTIOil n!:S 'f 
The experimental group ~ al1p~tly ~eater gains than 
_,---==== 
-------
the control group. The critical ratio of 1.62 is not a1gn1fi-, 
cant. ~ere are 89 chances out of a hundred that this is a 
true d1.t'terence. 
Table LXV shows the statistical comparison ot the gains 
made by the control and the experimental gro~pa. 
TABLE I3..V 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF EXPERIM1,t11TAL AND OON'IROL 
GROUPS ON VISUAL PERCEPTION TES m 
This table indicates that the eXperimental group made 
, more of a gain than did the control group, but the cr1t1oal 
ratio of .40 is not significant. There are 31 chances out of 
a hundred that this is a true difference. 
The data on the Visual P~~ception Testa were also ana-
lyzed to determine if there were an7 differences between the 
1 
performance of pupils with high mental ages and those with 
low mental agea on these tests. Table LXVI shows the scores 
, of the hundred pupils with the higne•t mental ages. 
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TABLE LXVI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF HIGH MENTAL AGE 
GROUP ON VISUAL PERCEPTION TES'IS 
.77 
.sa .77 1.14 
On Form I the experimental group had a alight advantage 
with a mean score of 33.24, as compared with 32.14, the mean 
score of the control group. On Form II the experimental group · 
had a mean score of 33.82 aa compared with 32.94: of the con-
I trol group, The critical ratio of 1.14 is not statistically 
significant. 1here are 74 chances out of a hundred that this 
is a true difference. 
Table LXVII showa the gains made by the high mental age 
group of the experimental and control groups on the visual 
perception test. 
TABLE LXVII 
GAINS MADE BY HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OE EXPERIMEN'l'AL AND 
CONTROL GROUPS ON VISUAL PERCEPTION TESTS 
·==--'-------'~~---cc-____ c-· ----~------------·-- -~~=== 
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!he control group made greater gaina than did the experi-
mental group on the Viaual Perception Teata. However, neither , 
ot the resulting critical ratios are significant. 
Table LXVIII ahowa the statistical comparison of the gains. 
of the two groups. 
TABLE LXVIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE ~ HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CON'!ROL GROUPS ON 
VISUAL PERCEPTION TEST 
Group 
Con 
.48 .79 
The greater gain of the control group over the experimental, 
;I 
, group was not statistically significant as shown by the critical,; 
· ratio or .30. '!here are 23 chances out ot a hundred that th.ia 
!: 
' ia a true difference • 
Table LXIX shows the scores of the pupils with low mental 
~ ages on the Visual Perception Testa. 
TABLE LXIX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF LOW MENTAL AGE 
<ltOUP ON VISUAL PERCEPTION TESTS 
.45 .93 
28.80 
100 
On Form I the experimental group had a slight advantage 
with a mean score of 26.99 as compared to the mean score ot 
28.54 for the control group. On Form II the experimental 
' group's mean score was 28.80 as compared with 25.58 for the 
control group. Tbe writer cannot explain the loss of the 
control group. The critical ratio or 3.64 is statistically 
!. significant ·in favor of the experimental group. 
Table LXX shows the gains made by the low mental age 
groups of eaCh the experimental and control groups. 
TABLE LXX 
GAINS JUDE BY LOW KENTAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERIMENTAL 
AND CONTROL GROUPS ON VISUAL PERCEPTION TES'IS 
.... 98 .97 
1.81 .as 
II 100 28.80 .sa 
'Ihe control group lost in mean score on the second form 
of the teat. The experimental group gained, raising the mean 
score from 26.99 to 28.80J however, the critical ratio of 2.10 
is not statistically significant. '!here 96 chances out of a 
hundred that this is a true difference. 
Table LXXI shows the statistical.comparison of the gains 
1 made by the low mental age group ot the two groups. 
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'TABLE LXXI 
COMPARISON OF GAIN:; MADE BY LOW MENTAL AGE GROUP OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND COW1ROL GROUPS ON 
VISUAL P~CEPTIOH TESTS 
1.30 2.14 
1.81 .86 
The critical ratio of 2.14 favors the experimental group 
' but is not significant. There are 96 chances out oi' a hundred 
that this 1a a true difference. 
Table LXXII ahowa the campar1aon or the gains made by the 
1 high mental age group and those made by the low mental age 
group. 
TABLE LXXII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF HIGH ARD LOW MENTAL AGE GROUPS 
ON THE VISUAL PERCEPTION TESTS 
1.13 
Low 1.81 .a6 
The low men tal age group made • greater gain than did 
the J~igh mental age group; however, the critical ratio of 1.13 
ia not statistically significant. 1here are 74 chances out o.f 
. a hundred that this is a true difference. 
Table LXXIII ahowa the reaulta or the Auditory Perception 
Teats. Both forms of this test also included 40 items with a 
' pupil' a score being the nwjber of correct responses. 
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TABLE LDIII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES ON 1!:IE 
AUDITORY PERCBPTIOI' TESTS 
On Form I the experimental group had a slight advantage 
with a mean acore ot 23.80 aa compared to the mean acore ot 
23.34 or the control group. On .Form II the experimental :mean 
score was 24.88 aa compared to 23.59 for the control g~oup. 
The critical ratio or 1.93 ia not atatiatioally significant. 
There are 94 chances out of a hundred that this is a true 
dif:ferecne. 
The ga1na made by the experimental and control groups on 
the Auditory Perception Testa are ahown in ~ble LXXIV. 
TABLE LXXIV 
GAINS MADE BY EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
OM AUDITORY PERCEPTION TES1S .., 
.25 
.63 1.70 
1he control group made a very alight. gain on Form II or 
the Auditory Perception Teat, ra1a1ng the mean score tram 
~====~~==~===========================================~~-=-==--====F===== 
23.34 to 23.59. 1~e experimental group made a greater gain, 
the mean score on Form I being 83.80 and on Form II 24.88. 
The critical ratio of 1.70 ia not statistically significant. 
There are 90 ehaneea out of a hundred that this is a true 
difference. 
Table LXXV shows the statistical comparison of the gains 
ot eaeh of the two groups. 
TABL'I UXV 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY EXPERIMENTAL AND OONmOL 
GROUPS OB AUDITORY PERCEPTION TESTS 
1.08 .63 
'.lhe comparison of the gains of the two groups shows a 
critical ratio of .87 1n favor or the experimental group. 
This is not statistically significant. There are 81 chances 
out or a hundred that this is a true difference. 
The a corea made by pupils with higb. mental ages on the 
Auditory Perception Teat are shown 1n Table LXXVI. 
TABl',E LiXXVI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES MADE BY HIGH MENTAL 
AGE GROUP ON. AUDITORY PERCEPTION TES1S 
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On Form I" the control group had a slight advantage with 
a mean score of 26.90 as compared with the experimental group 
\
1 
mean ot 25.92. On Form II the experimental group mean was 
I the higher, being 27.64 as compared-with 27.42. 1be critical 
ratio ot .26 is not statistically significant. 1here are 20 
chances out of a hundred that thie is a true difference. 
Table LXXVII shows the gains made by the high mental age 
group of the experimental and control groups. 
TABU!: LXXVII 
GAINS MADE BY HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERU:ENTAL AND 
CO!f'lROL _GROUPS ON AUDITORY PERCEPTION TESTS 
.52 .91 .57 
The control group showed a very alight gain on the second 
form, raising the mean score :trom 16.90 to 27 .42. rhe experi-
mental group made more ot a gain, raising the mean score from 
25.91 to 27.64. The critical ratio ot 2.07 ia not statisti-
cally sign1t1eant. however. there are 96 chances out of' a 
hundred that this is a true difference. 
Table ~VIII ahowa the atatietical campar1aon or the 
gains made by the two groupe • 
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TABLE LXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF, GAINS MADE BY HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON 
AUDITORY PERCEPTION TESTS 
roup 
Con 
1.22 .98 
1.72 .81 I 
'lhe critical ratio ot .98 indicates that the gains of 
the experimental group are not aignlficantly greater than 
those or the control group. There are 67 chaneea out of a 
hundred that this ia a true difference. 
Table LXXIX ahowa the acoree l'&de ty pupils w1 th low men-
tal agee on the Auditory Perception Teat. 
TABLE 'tLXXIX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND Fl:.NAL SCORES MADE BY LOW MEN'!AL 
AGE GROUP ON AUDITORY PERCEPTION TESTS 
1.62 .95 
2.18 .99 2.2 
II 
'lbe experimental group was slightly superior on Form I 
with a mean score of 20.26 as compared with 19.84 for the can~ 
trol group. On Form II the experimental group mean score 
was 21.94 compared with 19.78 for the control group. The 
critical ratio of 2.20 1a not statistically significant. 
!!here are 97 chances out of a hundred that this is a true 
difference, 
Table LXXX shows the gains made by the low mental age 
group of each of the experimental and control groups. 
TABLE LXXX 
GAINS MADE BY LOW KENTAL AGE GROUP OF EX.PERUAENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUPS ON AUDITORY PERCEPTION TEST 
The control group made a very slight gain on the second 
form of the Auditory Perception Teat, raising the mean score 
from 19.64 to 19.76. The experimental group made a' greater 
gain, raising the mean score tram 20.26 to 21.94. The criti-
cal ratio of 1.85 is not statistically significani however. 
'.there are 93 chances out of a hundred that this is a true 
difference. 
Table LXXXI shows the comparison of the gains made by the 
low mental age group of each of the two groups. 
TABLE LXXXI 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY LOW MENTAL AGE GROUP OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND OON'lROL GROUPS ON 
AUDITORY PERCEPTION TESTS 
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In comparing the gains of the low mental age group ot 
each of the two groupe the critical ratio ot 1.14 ia in favor 
of the experimental group. However~ this ratio ia not sta-
tistically significant. There are 72 chances out of a hun-
dred that this ia a true difference. 
Table LXXXII shows the compariaon of' the gains made by 
the high mental age group and by the low mental age group. 
TABLE LXXXII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE l3Y HIGH AND LOW 'MEN'ML AGE 
GROUPS ON AUDITORY PERCEPTION TES'IS 
. ' 
.03 
Low 1.68 
The difference between the gains made by the two groupe 
was very alight, being .04. The critical ratio of .03 is not 
significant. There are only 2 chances 1n a hundred that this 
is a true difference. This concludea the analysis of the 
aeorea made on the perception testa. 
5 • .!! there evidence ~ general vooabularz.!!!.!. been affected? 
The test used to determine any change in general vocab• 
ulary was the Vocabulary Teat of the Gatea Readins Survey !2! 
1 Grades! ~!2• The scores are reported in grade level 
Published by Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, 
New York, New York. 
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equivalents • Tabl.tr-IJtiXlm m·on the results of these teats • 
.Fom I na given aa the pretest and Form II aa the final teat. 
TABLTI LXXXIII 
C014PARISON OF INITIAL AHD FINAL SCORES ON THE 
. GA TE8 VOCABULARY TEST 
.12 .14 .86 
.ao .14 1.4s 
On Form I the experimental group had a slightly higher 
mean score than the control group. It was 7.45 aa compared 
with 7.33. On Form II the experimental group mean score was 
'7 .so aa compared with 7 .:so for the control group. The cr1t• 
ical ratio of 1.43 ia not atatiat1cally significant. There 
are 64 chancea out of a hundred that this 1a a true difference, 
Table LXXXIV .&tlowa the gaina made by the experimental and 
control groups on the Gates Vocabulary Teat. 
TABLE LXXXIV 
GAINS· MADE BY EXPERIMENTAL AND CONiROL GROUPS ON 
mE GATES VOCABULARY TRST 
~==========================~=-=-==·=-~~=============--=-~--==-=-~==~==--
The control group lost .03 points on the second test. 
The experimental group gained .os points. Thia is not a 
significant gain as the critical ratio ot .36 indicates that 
there are only 28 chances out ot a ha~dred that this 1a a 
true difference. 
~ble LXXXV ahowa the statistical co.mpariaon of the gains 
ot the two groupa. 
TABLE LXXXV 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY EXPBRntENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS ON THE GATES VOCABULARY TEST 
I GrOup Gain s.E.a1n mrr s.»>.d c,;R. 
Con -.03 .14 
.oe .ao .40 
Ex_p .05 •. 14 
'lhe comparison ot the gains yields a critical ratio ot 
.40 in favor ot the experimental group. However, this is not 
significant. :~here are 31 chances 1n a hundred that this is 
a true difference. 
'lbe a corea of the pupils w1 tb the high men tal ages and 
those of pup1la with low mental agea were analyzed in order to 
determine 1t there were any aigniticant differences in the 
gains. Table LXXXVI showa the scores or the pupils with the 
high mental ages. 
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TABLE LXXXVI 
COKPARISON O.F INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF HIGH MENTAL AGE 
GROUP ON GA'l'ES VOCABULARY TEST 
Group Teat No. Mean s.D. S.E.m D1ft111 s.E.d c.R. 
con I 1.00 th~3 l-•41. .l.4 
.12 .19 .63 
Exp I 100 8.45 1.31 .13 
con :II l.UO th25 l.e40 ·14 
.21 .18 1.17 
Exp II 100 8.46 1.17 .12 
T.he acorea or this group ahow very little change. On 
Form I the experimental group mean score waa 8.45 aa cam-
pared with a.ss for the control. On ii·orm II the control group 
mean score dropped alipptly to 8.25, while the experimental 
mean score was 8.46. The critical ratio of 1.17 is not eta-
tiatically aign1t1cant. i'here are 75 chances out of a hundred 
that this is a true difference. 
Table LXXXVII ahowa the gains made by the high mental age 
group of each ot the experimental and control groups. 
TABLE ~II 
GAINS MADE BY HI GR MENTAL AGE <JROUP OF EXPERIMF..NTAL 
AND CONm.OL GROUPS ON GATES VOCABULARY TEST 
.o1 .18 .os 
100 
1h.e control group showed a loaa on the second form of the 
lll 
II 
Vocabulary Test of .os points. '!'he experimental group gained 
very slightly, but the critical ratio of .06 is not significant. 
There are only 4 chances in_ a hundred that this ia a true dif-
terence. 
!able LXXXVIII ahowa the atat1at1cal comparison of the 
gains made by the high mental age gl'oup of each of the ex• 
pertmental and control groups. 
TABLE LXXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OP 
EUERIMEN'lAL AND CON'lROL GROUPS ON 
GATES VOCABULARY TEST 
.09 .27 
.o1 .1a 
. ' 
The control group lt-at on the second .form or the vocabulary 
test. The experimental group mad.e a very 1nsie;ni.ficant gain. 
In the comparison or the two gains the critical ratio ot .ss 
is not significant. There are 25 chances in a hundred that 
this is a true difference. 
Table LXXXIX ahowa the aoorea made by puoila with low 
mental ages on the Gates Vocabulary Test. 
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~BLE lXlXIX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF LOW MENTAL AGE 
GROUP ON GATES VOCABULARY TEST 
.23 .19 
.18 
Ex II 100 6.78 1.18 .12 
On Form I the mean score of the experimental group was 
6.53 as compared with the mean score of 6.30 for the control 
group. On Form II, the experimental group mean score was 6.78 
aa compared to a.as for the control group. 1he critical ratio 
of 2.94 is not atat1st1cally significant. There are 99 chances 
out ot a hundred that this ia a true difference. 
Table XC shows the gains made by the low mental age groupa 
ot each ot the experimental and control groups. 
TABLE XC 
GAINS KADE BY LOVI MEllTAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERiln~TAL 
AND CONTROL GROUPS ON GATES VOCABULARY TEST 
-.05 .20 .25 
.25 .18 1.33 
II 100 6.78 1.18 .12 I 
1he control group lost on the second form ot the vocab• 
ulary teat. :Ihe experimental group made a slight gain, but 
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the critical ratio or 1.33 ia not significant. There are 81 
chances out of a hundred that this 11 a true difference. 
Table XCI ahowa the statistical comparison of the gains 
made by the low· men tal age groups of each of the two groupe. 
TABLE XCI 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY '!.I::RI MEN2!1L AGE GROUP OF 
EXPERIMENTAL Al1D CONTROL GROUPS ON GITES 
VOCA.BULARY TEST 
c.a • 
• 25 .18 
The comparison ot the ga1na yielded a critical ratio or 
1.11 which 1a not atatiat1cally significant. There are 73 
chances out of a hundred that this is a true difference in 
favor of the experimental group. 
Table XCII is a statistical comparison of the gains made 
by the high and low mental a~e groups to determine which 
group benefited most from the exerciaea. 
TABLE XCII 
COMPARISOt{ OF GAINS MADE BY HIGH AND LOW MEN'l'AL AGE 
GROUPS ON GATES VOCABULARY '!'EST 
.24 .25 
The pupils with the low mental agea showed slightly 
greater gains than did those with the higher mental ages. 
However, the critical ratio of .96 1a not atatiatically sig-
nificant. There are 66 chances out of a hundred that th1a ia 
a ~e difference. 
6. !!. there evidence .2! improvement !!! reading emwrehenaion? 
The test used to determine the changes in reading cam-
prehension was the Level of Comprehension Test of the Gates 
survey. Table XCIII ahowa the results of this teat. 
TABLE XCIII 
COMPARISON OF IWl!'l:dr AD PIIAL SCORES ON THE GA. TES 
L....~ OF COMPREUEISION TEST 
.as .16 1.75 
.41 .16 2.56 
On Form I the e.xpel'imental group had a mean score of 7.73 
aa compared with the control mean aoore ot 7 .45. On Form. II 
the experimental group 1ncreaaed 1n mean score to 7.84 while 
the control group stayed the aame. The critical ratio of 2.56 
ia not statistically significant. !here are 98 chances out ot 
a hundred that this is a true difference. 
The gaina or the experimental and control groups on the 
Gates Level of Comprehenaion Test are shown 1n .Table XCIV. 
#======================--=-------------
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TABLE XC.IV 
GAINS OF EXPERDiiDiTAL AND CON'lROL GROUPS ON 
GA'l'F..S LEVEL OF COKPREHENSION TEST 
c.R. 
The control group made exactly the eame.mean acore of 
7 e45 on each form of the level of comprehension teat. The 
experfmental group made a alight gain on Form II. liowever, 
the critical ratio of .73 is not atatiat1cally significant .• 
!}here are 53 chances out of a hundred that this ie a true 
difference. 
0 
Table XCV ahowa the statistical comparison of the gains 
made by the two group a. 
TABIB XCV 
COMPARISON OF GAINS OF EXPBRIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS ON GATES LEVEL OF 00i1PRE.HENSI01J T'.EST 
n Di.tt 
______ ....__ ..... 
The statiatical comparison ot tne gains ot the two groupe 
yielded a critical ratio of .46 in favor ot the experL~ental 
group. However, th1a is not atat1et1cally a1gnit1cant. There 
are 35 chances out of a :.hundred that this is a true difference. 
!!he scores were analJSed to determine if there was a dif-
ference between performance of pupils with high mental agee 
and those with low mental agee. Table XCVI ahowa the scores 
of the pupils with high mental agee on the Level of Camprehen• 
aion Teat. 
TABLE XCVI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES OF HIGH MEN'lAL AGE 
GROUP ON GATES LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION TEST 
.22 .18 1.22 
.15 .16 
II 
On For.m I the experimental group mean score waa 8.64 aa 
compared with the control group mean acore of 8.42. On Form II 
the experimental mean score was 8.71 aa compared with the con-
trol group mean score of 8.58. The critical ratio of .94 ia 
not statistically significant. There are 65 chances out of a 
hundred that thia is a true difference. 
Table XCVII ahowa the gains made b:' the hie;h mental age 
group of each the experimental and control groups on the Level 
of Camprehenaion Teat. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE XCVII 
GAINS OF HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERil.fl!!NTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS ON GATES LEVEL OF COXPREHENSION TEST 
.14 .19 
.07 .16 .43 
100 s.71 
The control group made a greater gain than did the exper-
imental group. However, neither critical ratio is statistically 
significant. 
The statistical comparison ot the gains made by each of 
these groups ia shown in Table XCVIII. 
TABLE XCVIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP OF 
EXPERIMENTAL .AND OON'lROL GROUPS ON 
GATES LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION TEST 
.07 .16 
The critical ratio ot .28 ia in tavor ot the control group. 
This is not sign1t1cant, however, tor it indicates that tor 22 
chances out of a hundred this 1a a true di:f"ference. 
Table XCIX shows the scores of pupils with low mental ages 
on the Level of Comprehension 18st. 
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1'ABL'S XCIX 
COifPARISON OF INITIAL AND F'DlAL SCORES OF LOW MENTAL AGE 
CJROUP ON GATES LEVEL OF CCJlPREHENSION TEST 
Diffm 
.18 
II 100 6.78 1.18 .12 
On Form I the e.xperimen tal group mean a core waa 6 ~53 as 
compared with 6,30 of the control group. On Form II the ex-
perimental group mean score waa 6.78 as compared to 6.25 for 
the control group. T.h.e writer cannot explain the loss ot the 
control group. The critical ratio 1a 2.94 which is not ata-
I 
t!atically aignflcant. ~ere are 99 chances out of a hundred 
that this is a true difference. 
Table 0 showa the gains made b7 the low mental a~e group 
of each of the experimental and control groups. 
Group 
con· 
Con 
up 
Exp 
mBLE c 
GAINS OF '1'BE LOW MENTAL AGE GROUP OF EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUP OR GATES LEVEL 
OF COMPREBJp'{SION TEST 
,._.t No. Mean s.I>. s.E.11 Dittm S.E.m c.R. 
r J.OO 6.;)0 J..~s .:~. .. 
.05 .20 .25 
II 100 6.25 1.44 .14 
:I J.OO 6.:>~ l.•2V .u 
.25 .18 1.39 
II 100 6.'78 1.19 .12 
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The control group showed a loea on Form II of the Level 
ot Comprehension Teat. The experimental group made a slight 
gain, but the critical ratio of 1.39 ia not significant. 
'lhere are 83 chances out ot a hUl'lcired that this 1a a true 
difference. 
Table CI ahowa the statistical comparison of the gains 
made by the low mental age group of each of the experimental 
and control groupe. 
TABLE CI 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY LOW KEN~ AGE GROUP OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONBOL GROUPS ON GAT§ 
LEVEL OF COMPREDISION TEST 
!Group Gain 01rr 
con .zo 
.30 .2'7 
.25 
The ccmpariaon ot the gains made by the low mental age 
group ot the experimental and control groups yielded a critical 
ratio ot 1.11. This 1a not statistically significant. There 
are '73 ohancea out ot a hundred that this is a true difference 
1n~favor of the experimental group. 
Table CII ahowa the comparison of the gains made by pupils 
with high mental ages and those made by pupils with the low 
mental ages. 
I 
TABLE OII 
COMPARISON OF GA'INS OF HIGH AND LOW MENTAL .A.GE GROUPS 
ON GA.TES LlWEL OF OOIIJRF.IfENSION TEST 
c. • 
.75 
1be low :mental age group made a gain of .25 aa compared 
to the gain ot .07. tor the high mental age group. The critical 
ratio ot *75 ia not atatiatically e1gnit1cant. There are 54 
chances out ot a hundred that thia 1a a true difference. 
7. .!! ~I.! evidence ,2! improvemen~ .!n a,eeed E!_ read1ns? 
The teat uaed to determine an7 Changes in apeed or reading 
was the Speed Teat in the Gates Survey. This teat permi.tted 
the students to read tor aeven minutea. TI1e scores were re-
ported in grade levela alao. Table CIII ahowa the results of 
these testa. 
TABLE CIII 
COMPARISON OP IlliTIAL AND FINAL SCORES ON GATES SPEED TEST 
.47 .22 
.28 .25 
II sao .16 
On Form I ot the speed teat the control group had the 
higher mean acore, 7.95, as compared with 7.48 for the exper1-
I 
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mental group. On Form II both groups :made gains; the mean 
score of the control group waa 9.03 and that of the experi-
mental group was 9.31. 'fhe critical ratio of 1 .. 12 is not 
statistically s1gn1f1eant. There are 73 chances out of a hun• 
dred that this 1a a true difference. 
The writer cannot explain the gains made by the control 
group on the second form of the speed teat. However, since 
these gains were made by the control group as well as by the 
experimental group, they cannot be considered a result of the 
experimental teaching, and, therefore, no further analysis or 
the acorea was made. 
8. 1! there evidence .2£ improvement !!:, J:!!.! total readinG score? 
nte Gates Readina Surve:y: tu.rn1ahes a total reading score 
which ia arrived at by averaging the three sub-teat scores. 
Table CIV ahowa the re.aul ta of the total reading survey. 
TABLE CIV 
SCORES ON THE G.A 'I'ES READING SURVEY 
c.R • 
• 20 
1.70 
12.2 
On ~orm I the experimental group mean seci·~t was 7.63 ae !1 
compared to 7.50 for the control group. On Form II the ex-
perimental group mean score was 8.21 aa compared to 7.92 for 
I 
the control group. The critical ratio ot 1.70 is not sta-
tistically s1gn11'1cant. There are 91 .. chances out or a hundred 
that this is a true difference. 
Because the total reading score was arreoted by the 
Speed Test aoore, no further analya1a waa carried on with the 
avera~ rendine score. 
I 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It waa the purpoae of th1a etudy to investigate the 
value of teaching prefixes and word-roota to seventh grade 
pupils. Two roughly matched groupe ot 220 students each were 
uaed, one being taught the experimental material in addition 
to the :regular classroom work, the other having the usual 
classroom work only. Testa were given before and after the 
experimental teaching to determine gains in ability to inter-
pret new worda containing the studied elements, in incidental 
learning of spelling, in speed ot visual and auditory percep-
tion, in general vocabulary, in reading comprehension, and in 
speed ot reading. A delayed recall teat was given six weeks 
after the close of the experi11ental teaching to determine it 
the meanings of the studied prefixes and word-roots were still 
remembered. 
The foregoing analysia of the data can be summarized ~$ 
followss 
1. InterEretat1on ~ ~ worda. 
The data were analyzed to determine gains in the inter-
pretation of new words made by the experimental group, the 
high initial scorers, the low initial acorers, pupils with high 
mental ages, pupils with low mental agee, boys, and girls. 
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The experimental group as a whole made greater gains than 
did the control group. However, the critical ratios are not 
statistically significant. On the final form ot the test tor 
deriving meaning from the studied word element& the comparison 
ot scores between the control and experimental grpupa yielded 
a critical ratio of 2.07. In comparing the gains made b7 each 
ot the groups, it was found that the experimental group gained 
more than did the control group; however, the critical ratio 
ot .53 is not statistically significant. 
In anal,aing the scores ot tbe one hundred pupils ot eaeh 
group who made the highest initial a corea, it was found that, 
even though the experimental group did gain more than the con-
trol group~ these gains were not atatiatically s1gn1t1cant. 
In comparing the control group with the experimental group the 
critical ratio ot 1.45 was arrived at. A turther analysis or 
the scores indicated that the control group lost in mean score 
on the second form of the teat. However, even in taking into 
consideration this loss in the statistical comparison of the 
gains or the two group a, the experimental group was not ai g-
nificantly better than the control group. 
1he same ai tuation was not true with the one hurdred pupOa 
with the lowest initial scores. At tne outset of the experi-
ment the control group was significantly better than the ex-
perimental group, having a mean score ot s.a9 aa compared to 
, 5.93. However, at the close of the experiment the experimental 
I 
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group made much greater gains th-.n did the control group. 
The statistical comparison o.f these gains yielded a critical 
ratio ot 3.84 which ia statistically significant. 
The actual gains made by the low initial scorers and the 
high initial scorers were compared to see if the low initial 
scorers were significantly better than the high. The critical 
ratio arrived at in this computation waa 2.70, indicating that 
99 chances out of a hundred this *aa a true difference. 
'!he analysis of the acorea made by the high mental age 
group shows that they made significant gains over their re• 
speetive control group. 1~e control group showed a loss in 
mean score on the second form ot 1.32 points; Whereas, the 
I 
experimental group gained 3.49 pointe. The statistical com-
parison yielded a critical ratio ot 3.11 which ia signifi-
cant in favor ot the experimental group. 
The low mental age group did not make significant gains 
in respect to ita control group. 
The analysis of the scores of the boys and girls does not 
show 81gnificant gains of the experimental groups over their 
respective eontro1a. The girla.made greater gains than did 
the boysJ however, the comparison or these gains'produced 
the critical ratio or ,92 which indicates that there are only 
63 chances out of a hundred that this ia a true difference. 
In consideration of these findings it would appear that 
the exercises bring about very little improvement in inter-
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pretation of new words containing the studied elements aa 
shown by the teat for deriving meanings from word elements • 
The tact that the high mental age group showed aig-
nificant gains would lead to one of two conclusionat either 
the special vocabulary test was ao difficult that only the 
moat intelligent pupils could interpret 1 t, or the interpre-
tation of new words from known elements is such a difficult 
process that only the moat intelligent can succeed in it. 
2. Improvement ,!!:! •R•lllng. 
The experimental group was a1gnit1cantly superior to the 
control group in gains made on the spelling teat. In com-
paring the acorea of each ot the two groups on the final teat 
the critical ratio ot 4.92 waa arrived at. On the second form 
ot the spelling teat the control group showed a loaa, and the 
experimental group made a gain of 6.14 points in mean score. 
The critical ratio reached in thia comparison was 4.92 which 
1a statistically significant. 
The scores of the one hundred pupils with the hi£heat 
and lowest initial scores were analysed. It waa found that 
the gains made by the highest initial acorera of the experi-
mental group were not significantly greater than the reapect1~ 
control group. However, th1a waa not true of the lowest in-
itial acorera. Their gains were a1gnif1cantly greater than 
thoae of their control group. Alao, in comparing the gains 
I 1127 
made by the high initial acorera and those of the low initial 
aeorera, it was found that the low initial scorers were sig-
nificantly better than the hig.h. Tbia comparison yielded a 
critical ratio o£ 3.81. 
In analyzing the aeorea of the one hundred pupils w1 th 
the hi~~eet and lowest mental ages in the two groups, it waa 
found that the high mental age group did not make aignifieant 
gains over ita reapeotive control group. 'lhe low mental age 
group was significantly better than the control group on the 
final teat, but the gains made by the experimental group ot 
the low mental age group were not aignitieantly better than 
those made by its control group. The high mental age group 
made greater gains than did the low mental age group, but 
the critical ratio of .42 ia not statistically significant in 
favor of the high mental age group. 
T.he analyaia of the scores to determine sex differences 
showed that the boya of the experimental group were sig-
nificantly better than the boys of the control group on the 
final teat. However, the gains made by ~he boys of the ex-
perimental group were not aignitioantly better than those 
made by the boya of the eon trol group. The girla of the ex-
perimental group did not show an7 significant gaina over the 
girls of the control group. The bo71 made a total gain of 
4.41 in mean score and the girls made a gain or 4.27. 'lhe 
statistical comparison of theae gaina yielded a critical 
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ratio or .07 in favor of the boys. 
The gains in spelling as shown by these scores would 
indicate that the exercises have value as word analysis 
studies, and also that close attention to word parts is an 
aid in spelling. This learning was purely incidental be-
cause the words used in the lessons were never taught as 
spelling worda. In the various sub-studies made., it was 
found that the low initial scorera. pupils with low mental 
agea, and the boys were all significantly superior to their 
respective control groups. This would lead to the con-
clusion that pupile in theae particular groupe benefit moat 
tram word analysis drills. 
3. Dela7!d recall ,2! ;ere.t1x and word-root meanina•• 
'lhe analysis of this da.ta showed a def'ini te superior! ty 
ot the experimental group over the control group. 1h1s indi• 
cates that even after a period of six weeks of no specific 
teaching the experimental group knew the meanings of many more 
ot the studied elements than did the control group. The cri t-
ical ratio arrived at in comparing the performance ot the ex-
perimental and control groups on the total prefix and word-
root meaning teet was 17 .oa. 1hia superior! ty held through 
the various aub-atud1ea made ot the high and low mental age 
groups. the boya# and girls. 
From this analy$ia the conclusion ean 1.)8 drawn that the 
pupils have learned• and remembered over a period or six 
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weeks, the meanings or the studied elements. 
4. Improvement !a speed ~ visual and auditorz E•reeEtion. 
The experimental group did not show a significant su• 
periority over the control .group in either visual or auditory 
perception, On the Visual Perception Test the experi~ental 
./' group made a slightly better gian than did the control group, 
but the oritioal ratio of .40 is not significant. On the 
Auditory Perception Test the experimental group made a better 
gain, but in this comparison the critical ratio of .87 ia 
:r1ot significant. 
In the analysis of the acorea made by the high mental 
age group and those of the low mental age group, it was 
found that the only a1gn1t1cant gain was made by the low 
mental age group on the Visual Perception Teat. In the com-
parison of the scores on the second .form of the visual test 
the experimental group or the low mental age group made a 
significantly better mean score than did 1 ts respective con-
trol group. The critical ratio in this case was 3.64, 
In eanpar1ng the gains made b;r each of the groupe on 
the perception testa, it was found that the low mental age 
group made greater mean gains on the Vietml Perception Teet 
than did the high mental age group, but just the opposite wae 
true on the Audi\Pry Perception Teet. However, in neither 
case were the gains sufficiently greater to yield a l:iigni:f'-
aant critical ratio. 
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These findings would lead to the conclusion that the 
exercises were not particularly helpful in the improvement 
of speed of perception either auditory or visual. However, 
the tact that the low mental age eaperimenta.l group had a 
significantly higher score on Form II of the Visual Percep-
tion Test than its eontrol_group should be noted. I t has 
some significance even though further analysis of the scores 
indicated that this group did not make significantly greater 
gains than did ita control gr-oup. 
5. Effect .2!1 pneral vocabulary. 
The experimental group did not show a significant su-
periority over the control group on the Gates Vocabulary Teat. 
!he comparison of the pine made b7 the experimental and 
control groups yielded a erttical ratio of .40 in favor of 
the experimental group. 1hia,however, is not statistically 
significant. 
The scores of the high and low mental age groups were 
also analyzed with the same results of no significant superi-
ority. The low mental age group made slightly greater gain 
than did the high mental age g~oup. This statistical com-
parison yielded a critical ratio of .96 which 1s not statis• 
tically significant. 
s. Effect ga reading comprehension. 
The experimental group was superior to the contr(l group 
on the final form of the C~tes Level of Comprehension Test. 
I' 
I 
I 
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the critical ratio of .94 is not s1gn1t1eant. In comparing 
the gains made by the two groupe, the experimental group 
made greater gains, but here again the critical ratio ot .26 
is not a1gn1f1cant. Thea$ scores were also analyzed to de-
termine wb.ether the high mental age group or the low mental 
age ,group 'benet! ted the moat. The low mental a,ze group made 
slightly greater g$1na than did the hir;.,h groupJ however, in 
the etatlstleal comparison ot the gains the critical ra~1o 
ot .72 is not a1gnit1o~t. 
This analysis would indicate that the exercises did 
not bring about any a1gn1f1cant improvement in reading com-
prehension. 
7. Effect~ speed£! read1ns• 
On the second form of the Gates Speed Teat both the 
experimental and control grou~s made gains. The mean score 
of the experimental group was raiaed from 7.48 to 9.31 1 and 
that of the control group from 7.95 to 9.03. It is di.ffioult 
to explain these gains, However, eince they were made by the 
control group aa well aa by the experimental group, they 
cannot be considered a result ot the experimental teaching. 
No further analysis of tht!se aoorea was made. 
8. Effect ~ total reading eoore. 
The total reading score on the Gabta Read1ns Survez is 
arrived at by avera.:ring the three acoree obtained on the 
aubtcsts. Therefore, afnce the Speed -Test score is part of 
this average, the total reading score ia affected by the 
apeed score. ·In the analysia of these aoorea it was found 
that both groups made outatan41ng pine which cannot entirely 
be attributed to the experimental teaching. 
9. Suggestions ~ further research. 
This study has shown the need for further l'esearch, and 
the following studies are suggested& 
1. Experimentation to show whether the teaching of pre-
fixes and word-roots is ot value in increasing vo• 
oabulary of pupils of the higher levels of high 
sChool should be planned. 
2,. Purther experimentation to determine which, if any, 
prefixes and word-roota~are of value 1n enriching 
vocabulary should be carried out. 
3. The teachers who taught the experimental lessons 
seemed to feel that the pupils gained in their 
understanding of worde to a greater extent than 
wa8 shown by the testa uaed in the experiment. 
This study should be repeated and ~~ effort made 
to determine these gains by observing changes in 
pupils' written work in all their classes. 
4. Studies should be made of the value of teaching 
the word elements through quick flash methods. 
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APPENDIX A 
MANUAL OF TEACHIJiG EXERCISES 
LIST OF PREFIXES TAUGHT IN LESSONS 
Eretix lesson 
ab 2i ad 
com 16 
de 30 
dia 22 
en 28 
ex 20 
in (int•) 28 
non 18 
in (not) 18 
pexa 2 
pre 2~ pro 
re 6 
sub 14 
trans 10 
un 12 
LIST OF WORD ROOTS TAUGHT IN LESSONS 
word root 
cede, ceed, cess 
rae, fee, tic, t7 
fer, 1at, to1 
mitt, miss 
part, para 
mot, mov 
pend, pens 
pos, pon, pons 
port 
sta, stat, siat 
ta!n, ten, tent 
tend 
ven, vene, vent 
vera, vert 
v!d, via 
lesson 
15 
1 
9 
2) 
29 
17 
19 
21 
11 
13 
) 
25 
27 
5 
7 
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I. 
DIRECTIONS FOR USIIG LESSONS 
Object of lessons: 
1. To teach meaning of certain prefixes and 
word-roots. 
2. To show how these meanings help to interpret 
new words having these parts. 
II. General plan of lessona: 
1. Ten minutes each day for six weeks. 
2. Each lesson baaed on the study of one prefix 
or word-root. 
). Students record all words used in lessons in 
notebook and are encouraged, but not required 
to add to the lists of words taught. 
4. Each lesson will include quick review of 
previous lesson. 
S. Review test of week's work each Friday. 
III. Words to be used in lessanst 
1. Prefixes: The fifteen prefixes found by 
Russell Stautfer to account tor 82~ of the 
total number or words containing prefixes 
in Thorndike's 11at of 20,000 words. The 
prefixes ~. trana. and non have been 
added to ln8 llsl lo fill out the lessons. 
2. Word-roots: The fifteen word•roots with 
highest frequency in the Thorndike list 
ot 10,000 accrrding to the count made b,. 
w. J. Osburn. 
losburn, w. J., Silent Reading Vocabulary. Bloomington, 
Ill.: Public School Publllihlng Company, 1925. 
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Words used in lessons: No word will be used 
in the exercise which is not suitable for 
seventh grade according to the Thorndike 
and Lorge list. 2 
Derivation or words and prefix meanings have 
been cheeked in Webster's Bew International 
Dictionary, thabrl§ied.:3 -
Root meanings have been taken fro~ 
William Swinton's Word Analysis. 
IV. Teaching procedures 
1. Explain to students purpose of lessons. 
2. Have students keep notebook with one page for 
each root or prefix. 
3. Give time during lessons for children to write 
the word part being studied, ita meaning, and 
all illustrative words used in lesson. 
Encourage them to add to this list outside 
of class, and tell them how to cheek word in 
dictionary to be sure they have the proper 
derivation. 
4. Each lesson on a word-root includes its Latin 
derivation. Write on the board all parts of 
the verb as given in the lesson to show 
students where the various combining forma 
oo.me tram. They should copy this and keep 
the combining forma of the root or prefix in 
their notebooks. They need to know the root 
when checking other derivatives. 
5. Leason 1 is given in more detail than subsequent 
lessons. The procedures suggested here are to 
be used in later lessons also. 
2Thorndike, E. L. and Lorge, IPYing, Teacher's Word Book 
of }0,000 Words. New Yorke Bureau ot i'uh1fciil'o~ 
~achers College, Columbia University, 1944. 
3webster•s New International Dlctionarz, Unabridged. (Se~d 
Eft1t!Qft)-sprlngtleld, laasachuaetits: G. & c.=uerriam co. 
4swinton, William, Word Anal~sia. Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New Yorkr .American Book ompan,-, 1899. 
-:::---::::-::=---:-:-:=---===---~~- :=-----~-- -=- --=----=~ ~----~ -==---==-----=-=---- --·-:::.._-:·:::::-.==-=:-:::-::-=---------==::=:-=-:-=---=---- -----
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LESSON 1 
To teach the root fac, feo, fie, !:l• 
words to be used in lesson: 
:t"actory 
manufacture 
Proceduret 
sat:l.af'actor,- •gn!tJ' juatity ettect 
·-·------- --- -· --
art1:t":l.c1al 
o:t":t":l.ce 
Explain the purpoa"e of the lessons and show pupils how 
to put the root or prefix being studied on the top line 
of' the notebook page. On the next line they should put 
the Latin derivation and lta meaning. On succeeding 
lines have them list the wvda uaed to illustrate the 
word element being studied and have them underline that 
part. 
Write these words on the boudt. 
tactory manufacture satia.taoto17 
Ask the children to find the OOJaon part in each ot these 
words. When it is establ:l.ahed that tao is the root, 
then wr:l. te this on the b oar4: 
facio tacere teo:l. factus 
-
Explain that this means to make or do, and then explain 
that two ot the root .tol'JJUI coJU .from these .forms of the 
verb. The .following aJte all :related forms: 
(write on board) 
!!! fee !!!. !:1. 
Whenever these .forms appear in words they give a sense 
ot "do" or "make" to the we:rd. 
Have the childl'en wr1 te the root forms in their notebooks, 
and then the Latin verb and 1 ta meaning. 
Now take up worda to see how •oot meaning applies. 
--~----~~-----
(Teacher givea abort definition to elicit one word 
an8Wer from pupils. When correct word is given 
teacher writes it on board, underlining part 
being studied. Ch1ldzten cop7 word, also under-
lining word element. Be caretul not to let the 
writing drag down the interest in giving quick 
anapp'J' answers to the detinitions. Tell children 
that it the7 dontt get all the words listed that 
the7 ma7 have time at the end ot the lesson to 
eopy the list.) 
Retering to words already written on board: 
Place where something is madea .factory 
-
Once meant to make by hand, but now me ana to make: 
manutactu:re 
-
That which has been made pleasing to certain 
standards 1 sat1ataotwy 
-
Taking up other words: 
What word means to make just and righta justi!Z 
What word means to make largera 
One name for a place to do works 
magni!l 
o.ft1ce 
-
What word means made by art, not by nature: 
What word means the result ot something done: 
-·~------·---- -·- -- ------------ ------~ --~- - -----------------
-- --- . 
artificial 
-
effect. 
-
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LESSO!l 2 
To teach prefix per 
Words to be used in lessonr 
perfect 
perceive 
Procedure a 
permit 
perpetual 
Write on the boarda perfect 
perrn.anent 
perauade 
persist 
perish 
Call on some child to identitJ the pretix. Then aak 
tor the meaning of the root atud1e4 the dar before, 
and arrive at the meaning of this word: made 
thorou8hlr· 
The prefix ~ means throughout, in space or time, 
thoroughly. 
Taking up wordl using the prefix: 
To obtain knowledge through the senses, see, or 
hear2 perceive. 
To allow--literally let go through a perm! t 
An adjective which means continuous--going on 
tlutoughout all time: E!.!:P•tual 
That which lasts throughout all times permanent 
To win over completely to o.ne•s point ot view: E!_rsu&de 
To continue steadtaatl7 in a course ot actiona E!:m.t 
To go through to the end• to die: perish 
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LESSON .3 
To teach root tain, ten, tent. 
---
words to be uaeda 
pertain 
contain 
Procedure a 
contents 
tenement 
tenant 
maintain 
WJtlte on the· boardc Pertain 
maintenance 
lieutenant 
Review meaning of prettx per aa thoroUghly or throughout 
and arrive at meaning o word aa holdin~ completelt to 
aometh1ns as these leaaona peJttain to t e use of prefti. 
and wora: roots. 
Wr1 te this on the board: 
teneo tenere tenui tentua 
Th1a Latin verb means to hold and the forma the root 
takes area 
ten tent tain 
What are some worda which contain this root? I have just 
used one. The meaning is "to hold or be capable ot 
holding." 
What ia that which a thing conta1naa contents 
What do we call a house which holds man,- people: tenement ' 
-
What are people called who hold or rent a house: 
What word means to hold or keep in a particular 
condi tiona maintain 
tenants 
-
What is the noun which is the proceaa ot maintaining& 
maintenance 
·-(Have them note the difference in spelling of the root and 
the alight ditterence in pronunciation.) 
What officer holds the place ot a superior in ease of the 
latter's abaencer Lieutenant 
For instance, the lieul«ftant-governor takes the place 
ot the governor when the governor is away. 
--=----:!""'::"_:::-=-::-=::-_-_-_-_:- 7:"::.··------~ : --~-------:--:·.-
LESSOJf 4 
To teach preti.x .!• ~. !.2!.. 
words to be used in lesson: 
abstain 
abrupt 
Procedure: 
absent 
abhor 
abolish 
absorb 
Write on board: abstain 
abound 
abuse 
Review root tain as meaning hold or keep and show the 
meaning or this word to be •to keep from doing 
something", as to abstain trom evil. 
The pretix ab means from, awaJ, separation, and the 
combining:rorma are a, ab, aba. 
---
Taking up words using the pretixs 
An adjective which means unexpected and quick--literally 
broken awaya abrupt 
-
What word means not preaent--11 terally to shrink With 
horror f:z:tom some thing 1 abhor 
-
To do away with: abolish 
-
To cause to disappear as it by swallowing or sucking 
in: absorb 
-
To put to wrong use: abuse 
-
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LESSON 5 
To teach root vera, vert 
-
Words to be used in lesson: 
avert 
convert 
Procedure: 
conversation 
version 
Write on board: avert 
vertical 
controversy 
universe 
advertise 
Review meaning or prefix ab and arrive at meaning or 
ward: to turn away rroilas to avert the eyes from 
an object. 
Write on the board: 
verto Yertere vert1 Tarsus 
This Latin verb means to turn or change and the forms 
ot the root are: 
vera vert 
Taking up words uaing the root word: 
The verb to turn from one course of action to another: 
convert 
-
The act of converting or being conYerted: conversion 
-
A translation or change from one language to another: 
version 
A line turned upward perpend1cularl7 is: vertical 
-
A dispute--literally a turning againstt oontrovera7 
-
The world--li terall7 that wh1oh is turned into one 
whole: universe 
To turn attention to that which you want to sell: 
advertise 
Give the weekly review test. 
I 
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REVImf TEST FOR nRST WEEK 
DIRECTIONSc Draw a circle around the proper letter to 
indicate whether the word part ia a pretix or root. 
Write one word which uaea the root or pretix. 
1. per R P 
2. vera R P 
.). ab R P 
4. tain R P 
5. rae R P 
DIRECTIONS: Place the number ot the word part given above 
in the blank betore ita proper definition. Notice that 
one definition will not be u.ed. 
----hold 
do, make 
----before 
---- throughout 1n apace or time 
---- trom, away 
tum, change 
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To teach p:retix re 
-
:reverse 
:recall 
Procedure a 
rese:rve 
:refuge 
LESSOI' 6 
:renew 
return 
Write on board: reverse 
repeat 
repa7 
:resume 
Review root vera aa turn and arrive at meaning of 
word--tum back aa a oar going into :reverse. 
The prefix t! means ~aok to original state; again." 
Taking up words ua1ng the pretixt 
To call back to mind ia to: recall 
-
To keep back for a future time1 reserve 
A place to flee back to--a aanotuar7;· refuge 
-
To make new again: renew 
To say over again: repeat 
-
To come back to: retum 
To pay back: repa7 
To begin again as something 1ntePrupted: resume 
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LESSON 7 
To teach root vid, vis. 
--
words to be used in leasont 
review 
reviae 
Procedure: 
vision 
visible 
visiter 
evident 
write on board: review 
view 
survey 
Review meaning of prefix t! aa again, and arrive at 
meaning of word--to see or look over again. 
write on the boardz 
video videre vidi viaua 
This Latin verb means to see. and the forms of the 
root are: 
vid via view 
Taking up words using the roott 
What word meana to change because of looking over 
something again: revise 
What is a dream or beautirul sight: vision 
If something can be aeen it 1st visible 
Sa.eone who goes to see ano~er is called a: visitor 
A fact which is very clear--can be se8 n--is: evident 
That which is seen or beheld is a: view 
To look over something: survez 
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LESSON 8 li 
'[ 
,J 'l'o teach prefix pro. 
II Words to be used in lesson: 
!I 
!I 
li 
li 
,I 
11 
li 
provide 
procure 
Procedure: 
project v. 
progress v. 
Write on board: provide 
protect 
promote 
proclaim 
pronoun 
Review meaning of root vid aa see or look out for, and 
arrive at meaning of word--to look out for in advance. 
Prefix pro means tor, or before. 
'l'aking up words using the prefix: 
What word means to get tor someone: procure 
What word means to throw torwarda project 
What word means to advance forward toward a 
goal: progress 
What word means to cover--literally to cover in 
fronts protect 
What word means to move tol'Ward: promote 
What word means to make known--literally to cry out 
before people: proclaim 
What word is used for a nowu pronoW'l 
-----T== 
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LESSON 9 
To teach the root t er. 
-
Words to be used in lesson: 
proffer 
suffer 
Procedure: 
per tile 
different 
conter 
offering 
Write on the board: proffer 
tolerate 
relate 
Review the meaning of the prefix ~ as for, and arrive 
at meaning of word as to otter or-bring for. 
write on the board: 
fero terre tuli latus 
This Latin verb means to bear or carry. Note the changes 
in the verb form, permitting very different forms ot 
the root. 
fer tol lat 
Taking up words using the roots 
To bear pain; also has the sense of allow: suffer 
What word is applied to soil which brings forth good 
cropsa fertile 
What word means not the same--literally carried 
apart: different 
What verb means a group coming together to consult--
literally bearing together: confer 
What do we call the contribution we carry to 
Church: offering 
-
To bear or allow, with the sense of "to put up 
with": tolerate 
-
To tell a story again--literally to carry it over 
again: relate 
148 
transfer 
transform 
Procedure: 
LESSON 10 
tran&Jlate 
transmit 
transparent 
transportation 
Write on the board: transfer 
tradition 
traverse 
Review meaning of l*oot fer aa to carry, and arrive at 
meaning or word as to0i'rr7 across. 
The pl*efix trans means: over, across. through, beyond. 
The combining forms are: .trans and tra. 
Taking up words using the prefix& 
To change or carry over from one language to another: 
translate. (Note root late, trom fer, to carry.) 
'l'o cause to pass over or through: tranami t 
What word describes materials through which objects can 
be seen: transparent 
The means of carrying passengers from one place to 
another 1 transporta t1on 
Customs and beliefs which have been handed over from 
one generation to another 1 trad1 t1 ons 
-
To moYe across or over--literally to turn across: 
traverse 
Give weekly review test. 
' I 
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REVIEW TEST FOR SECORD WEEK 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a circle around the proper letter to 
indicate whether the word part is a prefix or root. 
,vri te one word which useli the root or prefix. 
1. pro R P 
2. fer R P 
). re R P 
4. vid R P 
5. trans R P 
DIRECTIONS: Place the number ot the word part given 
above in the blank betare ita proper definition. 
Notice that one definition will not be used. 
back to original state, again 
tor, before 
bear, carey 
throughout in space or time 
see 
over, acroaa 
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LE.SSOH 11 
To teach root part. 
Words to be used in lessons 
transport 
important 
Procedure: 
porter 
report 
import 
port 
Write on the board: transport 
portal 
opportunity 
Review meaning or prefix trans meaning over or across, 
and arrive at meaning of word, to carry over or across. 
Write on the board: 
porto port are porta vi 
This Latin verb means to carFJ. 
Taking up words usin~ the root: 
portatua 
That which carries signirioance: important 
One who carries baggage: fGrter 
To carry back news: report (Note prefix~). 
To bring or carry goods into a country: imeort 
The place where goods are brought into a country: port 
A door, gate, or entrance: Eortal 
A condition carrying favor to some end: opportunity 
== ---------
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LESSON 12 
To teach prefixes un and non. 
- -
Wordl to be used in lesson: 
unimportant 
unable 
uncertain 
unconaoioua 
unchristian 
ungrateful 
unnecessary 
non-Christian 
unpleasant 
nonsense 
Procedure: 
T.-=-- - =-=--- _--;;~-:-_ 
' 
Write on the boarda unimportant 
Review root part and the meaning of important. 
the prefix oea to the meaning ot the word. 
Note what 
The prefixes un and non both have a negative meaning. 
Bon is generally liii emphatic than tmJ non usually 
rs-merely negative, while the other Often-fmplies 
an opposite thing or qualit7. 
Taking up words using the prefixes: 
Not ablez unable 
Not certain: uncertain 
Not conscious: unconscious 
-
Not grateful: ungrateful 
-
Not neceaaarJ: unneceasQtJ" (Note that when the root 
begi~a with an ~~ere are two~ in the spelling.) 
Not pleasant: unpleasant 
That which has no sensible meaning: nonsense 
-
Not having the qualities of a Christian: unchristian 
-
Not a Christian: non-Christian (Note hyphen and use 
ot capital letter)---
I! 
LESSOlf 13 
To teach root sta, stat, aist 
---
Words to be used in lesson: 
unatationarJ station atatb 
obstacle state assis' 
Prooed~e: 
Write on board: unatationar,. 
standard 
constant 
Review meaning or prefix un, and discuss meaning ot 
wordt not standing tirii':" 
wrs. te on board: 
a to stare stet! status 
This Latin verb means to stand, and the combining 
forma are: 
sta stat aist 
Taking up words using word roots 
Something standing in the W&JI obstacle 
-
One•s standing or position in lifea station 
-
Condition or situation in which one is: state 
-
A sculptured figure, orlginallJ, a standing 
figure: statue 
-
To give help or aid--literally to cause to stand: 
assist 
-
That which stands as an eatabliahed rule: standard 
-
That which is firmly established and fixed and also 
means continuous and persistent: constant 
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LESSON 14. 
To teach prefix sub. 
-
Words to be used in lessons 
substance 
suatain 
Procedu:re a 
submarine 
submer-ge 
Wr1 te on boards substance 
support 
subdue 
subway 
suspect 
ReTtew meaning ot root sta aa stand. and give the meaning 
ot the word as that wnrih underlies all visible 
manifestation. 
The prefix sub means below or under, and the combining 
torma are I 
sue aut aug sum sup sur sua 
The prefix changes in fora depending upon the 
beginning letter of the root word. 
Taking up words using the pret1xa 
To uphold or keep tram sinking: 
(Note root tain: hold or keep.) 
sustain 
-
What is the underwater boat calledc submarine 
To go under water is to: submerge 
-
Another word which means to hold up with the idea of 
oar171ng or upholding welgbta support 
(Note the root 2ort: carry.) 
To place under another's authority: subdue 
-
An electric railway under ground: subway 
-
What word means to doubt or distrust--literally to 
see from underneath: suapeet. 
-
---~""''=~=~,-= -~---- -------------------------- --- -------------~-----==,-~-~ 
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LESSON lS 
To teach root cede, ceed, ceea. 
--
words to be used in lesson: 
succeed 
success 
Procedures 
proceed 
ancestor 
ceaee 
reeeaa 
Write on the board: succeed 
necessity 
excess 
Review meaning of prefix sub as under, and see that this 
word meana to follow along aa to succeed someone in an 
office--to follow fram under or subordinate position. 
Write on the board: 
cedo cedere ceasi cessua 
This Latin verb means to proceed, withdraw, or yield, 
and the combining .forma are: 
cede ceed cees 
Taking up words using the root: 
What is the noun which ia .fol"'lled from the verb 
succeed: success 
-
To go forward: pro.2!!! (lfote prefix ;ero: forward) 
One from whom a person is deaoended: ancestor 
To come to an end; stopa ceaae 
A b~eak in the uaual order or business or school: 
recess 
That which one c-annot proceed w1 thout: necessity 
-
~hat which goes beyond what is usual or proper: excess 
Give weekly review test. 
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REVIEW TEST FOR THIRD WEEK 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a circle around the proper letter to 
indicate whether the word part ia a pretix or root. 
Write one word which uaea the root or prefix. 
1. sta R P 
2. Port R P 
3· sub R P 
4. cede R P 
5. Un R P 
DIRECTIONS: Place the number ot the word part given above 
in the blank bet are its proper detini tion. Notice that 
one definition will not be uae4. 
over. acrosa 
carry 
go, withdraw, Jleld 
stand 
not 
----below, under 
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LESSOX 16 
To teach pretlx coa, o•, !!. 
WOPda to be uaed in leaaons 
concede 
oCIIblne 
Procedu.J'e 1 
c0111111trce 
oollapae 
Wl'1 te on the 'board a conoede 
oolnoldence 
COO~Nte 
Renew •antnc o£ root cede. ta this case 1 t means to 
go along and the pretlx iiakea 1 t mean to go along 
with en- .,S.eld. 
!be pret1x con m.oana w1 th oz. tlGgether • and the c01lb1n1ng 
toJ"'U uel 
COil col cor co 
Tald.ng up ~ wd.ng pret1xt 
To un1. te oP jof.Jl togethert of'.llilib1ne 
-
Bwl1neaa or tradin~ tos•~• .!.!!!!H"• 
To .tall or ah:Pink togetbe abwptl7: collapse 
-
To ~t1•• in cOIDCR with olhens contribute 
-
An 1natanee ot wo th1raga oeolU')'tlng at the aame 
ttme1 co1no1dtmoe 
-
I 
LESSON 17 
To teach root mot, mov. 
--
Words to be used in lessont 
commotion 
move 
Procedure: 
emotion 
momentary 
Write on board a commotion 
mu.t1ny 
promotion 
remote 
automobile 
Review meaning ot prefix coa meaning together, and 
arrive at meaning or woYcl"""aa motion together or 
disturbance. 
Write on board: 
moveo movere mov1 motu. 
This Latin verb means to move, and the combining forma 
are: 
raot mov 
Taking up words using the root: 
To ohange place in anJ manner 1 move 
Feeling or joy or grier--moving from a calm state of 
minda emotion 
-
Lasting or moving for a bP!et instant: momentary 
-
Rebellion--or movement--against constituted authorit7 
especially naval authority: mutiny 
-
The process or being moved torwarda 
(Note prefix pro, rorw~d.) promotion -
Remove to, or situated at, a distance tram: remote 
A vehicle capable or moving itself: automobile 
-
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LESSO!l 18 
~o teach prefix 1n, 1m, etc. 
words to be used 1n lesson: 
immovable 
inadequate 
Procedure: 
incapable 
incredible 
impossible 
Wl"i te on board: immovable 
illegal 
irregular 
ign~ant 
irresistible 
immortal 
Review meaning of root mov and see that this word means 
cannot be moved. ---
In this instance the prefix in means not. A question may 
arise at this time about the prefix 1n meaning into. 
This meaning will be taken up in another lesson. The 
combining forma of the pretix aret 
i il 1m 1n ir 
Taking up words using the pretix: 
Not adequate& inadequate 
-
Not capable: incapable 
-
Cannot be believed: incredible 
-
Not legal: illegal 
-
Not regular: irregular 
-
cannot be resisted: irrea1at1ble 
(Note root aiat: stan!.) 
Undying; exemp trom mortal! t:r: immortal 
-
Not possible: impossible 
To be w1 thout knowledge c !Pcrl'ant 
-----=~-=-======---~--_ 
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LESSOJ 19 
To teach the root pend, ~· 
words to be used in lesson: 
independent 
suspend 
spend 
pension 
compensation 
recompense 
pendulum 
perpendicular 
Procedure: 
Writ~ on the boarda independent 
Review meaning of prefix in as not and then discuss the 
meaning of dependent. It means relyin~ or hanging on 
another for support. 
W'ri te on board: 
pen do pendere pepend1 penaua 
This Latin verb means to hand, weigh, or pay. Ita 
combining forma are: 
pend pens 
Taking up words using the root: 
To attach to something above--hand tram under: 
(Note prefix sub: under.) 
-
To pay out or uae up: s2end 
suspend 
-
A payment made to one retired from service: ~sion 
Payment tor services rendered--literally a weighing 
together: coapenaation (Bote prefix com: together.) 
A compensation or a repar.mentr recompense 
(Note prefix £!1 again.) 
The hanging arm which swings to regulate clock 
movement: pendulum 
A line which is exactly upright, forming right angles 
with the earth ia: perpendicular (Note the prefix 
~; the word literally meana hung through space as 
with a plumb line.) 
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LESSON 20 
To teach prefix ex. 
-
Words to be used in lesson: 
expend 
exceed 
Procedure: 
exclude 
expel 
erect adj. 
export 
elect 
efficient 
write on the boards expend 
emerge 
emigrant 
Review the meaning of root eetd as pay, and arrive at 
the meaning of the word as o pay out or spend. 
The prefix ex means out of, beyond, away from, and the 
oombining:foras are: 
e ef ex 
Taking up words using the prefix: 
To go beyond: exceed (Note root~: to go.) 
To keep out: exclude 
To put out: !!Pel 
To carry or send abroad in the way of commerce: export 
(Note root ports carry.) 
To choose from a group: elect 
-
To come out from: emerge 
-
One who goes out from a country: !migrant 
An adjective which means standing up right from a 
basea erect 
Capable of bringing out the right etteot or reaultr 
effective 
-
Give weekly review test. 
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REVIEW TEST FOR FOURTH WEEK 
DIRECTION'S: Draw a circle around the proper letter to 
indicate whether the word part is a prefix or root. 
Write one word which uses the root or prefix. 
1. con R p 
2. in R p 
3· pend R p 
4. Mot R p 
5. ex R p 
DIRECTIONS: Place the number ot the word part given above 
in the blank before ita proper definition. Notice that 
one definition will not be uaed. 
with, together 
not 
--------out ot, beyond, away from 
move 
carry 
hang, weigh, Pl'J 
----- -==--=----=------------~------::::-;-_-::--_ -::-:::::::==-=----·--· -------
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LESSOJI 21 
To teach root ;eoa, Eon, pona. 
Words to be used in lesson: 
deposit 
position 
Procedure: 
pose 
opposite 
write on board,: expose 
propose 
poait1ve 
postpone 
compose 
Review meaning of prefix ex as out, and arrive at meaning 
of word as to place or leave out or open to attack, as 
to expose troops to unnecessary danger. 
Write on board: 
pono ponere posui poaitus 
This Latin verb me~s to put or place, and the combining 
forma are: 
poa pon pons 
Taking up words using the roots 
fhat which is put down, as money in a bank, or sediment 
brought down by a rivera deposit 
Proper place tor anyone or thing& position 
To place or ask as a question: pose 
A word which implies diametrical differences in 
positiona opposite 
To set or place before a certain propositions propose (Note pretix 2ro: before.) 
Conti dent, sure, placed with doubt a poa1 ti ve 
To put off until a f'uture time: poa tpone 
'J.'o make up; to place together: compose {Note pref'ix com: together.) 
-
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LESSON 22 
To teach prefix ~· 
Words to be used in leasont 
dispose 
diamcnmt 
Procedure: 
dishonor 
disobey 
1\".ri te on board: dispose 
divert 
discard 
dispense 
differ 
Review meaning ot root pote aa put, and arrive at the 
meaning ot the word as o put out ot the way 1 a a to dispose ot trash. 
The prefix dis means a separation or parting tram. 
Sometimes'""llie s is dl-opped trom the prefix when 
combined with certain roots. 
Taking up words using the prefix: 
To come down from, as tram a horse: 
To deprive of honor: dishonor 
-
To refuse to obey: d1aobe7 
-
To turn attention from: divert 
(Note root vert: turn.) -
-
To throw out or away: diacarcl 
-
dismount 
-
To deal or weigh out; distribute& dispense (Note root ~ensa weigh.) 
To disagreeJ to hold or bear a different opinions (Note root fer: bear, carry.) 
-
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LESSON 23 
To teach root mitt, miss. 
-
words to be used in lesson1 
dismiss 
omit 
Procedure a 
admiasion 
promise 
Write on board: dismiss 
cou.iasion 
m1aa1onar,-
permission 
mesa age 
Review meaning of prefix dis as away, and the meaning of 
the word then is to sena-&wa,-. 
Write on board: 
m1 tto m1 ttere m1a1 miasus 
This Latin verb means to send, or cause to go. Its 
combining forma are: 
m1 tt miss 
Taking up words using the rootc 
To leave out: omit 
-
The price of entrance into a theater--to send in: 
admission 
-
One's pledge to another to do or not do something: 
promise (Jfote prefix prot forward. The word means 
to send: forth before.) 
The grant of authority to perform certain dutiesa 
commission (Bote prefix coaa with. Literally the 
wordiiieana sent with.) -
One who is sent on a mission usually to spread 
religious teachings: missionary 
-
To give one•s consent is to give: permission 
(Bote prefix per: through. The word iiiiiils to let 
go through. 
Any communication sent to another: !!!!.age 
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LESSON 24 
To teach prefix Ere. 
Words to be used in the lesson: 
premise 
precede 
Procedure: 
predecessor 
predict 
Write on the boards premise 
pre.ter 
preliminary 
precaution 
preface 
Review meaning of root !!! as send, and arrive at the 
meaning or the word as the basis of an argument, 
literally that which has been sent before. 
The prefix ~means before or previously. 
Taking up words using pretixs 
To go betores 2recede (Mote root cede: to go.) 
One who has gone bet' ore: .E.!,decessor (Note the different spelling of the root cede.) 
-
To foretell; to propbeays predict 
To set above or before soaething else in estimation; to 
chooses 2refer (Mote root £!!:s to bear, carry) 
That which is introduot017 or preparatory! l!:!.liminary 
As a preliminary basketball game 
A measure taken beforehand to ward off evil or secure 
good: precaution 
An introduction to a speech or books 2retaoe 
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LESSON 2S 
To teach root ~· 
Words to be used in lesson: 
pretend 
tend 
Procedure: 
tendency 
tender v. 
write on board: pretend 
tenae adj. 
en tend 
intend 
contend 
Review meaning of prefix prt as before, and see that 
the word means to hold ou the appearance or being; 
to make believe. 
Write on the board: 
tendo tendere tenui tens us 
This Latin verb means to stretch or direct one's course. 
Taking up words using root: 
To direct one's course toward something: tend 
The direction of one's course toward anything: 
To otfer--atreteh toward someone: tender 
-
tendener 
-:
An adjective which meana stretched tight: tense 
-
To stretch or draw out, hence to lengthen: (Note prefix exr out.J 
-
extend 
-
To have in mind; c!. rect oneta plan: 
To strive in opposition or rivalry: 
(Note prefix con: together.) 
-
Give weekly review test. 
intend 
-
contend 
-
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REVIEW TEST FOR FIP1'H WEEK 
DIRECTIONSs Draw a circle around the proper letter to 
indicate whether the word part is a prefix or root. 
W'rite one word which uaea the root or prefix. 
l. poa R p 
2. tend R p 
3. mitt R p 
4. dis R p 
5. pre R p 
DIRECTIONS: Place the number ot the word part given above 
in the blank before ita proper definition. Notice that 
one definition will not be uaed. 
send, cause to go 
separation, parting from 
before, previoual~ 
put, place 
stretch, direct onets course 
throw out 
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LESSON 26 
To teach the prefix ad. 
-
Words to be used in the lesson: 
attend attain assistant affect 
admit advise appendix ascend 
Procedure: 
Write on the board: attend 
Review meaning or root tend aa to direct one•s course, 
and see that the word means to direct one• s course 
toward: to care tor. 
The prefix means to, toward, at; and the combining forma 
are: 
ac ag al an ap ar as at 
Taking up words using the pret1xa 
To allow entrance: admit (Xote root mit: send.) 
-
To hold to; gain one's ~oal: (Note root tain: hold.) 
-
attain 
To give advise to: advise (Note root!!!& to aee.) 
One who helps anothers aaaiatant (Note root aiat, from ata: stand.) 
-
Something added to a book, but not necessary to ita 
completeness: wendix (Jfote root pendc hang.) 
To produce an etteot u~on: (Note root teo: make.) 
-
To go up, arise: ascend. 
-
attect 
-
I 
I 
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LESSOB 27 
To teach root ~· ~~ ~· 
Words to be used in lesson: 
adventure 
event 
Procedure: 
convenient 
avenue 
convention 
venture v. 
Wt-1 te on the boardt adventure 
prevent 
revenue 
Review meaning of prefix ad aa to, and see that the word 
originally meant to happetl to, or to come to, but now 
means an exciting happening. 
write on the board: 
venio venire veni ventua 
The Latin verb means to come, and the combining .forma are: 
ven vene vent 
Taking up words using root: 
That which comes or happ«naJ any noteworthy incident: 
event (Note prefix e tram ex: out.) 
- -
That which is suitable; suitable to come together: 
convenient (Note pretix aona together.) 
-
A broad atreetJ the way to a houaea 
(Note prefix a from ad: to.) 
- -
avenue 
-
A coming together .ror a purpose: 
(Note prefix con* together.) 
-
To undertake, to brave, or dare: 
To keep .from happening 1 prevent 
(Note prefix :ere: before.) -
convention 
venture 
-
That which returns or comes back from an inveatmenta 
revenue (Note prefix rer back.) 
- -
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LESSON 28 
To teach prefixes in and en. 
- -
Wards to be used in lesson: 
I 
invent 
inter 
insist 
invert 
infection 
impose 
enforce 
immigrant 
inclose 
engrave 
enclose entrust, 
intrust emlrole 1' 
Procedure: 
write on the board: invent 
Review meaning of vent as come• and see that the word 
means to came into one's mind, to discover first in 
thought. 
Prefix in means in or into, and the combining forma are: 
1m il in ir 
Taking up words using the pre~ix: 
infer To derive by reasoning, to conclude: 
(Note root fer: bring.) -
-
To take and keep a stand or position: 
(Note root siat: stand.) 
-
insist 
To turn upside down, or outside in, or inside out: 
invert (Note root vert: turn.) 
- -
That which makes d1seaaet 
(Note root fee: make.) 
-
1ntection 
-
To place a charge or tax upon: impose (Note root pos: place.) 
One who comes into a countryt immigrant (llote the 
difference between this word ana-emigrant, Lesson 20.) 
To surround or shut in: inclose enclose (Some words may be written With eilner in or en.) 
- -
To put one's trust ina 1ntrua t entrust 
- -
To surround with a circle 1 encircle 
-
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To put in force or effect as a law: enforce 
To carve figures on wood, atone, or metal: ~rave 
-- --·~ -- ·--- ---
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LESSON 29 
To teach the root ~art. 
Words to be used in lesson: 
impart 
parcel 
Procedure: 
partner 
party 
Write on boardz impart 
partial 
portion 
particle 
partition 
Review meaning of prefix 1m as in, and arrive at meaning 
ot word as to bestow a iE&re,-ro share in. 
Write on the board: 
pars partia 
This Latin noun means part or share. 
Taking up words using root: 
A bundle or package; a portion ot land: parcel 
An associate; sharer; or companion: partner 
One of the parts into which people are d1 vided on 
public question a: pRty 
as the Democratic or &publican Party. 
Inclined to one party more than to another: partial 
A part of something; an7thing less than the whole: 
portion 
A tiny part of anything& particle 
--
That which divides into parta1 partition 
I' ~'#,·= ~-~~-~-==~~=-,.,,~~~--=- -_--,~_-,c-=cc·.·=~=c·.~-=~--~~- --,~~c···c-. _,·~=· --~--- --·-
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LESSON 30 
To teach p~etix ~: 
Wo~ds used in the lesson: 
depa~t 
detect 
Procedure: 
descend 
depend 
W~ite on board: depart 
deliver 
decease 
deposit 
dep~esa 
===== - ji=·" 
Review meaning of root part aa part, and arrive at meaning 
or word to part r~om. 
The prefix de means from, awa7, or down. 
-
Taking up wo~ds using prefix: 
A fault or imperfection: detect 
(Note ~oot ~: make.) 
To go down: descend 
(Compa~e aacena from Leason 26.) 
To rely on someone for support: depend 
(Note root Eend: hang) 
To free from aomethinga deliver 
-
To dieJ to yield to death: decease (Note root cease from ~~ -yield) 
That which is put down, as money in a bank, or sediment 
brought down by a river: deposit 
(Note root E2!' place) --
To press down: dep~esa 
Give weekly review test. 
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REVIEW TEST FOR SIXTH WEEK 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a circle around the proper letter to 
indicate whether the word part ia a prefix or root. 
Write one word which uaea the root or prefix. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
in, 
ad 
part 
ven 
de 
en R p 
R p 
R P 
R p 
R p 
_______________________ (two words) 
DIRECTIONSs Place the number or the word part given above 
in the blank before its proper definition. Notice that 
one definition will not be used. 
to, toward, at 
come 
in, into 
from, away, dOWl'l. 
tum 
part, share 
,, 
If 
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I! !i 
word 
abhor 
abolish 
abolUld 
abrupt 
absent 
,., abs·orb 
abstain 
abuse 
admission 
admit 
adventure 
advertise 
advise 
affect 
ancestor 
appendix 
artificial 
ascend 
assist 
assistant 
attain 
attend 
automobile 
avenue 
avert 
cease 
coincidence 
collapse 
combine 
commerce 
oommissiort 
commotion 
compensation 
compose 
concede 
confer 
connect 
constant 
contain 
contend 
contents 
contribute 
eontz-oversy 
convenient 
convention 
----···· 
INDEX OF WORDS USED IN LESSONS 
lesson 
tt 
tt 
fr 
tt 
23 
26 
27 
5 
26 
26 
15 
26 
l 
26 
ii 
26 
26 
17 
27 
5 
15 
18 
16 
16 
16 
23 
17 
19 
21 
16 
9 
18 
13 
3 25 
3 
18 
5 
27 
27 
WON 
-
lesson 
conversion ~ 
convert :;7 
cooperate 16 
decease 30 
dete~t 30 
deli-ver 30 
depapt 30 
depend 30 
deposit 30 
depress 30 
descend 30 
dit.ter 22 
different 9 
discard 22 
dishonor 22 
dismiss 23 
dismount 22 
disobe:r 22 
dispense 22 
dispose 22 
divert 22 
eftect 1 
et'.ticient 20 
elect 20 
emerge 20 
emigrant 20 
emotion 17 
encircle 28 
enclose 28 
entoroe 28 
engrave 28 
entruat 28 
erect 20 
event 27 
evident 7 
exceed 20 
excess 15 
exclude 20 
expel 20 
expend 20 
export 20 
expose 21 
extend 25 
word lesson 
-
factor:r 
fertile 
ignorant 
illegal 
immigrant 
immortal 
immovable 
impart 
import 
important 
impose 
impossible 
inadequate 
incapable 
inclose 
incredible 
independent 
infection 
infer 
insist 
intend 
intrust 
invent 
invert 
irregular 
irresistable 
justify 
lieutenant 
magnify 
maintain 
maintenance 
manufacture 
message 
missionary 
mcnaentary 
move 
mutiny 
necessity 
ncn-cbriatian 
nonsense 
1 
9 
18 
18 
28 
18 
18 
29 
11 
11 
28 
18 
18 
18 
28 
18 
19 
28 
28 
28 
~~ 
29 
28 
18 I 
18 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
1 
23 
23 
17 
17 
17 
15 
12 
12 
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wor-d lesson 
-
obstacle 
offering 
office 
omit 
opportunity 
opposite 
parcel 
partial 
particle 
partition 
partner 
party 
pendulum 
pension 
perceive 
perteot 
perish 
permanent 
pe:rmis si on 
permit 
perpendicular 
perpetual 
persist 
perauaae 
pertain 
port 
portal 
porter 
portion 
pose 
position 
positive 
postpone 
precaution 
precede 
predecessor 
predict 
preface 
pre.fe:r-
preliminary -
p:r-emise 
p:r-etend 
prevent 
p:r-oceed 
proclaim 
procure 
proffer 
progress 
13 
9 
1 
23 
11 
21 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
19 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
23 
2 
19 
2 
2 
2 
3 
11 
11 
11 
29 
21 
21 
21 
21 
24 2~ 21i 
* 2~ 24 
25 
27 
15 
8 
8 
~ 
werd lesson 
-
project 6 
promise 23 
p:r-omote 8 
promotion 17 
pronoun 8 
propose 21 
protect 8 
provide 8 
recall 6 
recess 15 
recompense 19 
refuge 6 
relate 9 
remote 17 
repay 6 
repeat 6 
report 11 
reserve 6 
resume 6 
:r-eturn 6 
revenu. 27 
reverse 6 
review 7 
revise 7 
satisfactory 1 
spend 19 
standard 13 
state 13 
station 13 
aatua 1
1
3 
subdue 4 
submarine 14 
submerge 14 
substance H!" 
subway ""'+ 
succeed 15 
success 15 
suffer 9 
support 14 
surrvey ,? 
suspect ""'+ 
suspend 
1
19 
sustain 4 
tenant 3 
tend 25 
tendency 25 
- -------· -~-- -"-----------::-. --_-- =-~:---=-=-=-=--=-=--- -
wo:r-d lesson: 
-
tender 
tense 
tenement 
tolerate 
tradition 
transfer 
transform 
translate 
transmit 
transparent 
transportation 
transpo:r-t 
traver·se 
unable 
uncertain 
unchl'istian 
unconscious 
ungrateful 
unimportant 
universe 
unnecessary 
unpleasant 
unstationary 
venture 
version 
vertical 
view 
visible 
vision 
visitor 
25 
25 i 
25 
9 
10 I 
10 
10 
10 I 
10 
10 
10 
11 
10 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
5 
12 
12 
13 
27 
~ 
7 
7 
7 
7 
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VOCABULARY TEST 
SCI-ICC.. GRADE DIVISION 
-------------------------------- ~-------------------------- --------
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line through the word which means the same as the definition. 
Sample: To arrange again 
prearrange --~~~ge-- disarrange derange 
· 1. Tendency or leaning toward a certain direction, as toward eit~er good or evil 
propriety proportion proponent · propensity propitiate 
2o To reduce to a lower class or grade in school 
depose detain deqote demote detent 
3o Pertaining to a detailed account or schedule 
inventorial invidious insidious inadventious invincible 
4. Clearly determined; all excess removed 
decise percise precise incise concise 
5. To diminish the gravity or importance of; detract from 
protensive attenuate pretenuate ret.enuate extenuate 
6. Holding or tending to hold strongly 
fictitious veracious tenacious mendacious factitious 
7o An unprovoked attacl( 
progression aggression digression egression transgression 
8. State of being easily carried 
visibility portability mutability tenability mobility 
9. Below the normal 
prenor.mal denor.mal abnormal subnormal pronormal 
10. That which is sent 
pensive motive missive furtive transitive 
11. To establish in a place or position 
it1duct reduction conduct product deduct 
12. SUnk to a low condition, downcast 
reject deject abject eject inject 
13. Tending to overthrow from the very foundations 
subjective substantive submissive subversive subventive 
14. State of being undecided, suspended, ar undetermined 
preponderance session cession credence pendency 
15. Putting an end to all debate; final 
conclusive preclusive inclusive reclusive declusive 
180 
vocab.--2 
16. Exercising foresight 
protracted prominent provident proficient propitious 
17. A man who can do all kinds of .work 
adherent exponent compositor constituent fact6tum 
18. State of being approachable or attainable 
ascendancy admissibility advocacy adversity accessibility 
19. A strong reaction of any kind 
convulsion transvulsion divulsion provulsion revulsion 
20. To happen, come about occur 
transpire conspire prespire perspire expire 
21. To bring toward the center 
advent adherent adjacent advertent afferent 
22. A legal order meaning "to come" 
venire tenancy vagrancy habeas corpus lease 
23. To place bet~reen 
interstice intervene interpose intermit intervert 
24. To provide with sustenance or support 
subvene subvert subtend subsist subside 
25~Holding back or from something 
1;.· • c~:mtention sustenance pretention pretention detention 
26. Wilfully wrong or erring, unrea~onably turned against that *ich is right 
transverse inverse ccnverse pervers~ diverse 
27. To expand or swell 
dissent dispute disport distend dispone 
28. An impulse given to drive or urge forward 
repulsion expulsion prepulsion propulsien compulsion 
29. Taking away the right to vote 
fr&rlchise refranchise profranchise disfranchise enfranchise 
30. A part of the who\e 
composure compatible CQID.pilation component compendium 
31. Give the right to 
title pretitle retitle entitle subtitle 
)2. Producing or capable of producing an intended effect 
effulgent efferent effervesc~t efficacious effaceab~e 
vocab. 3 
3.3. One who makes a proposal or puts forward a proposition 
proprietor proportion proponent propensity propitiate 
34. To remove from a throne or other high office 
depose detain demote denote detent 
35. Envious, hateful, odious 
inventorial invidious insidious inadventitious invincible 
36. To cut in; engrave 
decise percise precise incise concise 
37. Brought to a weakened condition 
protensive attenuate protenuate abtenuate extenuate 
J!. Made by art; hence, artificial 
loquacious voracious tenacious mendacious factitious 
39. The act of going forward 
progression aggression digression egression transgression 
40. Characterized by ease or freedom of motion 
visibility portability mutability tenability mobility 
41. Not according to rule; irregular 
prenor.mal denor.mal abnormal subnormal pronormal 
42. Thoughtful with a tou,ch of sadness 
pensive motive missive furtive transitive 
43. To subtract or take away from 
induct reduction conduct product deduct 
44. Throw out by sudden force 
reject deject abject eject inject 
45. Inclined to give up to another; yield 
subjective substantive submissive subversive subventive 
46. The act of giving up or yielding a piece of territory 
preponderance session cession credence pendency 
47. Tending to make impossible by previous action; preventive 
conclusive preclusive inclusive reclusive declusive 
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vocab.-4 
48. Skilled; expert in doing any task 
protracted prominent provident proficient propitious 
49• A voter; one who stands f~r certain oolicies 
adherent exponent compositor constituent factotum 
50 • Misfortune, misery 
ascendancy admissibility advocacy adversity accessibility 
51. A tearing apart 
convulsion transvulsion divulsion provulsion revulsien 
52· To give out sweat through the pores 
transpire conspire prespire perspire expire 
53. The coming of an important person or event 
advent adherent adjacent advertent afferent 
54. The holding of lands, occupancy 
venire tenancy vagrancy habeas corpus lease 
55. To come between two events 
interstice intervene interpose intermit intervert 
56. To extend under, or be opposite to 
subvene subvert subtend subsist subside 
57. The act of holding to a certain opinion 
contention sustenance pretention pretention detentio~ 
. . .. .·: ., ~ ~- ' · .. 
58., Opposite in order; turned inside out 
transverse inverse converse perverse diverse 
59. To play; to be "carried away from work" 
dissent dispute disport distend dispone 
" 60. Act of driving back an attacking force 
repulsion expulsion prepulsion propulsion compulsion 
61. To endow with the right to vote 
franchise refranchise profranchise disfranchise enfranchise 
62. A brief summary 
composure compatible compilation component compendium 
63. A secondary title 
title pretitle retitle entitle subtitle 
64. Carried outward 
effulgent efferent effervescent efficacious effaceable 
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PREFIXES AND ~'lORD-ROOTS 
B: ___________ SCIIOOL~---------------- GRADE DIV ·---
Find the meaning of each of the prefixes listed below and place the number of the 
meaning in the blank in front of the proper prefix. 
NOTE: Some meanings may be used twice,~and others not at all. 
PREFIXES F.iEANINGS 
ab in· 
-- ' 
non 1. separation, parting from 8. net 
ad _;per 2e before, previously 9. below, under 
con _pre 3" put, place 10., -..dth, together 
de __pro 4. to, toward, at 11., out, beyonc:l, 
away from 
_dis re 5· in, into 
12. throughout in 
ex sub 6~ from, away space or time 
_in; en trans 7· over, across 13. for 
un 14. turn, change 
15. back to original staye, again 
16. between 
In the follovdng lists rr~tch the correct meaning to the word-root, using some 
meanings twice if necessary, and leaving out others. 
WORD-ROOTS 
_cede, cess 
_fac, fie, fy 
fer 
__ mitt, miss 
__ mot, mov 
__part, pars 
__pend 
__port 
__pos, pon 
__ sta, stat, sist 
_tain, ten 
tend 
1 .. 
2o 
3 .. 
4. 
_ven, vene 
5· 
_Yers, vert 
6. 
_vid, vis 
7<> 
8. 
9. 
10,. 
1lo 
l2e 
}1Ell.JIJINGS 
hold 
do, make 
turn, change 13. part, share 
see 14. go, withdraw, yield 
carry 15. stand 
over, across 16 .. move 
send, cause to go 
separation, parting from 
put, place 
stretch, direct one 1 s course 
come 
hang, weigh, pay 
1. promise 
2. automobile 
3· abstain 
4. predict 
s. exclude 
6. visitor 
1· emotion 
a. support 
9. confer 
10. positive 
11. subdue 
12. satisfactory 
1). fertile 
14. perpend1 oular 
15. disobey 
16. assist 
17. reverse 
18. recess 
19. emerge 
20. absorb 
21. tmatationary 
22. compensation 
2). constant 
SPELLiln TEST 
FOR• l 
I promise you I will o ome. 
I will take you in my automobile. 
Please abstain trom throwing chalk. 
Can you predict the outcome? 
This will not exclude you. 
We had one visitor today. 
He was nearly overcome with emotion. 
Without support the wall will rall. 
It is necessary to canter with your 
advisor. 
He ia fO&itive that he is right. 
They Will subdue the enemy. 
That is a satiataotorz conclusion 
This land is fertile. 
The walla are l!erpendioular to the .floor. 
-You must not disobey. 
You may assist me. 
Can you reverse the numbers? 
We will have recess soon. 
The butterfly will emerge from the cocoon. 
A sponge will absorb water. 
Anything movable is tmstationarz. 
You will receive a small compensation. 
There is constant noise. 
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2nd page - Spelling Test - Form I - Continued 
24. affect 
25. admission 
26. justify 
27. portion 
28. conversion 
29. independent 
30. portal 
31. tense 
32. visible 
33. parcel 
J4. commission 
35. perpetual 
36. evident 
37. prefer 
38. controversy 
39. unchristian 
4o. magnify 
41. irregular 
42. persuade 
43. precaution 
44. immortal 
45. co:umeroe 
46. collapse 
How does the weather atfect you? 
There is a small admission tee. 
Can he Justtrz his actions? 
Thls is yoUl" portion. 
He is quite different since his odwel"'don. 
He is very independent. 
They entered through the beau~ ~al. 
What is the tense of the verb? 
Is the sun visible? 
He gave me a small parcel. 
He has a c011111ission in the navy. 
There is a perpetual breeze. 
The answer is evident. 
Which do you 2refer? 
Can Congress settle the controversz? 
That was an unchristian act. 
The microscope will magnify. 
His attendance is irregu1ar. 
They will perauade you to go. 
Take precaution against accidents. 
That which never dies is immortal. 
Commerce is important to business. 
The wind caused the tent to collapse. 
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3rd page - Spelling Test - Form I • Continued 
47. immovable You can't move an immovable object. 
48. premise His argument is baaed on this l!:•miae. 
49. mutiny The oa.ptain was killed in the mutinz. 
50. opportunity This is your last o;e:.eortunitz. 
1. promote 
2. encircle 
J. attend 
4. suspect 
5. omit 
6. contents 
1· suspend 
8. avenue 
9. impossible 
10. deposit 
11. excess 
12. maintain 
13. postpone 
14. permission 
15. proclaim 
16. dismiss 
17. contribute 
18. pariah 
19. dishonor 
20. position 
21. momentary 
22. submerge 
23. cooperate 
- -------~ -----
SPELLING 'l'ES! 
FORM II 
This will help to promote you. 
Please encircle the number. 
Vllll you attend the party? 
They suspec,!. he did it. 
Don • t om1 t your name. 
-
He spilled the contents of the box. 
They will suspend operations for a day. 
This is the avenue on which I live. 
That is ii!J?!881bl,!• 
He went to the bank to make a deposit. 
He saved all the excess. 
They will maintain their high atandarda. 
They had to :poa tpone the game. 
His permission waa granted. 
They will Eroola1m her queen. 
He will dismiss you. 
Do you care to contribute? 
~ey Will Eeriah in the storm. 
To dishonor is to deprive of honor. 
He is in a position of honor. 
His hesitation was momentarz. 
We watched the submarine submerge. 
Our school is asked to cooperate. 
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2nd page - Spelling Test - Form II - Continued 
24. effect 
25. abrupt 
26. inter 
27• review 
28. vertical 
29. cease 
30. proceed 
31• version 
32• assistant 
33• incapable 
34. opposite 
35• missionarr 
36• pre.face 
37• ancestor 
38. artificial 
39. particle 
4o. revenue 
41. exceed 
42• attain 
43 • partition 
44• ignorant 
45• proffer 
~ ....... -~·-~ ----------- -----
- -•<>• -~ ---- - -
What is the effect or this? 
He gave a ver7 abrupt answer. 
You inter that you do not care to go. 
Please review your lesson. 
Draw a vertical line. 
Tla y gave a "Cease Fire" order. 
You may proceed with caution. 
He has another version of the story. 
He is the teacher's assistant. 
She is incapable of driving the car. 
He sat on the oEpoaite side. 
Be is a misaionarz in China. 
He always read the preface of a book. 
His favorite ancestor was an Indian. 
It is made ot artificial rubber. 
A particle of dust got in her eye. 
He collects revenue tor the government. 
Please do not exceed the speed limit. 
He will a ttun his goal. 
You may take down the P.•rtition. 
He was ignorant or the answer. 
Sometimes it is wise to proffer your 
services. 
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)rd page - Spelling Test - For.m II - Continued 
46. incredibla He did the moat incredible acts. 
47. commotion There was gzteat commotion in the hall. 
48lf unnecessary That last act was unneceasarz. 
49. preliminary They won the ;erel111d.narz game. 
50. concede He will concede the election berore 
morning. 
VISUAL PERCEPTION TEST 
FORM. I 
The following worda were shown on Flash Cards; 
A. sample 20. accession 
B. practice 21. revolution 
1. global 22. contraction 
2. marital 23. irritate 
3· fractious 24. intrepid 
4. admiral 2$. vulnerable 
5. purpose 26. immortality 
6. detective 27. occidental 
7. voluble 28. interstate 
8. prevent 29. preparation 
9. changeable 30. quantitative 
10. difference 31. misogamist 
11. depreciate 32. proponent 
12. humidity 33. intermural 
13. rotate 34. objurgate 
14. selfishness 35. irrelevant 
15. efferent 36. indispensable 
16. disconcert 37. pretentious 
17. variety 
.38. insuperable 
18. biography 39. insulate 
19. medication 4o. exhalation 
=-·~-#====--~---
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II 
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VISUAL PERCEPTION TEST 
FORM II 
191 
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The following words were shown on Flash Cards: 
A. sample 20. ascension 
B. practice 21. revelation 
1. globule 22. construction 
2. martial 23. irrigate 
3· factious 24. interpret 
4. admirable 25. venerable 
5. propose 26. immorality 
6. detective 27. accidental 
1· valuable 28. intestate 
8. pervert 29. perf oration 
9· chargeable 30. qualitative 
10. deference 31. misogynist 
11. deprecate 32. prepotent 
12. humility )). intramural 
13. relate 34.. obdurate 
14. selflessness 35. irreverent 
15. afferent 36. undependable 
16. diaconnect 37. portentoua 
17. verity )8. inaut"ferable 
18. bibliography 39. isolate 
19. mediation 4o. exhilaration 
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VISUAL PERCEPTION T.:C;ST 
----------------------------------~SCHOOL GR.ADE JIVo ------------------------~ 
This is a test to see hew well and how quickly you can see wordso At the signal 
Ready, LOOK", you will see flashed one word., You are then to draw a line through that 
ord on your papero 
Th ere are t 1 wo samp e exerc1ses t 0 t. prac.1ce on~ 
., 
imple Semple sample B peractice practical pratice staple semple sampl practice practise prictace 
lobulin glebin globate global humanity humorously humbili ty 
globe globule globul I~ hungrily humidity humility humiliate 
arital maritime marish mesial 
martinet martial merital relate relegate relict rotary 
13 roL1.te ret,:o.il rotate 
actitious fictitious fraction 
fractious factious shellfishness selfishly selfless 
frictien fiction 14- selfishness selflessnes~o selfconsciousness self conscious 
dmirer admit table admissable 
admiral ami cal offered affiant afferent 
amiable admirable IS efferent effervescent efficient affected 
urport prenose pronose purpose 
p'iirpoise propost porpose discontent dis commend disconcert 
lb disconnect discouraf'"emP'"'+ efective detective destructive dis~onstruct discredit 
detector defection ,_ 
detection detract 17 vanity variety variously verify verilv vari.cosity veri tv 
olubly volume valvular voluble 
-valid valuable vailabJ_e biology U.J..Vo..>1..1!)11Y biogr2.phy 
11 bibliography bibliophile ervent prevent prevert perverse bibliographer biographer 
pervade pervert prevene 
medianation meditation medicination 
hanceable choiceable charitable If rnendication medication changeable e}.1.::1 ~-T>:(·~able mediation mediumation 
chaseable chan table 
ascension as session ascussion 
ifference determinant deterence ~0 accession accentuation deterent deference accretion acceleration 
diffidence defiance 
reverberation reversion revelation 
epurate defalcate dedicate revitalization revulsion 
deprecate debilitate h/ revolution revaluation depreciate depredate 
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:ontortion contraction constriction profl.uent propellent proponent 
construction completion 3~ presentment prepotent conciliation contradicticm proportent preportent 
.nitiate institute irritate intermune intermural internal 
imitate irratiate a3 intrinsical intermedial irrigate irradiate intramural international 
nt~rpaid intrep5n interrupt operate ordinate ob<;l.urate 
interept intercept M- obturate objurgate intrapide interpret obstinate obsecrate 
·endible venerable vulnerable irresistant irreverant irreverent 
veneer able vulcanible ~s irradiant irritant verifiable vulneerable irreJ.evant irrelatent 
mmutability immobility immorality undepressable ir>rli SJ.""'Yls.<tble 
immatUrity immortality ~" indisputable ux1dep end able impartiability irrmovabili ty individual indissoluble j.nd:isputable 
cademical accidental occiputal 
occidental occasional preterition perstitious pretenticus 
occiptral accessible ~ 7 portentous _presumptu?us 
prescnta.tJ..on persp~cuous . 
nterstice interspace intestate 
interstate intestine insurable insuperu.ble insufferable 
intestacy interpaste a~ insula table insufflatable 
in suitable insupressabie 
erforation perf ormation preparation 
preposition peroration 
preformation perparation 
:>'f 
isolate insuffla:te instigate 
irritate isocrate 
~ ... • " .... ~"""=""""'-" •. ~,.- insonomte insulate 
uarternary qualitative quaintly' 
quadrilative quarantine 
quasitative quantitative e:x,1.austion e:x,1.ibition exhumation 
exemption exhilaration 
~0 exh3.lation exhortation iselogist misorgamist misogamist 
miscellanist misogynist 
misgeologist misanthropist 
I 
AUD!TORY PERCEPTION TEST 
FORK I 
Read d1reot1ana on the test. 
Sample exeroiaeaa A. taste B. prater 
Teat propert (Pronounce the worda 41at1nctl,-, a1101f1ng two 
aeoanda between eaoh word and the following 
number.) 
1. invent 14. ugntt1oent 28. preaor1pt1on 
2. rat1onal.1ze lS. deat1nat1on 29. department 
). retraction 16. persecute A 't '1'0 P OF '!'HE 
BEXT COLtnm 4. invention 17. d1aqu1a1t1on 
18. 
30. conjUDcture 
s. oonaervat1on tnteJTUpt 
6. vertical 'fURN THE PAOB 
31. predatOl"J 
)2. cODIIIiaerate 
1· oonaoorat1on. 19. proteaa101'l 
33· 1mmlnent a. regimentation 20. oontlguoua 
34· perapecttve 9. introduction 21. tnaolent JS. 1mpuaable 
AT TOP OF 'l'!m 22. aubaoP1pt1on 
HEX'!' COL tJMN )6. instigate 
2). d.eaeorah 
10. stimulate a 37. diana tUJ."-ed 24. ln teraperae )6. 11. oonvulalon expiation 
as. auttooate 
12. d$tl-1ment 39. depredation 
26. tend1noua 
1). poateritJ' 4o. ethnologr 
27. exhilaration 
--~---=-=- "---- ~---- -·--~-·-::_:-- --------~-- --~-·- -- ~~--------- - .. - -- ------------------=-=--=--=- :-·- --=-=-- --
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1~ AUDITORY PERCEPTION TEST 
FORM II 
Read directions on the test. 
Sample exercises: A. baste B •. proffer 
Teat proper: (Pronounce the words distinctly, allowing two 
seconds between each word and the following 
number.) 
1. invert 
2. nationalize 
3. refraction 
4. intervention 
S. conversation 
6. ventricle 
7• concentration 
e. regeneration 
9. induction 
AT TOP OF THE 
NEXT COLUMN 
10. simulates 
11. convolution 
12. determinant 
13. pros peri t,. 
14. mun1t1cent 
15. deati tution 
16. prosecute 
17. dissipation 
18. interpret 
TlJRN THE PAGB· 
19. procession 
20. continuous 
21. insolvent 
22. superscription 
23. dessicate 
24. interspace 
2.5. subrogate 
26. tedlou:a 
27. acceleration 
--;-;_-------- ·----::-=- ·------=-- -::-~--=-=---·:·.::-:--=--=·-:-:--:-_:::~-=-=:-:--::::-_-::_-- . ----.--- -· ----- - ~- -----· 
28. 
29. 
I 
proscription: 
deportment 
AT TOP OF THE 
NEXT COLUMN 
JO. conjecture 
31. prefatory 
' 
32. commemorate i 
33. eminent 
34. proapective 
35. impossible 
)6. investigate 
37. denatured 
)8. expiration 
39. depravation 
40. ethology 
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AUDITORY PERCEPTION TEST 
~OF STUDENT SCHOOL GRADE DIV._ --------------------------~ ~------------------------~ 
This is a test to see how well you he•r words •. A.WDrd will be pronounced. You 
~ to find that word and draw a line through it. Don't waste time crossing cut the 
:-d, just draw a line through it, so that you will be ready for the next wordo The 
:-ds will be prenounoed only once. LISTEN CAREFULLY. 
I There are two sample xercises to practice on: 
e paste baste chaste B prefer per fer prever per free h.aste daste taste ' proffer preface perforce 
.I 
overt invert invent invene stimulates stipulates simulate 
intervert invere intvent tO simulates stipulate stimulate simultate 
onalize· nationize rationalize conviction convection convulsion 
organize ractionize convolution consolation 
rationize factionalize II ronfusion consolution 
rictien retroaction retractive disterminant determinant deferment 
refraction refriction _ I~ determination detriment retraction retroactive .determent detriment 
ctioo. interdention intervention paternity propensity prosperity 
inmention indentien posterity pesternity 
inventien intravention 13 pa.stelity pastorally 
uma.tiGn conversion conversation I muniment munificent JD.UI7ificent 
ccoo:npensation conservation lt. maleficent _magnificent convecatien consternation magnilocp ent municipant 
ricle ventral venticle detestation detection destitution 
veridical destination I vertical ; designation 
vena tical voratical IS'" desquamation desuedatien 
. 
equention conservation conciliation parachute parakeet pa.raxite 
consecration concentration lb prosecute perexecute consociilism consideration persecute percolate 
diation regeneration .. ·egimentation displosion decision disposition 
registration rejuvenation I 7 dis..Putation dissipation reiteration. regulatioh disquisiti()n destitutien 
cement int erduction · induction 
If 
intrepid interrupt . interpret 
introduction interdiction interrule intra pit 
influction injunction interdict intercrep 
. 
-. 
19!7 
obation profusion profession condenture conjecture connecture 
·protusion propension . 3o conjuncture conficure procession progression constructure ooncerture 
ntemptuous continuous .. ,contagious prelatory premptory purgatory 
contentious coniferous 31 prefatory promontory contigituous contiguous predatory presbytery 
sulate insulin insolvent commensurate commentate commendate 
insolent insurgent 3~ commiserate comminate invlaent insistent commemorate comnnmicate 
perscription subsection sublimation eniment enlistment imminent 
superstition subscription 3j immanent impatient 
subjection supervision eminent employment 
. 
siclate dessicate desecrate perceptive perspectjve presentive 
desperate desclate 34- protective prespective despicate designate persuasive prospective 
terspur interf:P arce interspace impalpable impartible impossible 
interstate inter splash 
"35 impec~able impassable interstice intersperse j mplausi ble importable 
; 
blimate succinate suffocate insinuate invigorate inveterate 
sufflliiligate super ate 3b instigate investigate subrogate subjugate interrogate invertebrate 
ndentious tenacious tedious dinatured dismatured depc..stured 
tendencies tenuous ~7 denatured dispatured tendinous tedous disnatured disrupted 
climation acceleration exhilaration explanation explication expiation 
exhortation exercitation 38 exploitation exploration accentuation acclamation expiration expatiation 
ecision preciption proscription derivation delapidation depravation 
prescription perscription 39 depre:iation derogation prostription prosciption depilation deplumation 
parture disp ortment dispartment 
+o 
ethnogeny etymology ethnology 
displacement debarment eth5ology ethology 
deportme~t department eti~lQgy ethnography 
APPENDIX cr. 
PUBLISHED TESTS 
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OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
Beta 
By ARTHUR s. OTIS, PH.D. B Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
IQ .. ·-· ..... . 
BETA TEST: FORM B 
For Grades 4-9 Score ............ . 
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. 
Name .................................................. Age last birthday ...... years 
First name, initial, and last name 
Birthday ...................... Teacher .................. Date .............. 19 ..... . 
Month Day 
Grade .. ' ............ School .............................. City ..................... . 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here 
is a sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the question is answered: 
Sample: Which one of the five things below is soft? 0
1 
0
2 @3 0
4 0~~ 1 glass 2 stone 3 cotton 4 iron 5 ice . . . . . . . . ... 
. --
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. 
And the word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy cross has been put in the 3d 
circle. T~is is th~ way you are to answer the questions. 
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just 
draw a line under ~t and then put a heavy cross in the right circle. 
1 2 3 4 5 Sample: A robin is a kind of -
1 plant 2 bird 3 worm 4 fi.sh 5 flower .......... 00000 
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word 
bird and put a heavy cross in the 2d circle. Try this one : 
Sample: Which one of ,the five numbers below is larger than 55? 0
1 
0
2 
0
3 
0
4 0~~ 1 63 2 48 3 29 4 67 5 16 ................... . 
The answer, of course, is 57; so you should have drawn a line under 5"1 
and put a heavy cross in the 4th circle. 
The test contains 80 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, bqt 
do the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. 
Try to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. 
Do not spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be 
answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn ~his booklet until you are told to begin. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. PRINTED IN u.s.A. BETA:JI-24 
W"" This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeogJaph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
Examination begins here. Page 1 
1. Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others? 
1 peach 2 banana 3 orange 4 baseball 5 plum ................. · ... . 
2. Which one of the five answers below tells best what a saw is? 
1 something 2 a tool 3 furniture 4 wood 5 a machine ............. . 
3. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of south? 
1 west 2 arctic 3 north 4 tropics 5 pole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
4. A boy is to a man and a lamb is to a sheep as~ kitten is to a-
1 girl 2 cat 3 dog 4 wolf 5 pole ................................. . 
6. If we feel sorry for the suffering of another, we have a feeling of-
1 hate 2 pity 3 contempt 4 disdain 5 eagerness ................... . 
6. Which one of the five things below is the smallest? 
1 a twig 2 a limb 3 a bud 4 a tree 5 a. branch .................... . 
7. Which word means the opposite of succeed? 
1 win 2 decline 3 try 4 accede 5 fail ............................ . 
8. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
9. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a carrot, an onion, and a 
cabbage? 1 a bush 2 an apple 3 a potato 4 a salad 5 a cherry ........ . 
10. A finger is to a hand as a toe is to a what? 
i foot 2 toenaij. 3 heel 4 shoe 5 knee ............................ . 
11. Which expression tells best just what a floor is? 1 part of a house 2 an inverted wall 
"' 3 the part of a room to walk on 4 it is made of wood 5 a place to put a chair 
12. If we believe someone has committed a crime, but we are not sure, we have a-
1 fear .2 suspicion 3 wonder 4 confidence 5 misunderstanding ...... . 
13. Hat is to head as thimble is to .what? 
1 finger 2 needle 3 thread 4 hand 5 sewing ...................... . 
14. At 4 cents each, how niany pencils can be bought for 32 cents? 
1 36 2 8 ' 3 128 4 4 5 28 0 0 •••••• 0 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 
16. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
16. Why have the means for air transportation increased? 1 Trains were unsafe. 
2 Roads were crowded. 3 There was a demand for more rapid transportation. 
4 Airplanes furnish work for mechanics. 5 Trains were getting too crowded ..... . 
17. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: a pick, a shovel, and a rake? 
1 a ladder 2 a club 3 a garden 4 a hoe 5 a plow .................. . 
18. Wool is to a sheep as feathers are to what? 
1 a pillow 2 a rabbit 3 a bird 4 a goat 5 a bed .................... . 
19. If the words below were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would 
the l~st word of the sentence begin? usually cans made tin of are 
1m · 2t 3c 4u 5o ...................................... : .... . 
20. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
21. lf a person sleeping quretly is awakened by a sudden cry, he is likely to be-
1 sick 2 dreaming 3 startled 4 paralyzed 5 asleep ................ . 
22. Which of the five things below is most like these three : a goat, a frog, and a dove? 
1 a flower 2 a nest 3 a yard 4 a snake 5 a tree ................... . 
23. One number is wrong in the following series. 
What should that number be? 1 8 2 6 
1 6 2 6 3 6 4 6 5 6 7 6 
37 49 55 ............. .. 
(Go right on to Page Z). 
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24. Which of the five words below means the opposite of difficult? 
1 hard 2 quick 3 soft 4 easy 5 common ... 
25. Food is to the body as what is to an engine? 
1 wheels 2 motion 3 smoke 4 fuel 5 fire .. 
26. Which of these five words would come first in the dictionary? 
1 many 2 obey 3 house .4 porch 5 elephant 
27. Which tells best what a cup is? 1 It has a handle. 
2 something to hold coffee 3 a thin, breakable object 
4 It is used on a· table. 5 a small drinking vessel . . . .. 
28. Which tells best just what a cat is? 1 it drinks milk 
2 something that walks quietly 3 it has soft fur 
4 a small domestic animal 5 a thing that climbs trees a 
29. Which of these series contains a wrong number? · 
1 3- 6-9- 12- 16 2 1-4-7-1Q-13 
3 2- 5-8- 11- 14 4 1-3-5-7- 9 5 2- 4-6-8- 11 ...... ' 
30. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: 
a doll, a top, and a scooter? 
1 a box 2 a broom 3 a pillow 4 a yard 5 a kite ..... . 
31. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
the last word of the sentence would begin with what letter? 
leather shoes usually made . are of 
1 u 2 s 3 1 4 m 5 a . . ..... . .... ... ..... . 
32. A church is to a preacher as a school is to what? 
1 studY; 2 pupils 3 a teacher 4 religion 5 a choir ~ 
33. If John is older than Peter and Peter is older than HarTy., e 
then John is(?) Harry. 1 older than 2 younger than 
3 just a$ old as 4 (cannot say which) ............... . 
34. Bread is to man as hay is to what? 
1 wheat 2 a horse 3 grass 4 a barn 5 flour 
35. Count each 5 below that has a 7 next after it. 
753572375677257347752075783725179657 
Tell how many 5's you counted. 
1 13 2 8 3 3 4 4 5 6 ................... . 
36. The son of my father's sister is my -
1 brother 2 nephew 3 cousin 4 uncle 5 grandson . . 
37. Worse is to bad as better is to what? · 
1 very bad 2 medium 3 good 4 much better 5 worse 1 
38. A coin made by an individual and meant to look like one made 
by the government is called a-
1 duplicate 2 counterfeit 3 imitation 4 forgery 5 libel ) 
39. If the following words were arranged in order, the middie word ~ 
would begin with what letter? · 
Eleven One Nine Zero Ten Seven Five 
1 z 2 N 3 s 4 T 5 F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I~ 
40. If George is taller than Frank and George is shorter than ~-
James, then James is(?) Frank. 1 taller than ' 
2 shorter than 3 just as tall as 4 (cannot say which) 
41. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : ~ 
a president, an admiral, and a general? 
1 a ship 2 an army 3 a king 4 a republic 5 a soldier 1: 
(Go right on to No. 4Z on Page 3.) 
Otis Quick-Scoring: Beta: B 
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42. Which statement tells best just what a fork is? 
1 a thing to use when eating 2 it goes with a knife 
3 an instrument with prongs for lifting 
4 it goes on the table 5 it is made of silver .......... . 
43. What is the most important reason that bright lights are placed 
in front of theaters? 1 to help light up the street 2 so that 
people can see where they are 3 to attract attention and 
look inviting 4 so that people can see the advertisements 
better 5 electricity is furnished to theaters cheaply . .. . 
44. There is a saying, "A stitch in time saves nine." It means 
that - 1 A little sewing may save nine dollars. 
2 It pays to attend to troubles before they get worse. 
3 You should work hard and save as much as you can. 
4 You can save time by sewing. 5 Sewing takes time ... 
45. If the following words were arranged in order, which word 
would be in the middle? 
1 sentence 2 letter 3 paragraph 4 word 5 chapter 
46. A book is to information as (?)is to money. 
1 paper 2 dollars 3 a bank 4 work 5 gold .. 
47. Which of these words would come first in the dictionary? 
1 brave 2 burst 3 broke 4 build 5 breadth. 
48. If Frank is younger than George and George is just as old as 
James, then James is (?) Frank. 1 younger than 
2 older than 3 just as old as 4 (cannot say which) 
49. Son is to daughter as uncle is to-
1 aunt 2 mother 3 relation 4 woman 5 sister 
60. A man who strives and hopes to achieve success is said to be-
1 ambitious · 2 lazy 3 contented 4 faithful 5 loyal 
' 
51. Which tells best just what a guess is? 1 a mistaken idea 
2 a statement we think most likely correct 3 a statement 
that is almost correct 4 something we cannot find out ... 
52. Large is to object as loud is to what? 
1 soft 2 small 3 heavy 4 sound 5 weight .. 
53. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
the third word of the sentence would begin with what letter? 
boys birch the a canoe made bark 
1 a 2 t 3 b 4 c 5 m .................... . 
54. Which word means ~he opposite of truth? 
1 cheat 2 rob 3 liar 4 ignorance 5 falsehood . .... . 
55. If a man has walked west from his home 8 blocks and then 
walked east 5 blocks, how many blocks is he from home? 
1 13 2 8 3 3 4 4 5 6 > •••••••••••• • •••••• 
56. If the suffering of another makes us suffer also, we feel-
1 worse 2 harmony 3 sympathy 4 love 5 repelled 
57. A governor is to a state as a general is to what? 
1 a king 2 war 3 an army 4 a captain 5 a commander 
68. A sting is to a bee as a revolver is to a-
1 hive 2 fly 3 weapon 4 horn 5 man ..... . 
(Co right on to Page 4 una.:r Page Z.) 
Answers for 
Page 3 
1 2 3 ' II 4200000 
1 2 3 4 5 
4300000 
1 2 3 4 5 
4400000 
1 2 3 4 5 
4500000 
.ADswen far E9 Page 1 
1 2 3 ' II 100000 
266666 
366666 
46666( 
56666G 
1 2 3 4 II 
600000 
1 2 3 4 5 
700000 
1 2 3 4 
80000 
46 66666 9 66666 
47 66666 10 66666 
1 2 3 • n66666 48 0000 1 2 3 ' II 
1 2 3 4 II 12 00000 49 ????? 13 66666 
50 ooooo 14 6666c 
3 ' 1 2 3 4 51 66oo 15 oooo 
1 2 3 ' II 1 2 3 4 II 52 00000 16 00000 
1 2 3 4 II 
1 2 3 4 11 l7 00000 
53 00000 18 66666 
1 2 3 4 II 
54 00000 1 2 3 4 II 1900000 
1 2 3 4 II 1 2 3 4 55 ooooo 20 oooo· 
56 66666 2166666 
1 2 3 4 II 1 2 3 4 II 57 00000 22 00000 
1 2 3 4 II 1 2 3 ' 5 
58 00000 23 00000 
Page 4 
Answers for Answers for E9 Page 4 Page 2 
1 2 3 4 5 69. There is a saying, "He that scatters thorns, let him go barefoot." What does this mean? 00000 
1 Let him who causes others discomforts bear them himself also. 2 Going barefoot toughens the feet. 01 02 03 04 05 24 
3 People should pick up what they scatter. 4 Don't scatter things around. 5 Thoms hurt feet. . . . . 59 1 2 3 4 5 
60. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. ~ n•lfl ~ ~ 01 02 3 4 25 00000 Which one is not like the other three? 1 ~ 2 • • 3 ~ 4 ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 60 
1 2 99 5 26 01 02 03 04 05 61. Which one of the fi.ve words below is most like these three: small, black, and hard? 00000 
1 thick 2 coal 3 very 4 soot 5 color. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
1 2 3 " 5 
1 2 3 
" 
5 27 00000 6200000 
62. There is a saying, "Make hay while the sun shines." This means-
1 Hay ma-de in cloudy weather is poor. 2 Haste makes waste. 3 Make the best of your opportunities. 
4 Hay grows best in summer. 5 It is more healthful to work in the sun than in the shade ............. . 
63 6666 28 66666 Three of the four designs at the right are alike. I fr.il ~ fr.ill ~ Which one is not like the other three? 1 ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 ~ .. · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · 63. 
64. If the following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? 64 01 02 03 o" OIS 29 01 02 03 04 05 
1 state 2 park 3 nation 4 city 5 yard ............................................... . 
1 2 3 4 65. Which tells best just what a neck is? 1 It is something to wear a collar on. 2 It is that which joins the 0000 
head to the body. 3 It is something to fasten a necklace on. 4 It is the connecting part of the body. . . 65 1 2 3 4 5 
66. A statement which expresses just the opposite of that which another statement expresses is said to be a- 01 02 03 ' 04 05 30 00000 
1 lie 2 contradiction 3 falsehood 4 correction 5 explanation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
67. Which one of the words below would come last in the dictionary? 01 02- 03 04 OIS 1 5 
1 glory 2 label 3 green 4 linen 5 knife .........................•......•............. 67 31 o666o 
68. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. I'\ 0 0 D 01 02 03 04 1 2 3 4 IS 
Which one is not like the other three? 1 ~ 2 3 4 .•••••••••••••• • • • • • 68 32 00000 
69. Wfai leit2r jollow; ~e lett:\ihat c~~e~ .~~~t. ~~~~r. ~ ~~ .t~e. ~~~~~~~~ ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 66666 1 2 3 4 
70. One number is wrong in the following series. 1 . 2 4 8 16 24 64 01 02 03 04 0~ 33 0000 
What should that number be? 1 12 2 6 3 3 4 48 5 32.............................. 70 1 2 3 4 IS 
71. If I have a large box with 5 small boxes in it and. 2 very small boxes in each of the small boxes, how many 01 02 03 04 OIS 34 00000 
boxes are there in all? 1 7 2 8 3 10 4 16 5 16. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
72. There is a saying," Kill not the goose that lays the golden eggs." This means that-
1 Geese that lay golden eggs are too tough to eat. 2 Don't destroy the things that do you good. 
3 Don't kill birds. 4 Not many geese can lay golden eggs. 5 Golden eggs are valuable ........... . 
1 2 3 <l 5 '1 2 3 4 IS 
72 00000 35 00000 
73. If a photograph that is 3 inches long and 2 inches wide is enlarged to be 15 inches long, how many inches wide 
will it be? 1 14 2 13 3 10 4 7t 5 6 .......................................... . 
12 3 45 12 3 41S 
73 00000 36 00000 
74. One number is wrong in the following series. 1 2 5 6 9 10 13 14 16 18 
What should that number be? 1 4 2 7 3 3 4 16 5 17 ............... ... ...... .. ..... . 
1 2 3 " 5 1 2 3 4 5 
74 00000 37 00000 
'16. When the time by a clock was 9 minutes past 8, the hands were interchanged. The clock then said about-
1 8 min. past 9 2 9 min. past 8 3 19 min. past 1 4 9 min. of 8 5 19 min. of 2 ..... .. .... . 
76. A car owner uses a mixture in his radiator containing 1 quart of alcohol to every 2 quarts<>£ water. How many 
quarts of alcohol are needed for 12 quarts of the mixtuTe? 1 6 2 24 3 U 4 4 5 t ...... . 
75 66666 o1 o2 o3 o4 o,IS 
1 2 3 4 5 38 
7600000 
'17. What letter in the following series appears a third time nearest the beginning? 
AEBCADDEBFCBDAEECD 1A 2B 3C 4D 5 E ....... . 
78. In a foreign language tana dona meka means very cold water; tana neta means hot water; dona bela means 
very good. What word means cold? 1 tana 2 dona 3 meka 4 neta 5 bela .............. . 
79. Which one of the fi.ve words below does not belong with the others? 
1 time 2 temperature 3 length 4 weight 5 number ................................... . 
1 2 3 4 5 
77 00000 39 66666 
78 666()6 1 2 3 4 . 
1 2 3 4 5 40 0000 7900000 
80. A boy is now three times as old as his sister. In 3 years he will be only twice as old. How many years old is 
he now? ' 1 16 2 6 3 3 4 12 5 9 ................................................... . 
12 3 45 12 3" 5 
80 00000 4100000 
GATES READING SURVEY FOR GRADES 3 (2nd Half) To 10 
Vocabulary, Level of Comprehension, Speed, and Accuracy 
By Arthur I. Gates 
Form I 
N arne ................................................................................................................ Grade ........................................ . 
School .................................................. Birthday .............................................. Age ........................................... . 
City ..................................................... Teacher ............................................... Date ....................................... .. 
Vocabulary: Raw Score .............. Grade Score ................ Age Score ............ . 
Level of Comprehension: Raw Score ................. Grade Score ................ Age Score .......... .. 
Speed of Reading: Raw Score .................. Grade Score. ..... Age Score ............... . 
Average of Above: Grade Score ... Age Score ................. . 
Reading Accuracy: Per Cent Correct .............................. Rating ......................... .. 
Other Test Scores: 
Comments and Recommendations: 
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS, TEACHERS COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK CITY 
(REVISED, 1942) 
COPYRIGHT, '939> BY ARTHUR I. GATES 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
DIRECTIONS TO EXAMINER 
Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupils 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 
l-evel of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! This is not 
a speed test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
material. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 
Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time-10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 
Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet. 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions for 
further suggestions. 
For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score is 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of Exercises 
Wrong. 
For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 
For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 
Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil's 
raw score on the middle line opposite "Raw Score" and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil's 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the "Grade" in the 
table nearest the pupil's grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of this table. The Manual illustrates the procedure. 
VOCABULARY 
·ections: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
~rly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see t~e way to do it. 
A. cat color book animal tree place 
B. stand eat fall down bird getup coming 
C. cold far bright sad small cool 
w read each of the following lines and draw a line under the word which has the same meaning or nearly the 
ae as the first word. Do as many as you can. 
1. blue food animal color song top 
2. big little large easy neat color 
3. run eat sing stop quick go fast sleep 
4.dog animal cloud color bird dress 
5. father fish paper land house man 
6. apple bird fruit place song day 
7.talk dig go make try speak 
8.bake suit cook cry hold find 
9.leap climb give swim jump send 
10.maid friend girl cow boy man 
11. mouse back catch animal tree friend 
12. mistress woman man sun star lose 
13. struck asked found hit sang bought 
14.meadow sky water trees barn land 
15.burden load lift broken send eat 
16. warmth taste to tell flag heat cold 
17. basin cup spoon rope table bowl 
18. cabin river cradle roof house grass 
19. location size place number color food 
20. defeat soldier beat demand decide dance 
21. retain give sell keep swear argue 
22. drowsy sleepy hurt funny sorry safe 
23. miracle toy wonder suit color place 
24. talent way time start skill tale 
25.adore fear fight try hate love 
26. falsehood gun string lie animal wet 
27. commence begin ask search end country 
28. publish start sing print eat paint 
29. haul fire pull hold tear tell 
30. conclusion count policy frienl! beginning ending 
Page 1 Turn the page and go right 011 
VOCABULARY -Continued 
31. treaty agreement food toy roof song 
32. chart weapon snake reason map furniture 
33. hostile tired sick opposed open friendly 
34. sturdy kindly false friendly sick strong 
35. intimate far strong false close distant 
36. bewail search find lament hold demand 
37.enrage start anger enter enlarge ask 
38.levy fence glass break please tax 
39. terrify frighten scorch make fall submit 
40. whisk call dig throw brush water 
41. trivial large small friendly mean soft 
42.ecstasy hurt fortune force jewel joy 
43. criticism insert judgment morality harmony purity 
44. agitate help hinder fortify stir up turn down 
45. hoist chemical ship liquid garment lift 
46. molest create abolish finish disturb mend 
47.sheaves turtles bundles patches supports kindles 
48. impend startle hurry threaten accuse insist 
49. aristocrat nobleman police artist metal walker 
50. harass help annoy startle direct harness 
51. mortify kill smoke bury embarrass scent 
52. villainy smooth artistry discovery town evil 
53. dauntless colorless brave stupid rich certain 
54. authoritative false reliable writer talkative tasteless 
55. discord harmony tied up clash missile discharge 
56. grapple sink lift diseover mend struggle 
57. impede hinder interest insert active attend 
58. scribe painter fighter native writer scrape 
59. wrathful wise angry friendly beautiful silly 
60. competence ability honesty mischief mistake friendly 
61. alder fish tree flower cloth vegetable 
62.downy white heavy expensive soft cheap 
63. flimsy sad hard frail cloth fact 
64. satiate soak color punish tease satisfy 
65. insanity heavy courage craziness orthodox deadly 
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66. quaver attack squelch feed tremble retreat 
67.loam soil bank notes turn about catch food 
68. unlettered unsullied unfair boastful confused ignorant 
69. elegance confusion extravagance grace pomposity kindness 
70. misdemeanor mission distortion achievement discourse crime 
71. roundabout indirect parallel strong humble mean 
72. rectitude disease righteousness scaffold meeting charm 
73. maize confusion tree puzzle corn bluish 
74.jollity meanness hurry gullibility earnestness levity 
75. amethyst tree metal animal jewel large size 
76. secession withdrawal discourse disagreement meeting attack 
77. transcript cave copy career shipment ocean voyage 
78. armistice plaster cast insect truce truth trader 
79. confute fill up conquer disprove discharge disagree 
80. filch steal flee repair filter befriend 
81. cranium crater mineral element skull stone 
82. balustrade dance railing bombardment illness beach 
83. genealogy chemistry church river drainage lineage 
84. nutriment sand flower breeze food lecture 
85. insolvent bankrupt melting sickly intoxicated unjust 
Raw Score ................. 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 
Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when put ill 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 
Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to-A--in and B around. 
A. eat bark 
B. climb swim 
jump 
chew 
sleep 
sing 
drink 
swing 
If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 
1. One day Gray Kitten said to his mother, "I am a I 
big kitten now. Big kittens need meat." That night he 
would not drink his-A--. He cried for some 
__B __ to eat. 
A. milk 
B. milk 
meat 
wood 
hat 
eggs 
chair 
mother 
cake 
meat 
2. Bunny was a pet rabbit. He was white. He had 
long pink ears and a very funny pink nose. He 
wiggled hiS--A-when he smelled B 
for supper. 
A. feet 
B. food 
hat 
paper 
coat 
pen 
fur 
chalk 
nose 
trees 
3. "Just the day to fly my kite," said Dick. Up, up, 
up into the blue sky went Dick's kite. But the wind 
was so-A--that Dick could not B the 
kite. Away it went. 
A. cold 
B. ride 
red 
sit 
hot 
hold 
strong 
watch 
stale 
eat 
4. Robert got a toy dump truck for Christmas. 
Then it began to snow. Robert said it was fun to fill 
the dump truck with____A__Jrom the walk and 
dump it into the B . 
A. grass 
B. sky 
flowers 
street 
snow 
trees 
salt 
walk 
sand 
school 
5. A park in the city is a good place to play. l 
goes to one every day. She has fun on the swing~ 
the slides. She would like to swing as_A_ 
the tree B 
A. low 
B. ground 
little 
trunk 
fast 
wood 
slow 
tops 
6. Georgie is four years old. His father has a I 
and white cow. The cow is as tame as a pet dog. E 
evening Georgie drives the cow up to the A. 
tobe __ B __ , 
A. sky 
B. killed 
house 
cooked 
store 
spanked 
bam 
hitched 
p 
7. The queen ant lays almost all the eggs. She 
the worker eggs first and then the new queen . 
The worker ants grow up and bring in food. Also, 
_A___for the new queen B . 
A. write 
B. babies 
care 
workers 
catch 
crown 
sing 
drones 
8. The brown creeper hunts for food in the ba 
trees. He starts at the bottom of the tree 
creeps round and round and up until he reache 
-A.__. Can you see how he gets his B 
A. bottom bark 
B. size name 
roots 
color 
top 1 
feathers 1 
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The hummingbird has a long sharp-pointed bill. 
;hrusts this bill into flowers to get honey. To stay 
in the air it beats its wings so rapidly that they 
.nd like the__A_of a tiny B 
!tum 
log 
scratch 
book 
bark 
lion 
grit 
horse 
grind 
motor 
The mountain people of Lapland wander south in 
winter. In the summer they go north and pasture 
ds of reindeer far up on the mountains. Also, they 
ke cheese to--A-with them when cold 
_B __ comes. 
take steal 
reindeer weather 
find make 
mountains water 
dig 
food 
Maple trees usually grow tall and bushy with 
nded tops. The branches of elms are graceful and 
1der. Oaks spread out and their trunks are 
~k. You can recognize many __A_by their 
_B __ , 
~ushes 
;hape 
flowers 
color 
people 
perfume 
trees 
noise 
leaves 
talk 
People have had ways of "telling time" for hun-
ds of years. They have watched the shadows fall 
a sundial. They have measured time by sand 
.ring through an "hourglass." Today we have 
_A__run by B . 
~ourglasses sundials shadows 
!lectricity steam sun 
toys 
stars 
clocks 
wind 
When the circus is in winter quarters, wagons 
st be painted, tents repaired, and young animals 
tned to do tricks. If you could see behind the scenes 
1 would find the __ A a very B 
~e in winter. 
winter 
JUsy 
wagons 
mean 
trucks 
blue 
tricks 
cold 
circus 
hot 
Underground tunnels lead to the doors of a mole's 
.se. These tunnels are called "runs." It is said that 
lole visits all his runs every six hours. If he went 
ough a A at six o'clock in the morning, he 
lid go through it again at B o'clock. 
tir 
liX 
water 
twelve 
sleep 
three 
run 
four 
dinner 
ten 
15. The buttonwood, or sycamore, tree has strange 
white patches on its trunk and limbs. This tree con-
tinuously sheds its thin outer bark. Look for a syca-
more along a stream. Its_A_must have plenty 
of B 
A. flowers 
B. water 
roots 
sugar 
seeds 
sun 
fruit 
wind 
grapes 
thunder 
16. Salmon are fish that live in the ocean. Once every 
year they leave the ocean and travel far up a r1ver 
to lay their eggs. Summer is a good time to--A-
salmon in the river because thousands of them go up 
the B then. 
A. watch 
B. ocean 
catch 
trees 
clean 
chimneys 
tie 
stairs 
work 
stream 
17. A strange insect lives in the garden. There are 
hooks on its arms with which it catches other insects. 
This creature is called the "praying mantis." It looks 
as if it were_A___when it sits with its forelegs 
B waiting for food. 
A. eating playing sleeping praying hooking 
B. broken extended gone removed dirty 
18. In a Mexican "patio" a mother grinds meal to 
make food. The father mends shoes or turns a pottery 
wheel while the· children play with their pets. 
Thus the patio becomes the_A__of Mexican 
B life. 
A. end 
B. field 
center 
animal 
change 
old 
result 
family 
point 
varied 
19. When we have an ample supply of sugar at about 
five cents a pound, it is hard to realize that sugar was 
once a rare luxury. It is thought that in India man 
first learned to take sugar from the juice of the sugar 
cane_A__. The Chinese learned about it and 
later the Arabs and Persians began to B 
sugar cane. Little by little, other people __ c __ 
I 
to do the same. 
A. tree flower 
B. grow burn 
C. fought sold 
root 
bury 
learned 
stalk 
weed 
scorned 
branch 
realize 
ate 
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20. Land on which good crops are to be raised con- j 
sists of approximately a foot of topsoil with at least 
five to eight feet of subsoil. It is this subsoil which 
holds the moisture and supplies the roots with 
_A__. Most hilltops do not make good agri-
cultural land because they do not have much 
_B __ . Hundreds Qf years ago the icecaps 
25. It is never wise to send cash in a letter throt 
the mail. It seems especially foolish, since for a j 
cents we can buy a postal money order. Go toy 
nearest post office and buy a money order for 
exact amount you wish to_A___ Mail this: 
of paper. The person to whom you send it can go to 
_B __ in his city and get the __ c __ _ 
scraped the hilltops __ c __ _ 
A. water 
B. sun 
C. friends 
sunlight 
stone 
green 
snow 
subsoil 
above 
dirt 
grain 
under 
air 
rain 
bare 
21. Normal "air pressure" is about sixteen pounds to 
the square int!h. If the air pressure is less than six-
teen, you feellightheaded and dizzy. If the air pres-
sure is more than sixteen, the whole world seems to 
be pres~ing down and trying to suffocate you. Air 
pressure is something that you_A___in all the 
time und yet never B unless it is suddenly 
---/"'-c __ . 
A. die guess live cook remark 
B. notice eat drink ask smell 
C. washed changed hurt burned released 
22. Long before paper was invented Roman children 
wrote on wax tablets in school. Two or three of these 
tablets were strung together with cords, making a 
kind of book. The_A__was done with a stylus, 
a small steel rod sharpened at one_B __ . 
A. sewing 
B. middle 
singing 
end 
learning 
front 
writing 
back 
stealing 
side 
23. Wireless telephones have been installed so it is 
now possible to talk to persons traveling on trains, 
on ocean liners, and in foreign lands. The next step in 
communication is television, making it possible to 
-A-the person with whom you are __ B __ . 
A. hit see imagine pretend taste 
B. eating hearing thinking talking walking 
24. In the early days in New England there were very 
few amusements or entertainments. The singing 
schools were almost as popular as the movies are 
today. Singing_A__were usually held in school-
houses and only B in private houses. 
A. bazars fairs 
B. often never 
schools 
usually 
bees 
first 
movies 
occasionally 
A. spend sell 
B. fireman 
C. cash 
policeman 
change 
send lose 
postmaster mayor 
postage difference 
fin( 
law 
mal 
I 26. Our Navy has established a flying field at 1 Some battleships have become airplane carriers v; 
as many as seventy or eighty airplanes carried on d 
or stowed below. The planes may take off from 
deck, only a few seconds apart. When they are re: 
to return they fly _A__ to the ship, slow do· 
and at a B___irom an officer, drop down on 
__ c __ . 
A. ahead 
B. signal 
C. sails 
far 
look 
winch 
under close ab(J 
dinner question rat, 
hatchway rails dec 
27. A hundred years ago the main street of any 
lage presented quite a different picture from wha 
does today. Pigs were fed in troughs in front of m: 
of the houses. Woodpiles were stacked here and th 
After a rain, ducks and geese wandered about : 
bathed in the poo1s, since the A itself 
came a muddy B . 
A. house 
B. pile 
pig 
village 
cow 
brook 
street 
picture 
tro 
sta 
28. There are two schools of thought as to the hist 
and origin of Lowestoft porcelain. Some, becausE 
its pearly tint, believe that it was actually made in 
Far East and only decorated in England. Others th 
! that the whole_A__was carried on in EnglE 
A man named Rose in the factory in England sig 
his work by painting roses in his_B __ . S 
roses are never found on_C __ china. 
A. profit 
B. tints 
C. English 
porcelain 
factory 
Oriental 
process 
thought 
old 
school 
color 
new 
orig 
desi 
peal 
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During the Middle Ages it was customary for the 
hop to visit all the nunneries in his diocese at 
:ular intervals during the year. His clerk always 
ompanied him. The prioress and the nuns re-
V"ed the bishop, who preached a sermon in their 
____A____and then proceeded to interview them. 
~at books in which the B wrote his 
_C_are still in existence today. 
nunnery park 
pope nun 
telegrams books 
diocese 
clerk 
bills 
hamlet station 
bishop prioress 
memoirs reports 
The school system in the United States is main-
led by public taxes and is, therefore, free to all 
o attend. Each community has practically com-
Ge authority over its-A-schools. While the 
te has some voice, the B government exer-
!S almost no __ c __ . 
foreign local 
rederal union 
tid taxes 
private 
public 
bodies 
paid united 
systematic formal 
control rebuttal 
New inventions are constantly upsetting standard 
·ices and accepted practices. Even the science of 
rfare is not exempt. Someone experimenting in a 
oratory far behind the lines may _A___over-
ht the best-laid plans of a general at the front. The 
gest-range guns are B if the enemy ca-n 
nage to exterminate the __ c __ . 
33. On the basis of certain security and a definite 
rate of interest, a bank makes a variety of loans. Pro-
vided that an individual has unquestionable credit, 
it is possible to secure a loan on the personal note of 
the borrower signed only by _.A_. The more 
usual type of note, however, bears the name of a co-
maker. Thus a second individual also makes himself 
__B__for the payment of the __ c __ . 
A. law 
B. liable 
C. bank 
himself ink pencil 
possible secure content 
premium borrower loan 
mother 
escape 
letter 
34. Only in the last few hundred years has great 
progress been achieved in the work of understanding 
nature and utilizing its forces for human good. Be-
fore that time man's discoveries were mostly the 
_A___of luck or accident, with great gaps of 
time between them. What has been accomplished by 
analyzing and experimenting bids fair to assure man-
kind an even greater B in the __ c __ . 
A. decision cruelty 
B. nature gaps 
C. past future 
experiment result 
accident human 
present years 
science 
control 
tribute 
35. No matter what the present success in straight-
ening out_A_and harmonizing conflicts, it is 
certain that problems will recur in the future in a new 
invent oiler proceed destroy remain form or on a different B . Indeed every genu-
llervous useless sold divided exempt I ine accomplishment, instead of winding up an affair 
memy war devices practices gunners I and enclosing it as a jewel in a casket for future 
---------------------1 contempiation, __ c __ the practical situation. It 
The Egyptian made little use of the principle of 
arch. This does not indicate unawareness of its 
~tenee. They preferred A roofs for their 
tples, but cut B ceilings in their rock-
m tombs. 
uched soft 
lat square 
flat 
white 
old 
broken 
tin 
arched 
1 effects a new distribution of energies which have 
1 
henceforth to be employed in ways for which past 
experience gives no exact__n __ . 
A. roads articles difficulties lines surveys 
B. plane taste country price complicates 
C. solves expands authorizes simplifies authority 
D. charge instruction handicap change dream 
Stop here and go back over your work Raw Score ................. . 
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SPEED TEST 
Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. 
Sample: The sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days? 
winter spring 
1. The bird bath was in a cool nook in the garden. 
Ferns and moss grew around it. An old tree cast long 
shadows across it. What would bathe there? 
birds children cats bats 
r---- I 
2. The holly tree grows best in the South. It has I 
shiny green leaves and bright red berries. It is much 
used at Christmas time. What kind of tree is it? 
ugly pretty pink poor 
3. A bear puts his paw deep down into a hollow tree. 
Up comes a lump of golden honey made by the wild 
bees. How does the lump of honey taste? 
bad sour sweet hot 
4. A frozen river between two mountains is called 
a glacier. It does not melt even in summer. How must 
the air around it feel? 
mild cold hot balmy 
5. Have you ever caught an eel? This fish looks like 
a snake because it is long' and thin and has almost no 
fins. What does an eel look like? 
frog lobster stump snake 
6. There was a scream from the siren and the huge 
red fire engine roared down the street. The firemen 
looked for smoke. They were going to a 
fair parade circus fire 
7. This animal is often called the "king of the 
beasts." When other animals hear his terrible roar 
they flee to the jungle. What animal is this? 
horse lion monkey Iamb 
summer fall 
8. The parlor car on the train had chairs and f4 
stools in it. There were lamps to read by and a d 
at which to write letters. What did it look like? 
barn street room enginE 
9. Mary washed the dishes for her mother. She m 
the beds and dusted the parlor. What kind of gir: 
you think Mary was? 
lazy helpful silly selfish 
10. Tommy watched his sailboat. The wind carl 
it awa~ from shore. He wondered if he would e 
see it again. How do you think he felt? 
happy worried gay wise 
11. The man's coat was torn and ragged. His hat ' 
old. His shirt had no collar and his shoes had hole, 
them. How was he dressed? 
poorly well nicely richly 
12. Tap, tap, tap! That noise is Mr. Woodpecker pE 
ing the bark of a tree. He is looking for grubs to 1 
How do you think he feels? 
unhappy hungry noisy angry 
13. A blue jay will chase a cat out of a tree wher 
has a nest. It will fly at the cat, and chatter and p 
until the cat climbs down. The blue jay is 
cowardly brave huge yellow 
14. "Red roses, Sir? Only five cents apiece!" she s: 
The man glanced at the 'little old lady. "I'll buy tll 
all," he said. What kind of man was this? 
greedy stingy kind sick 
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i. The doorbell rang. A voice called, "Mary! Mary! ~ 
ere's a special delivery letter for you. Come and sign ~ I 
I 
lj 
24. The smooth, even strokes of the man at the oars 
took the boat across the blue water. He quickly 
reached the island. What was he doing? y book." Whose voice was it? 
fireman policeman storekeeper mailman 
). A compass is a small instrument. It is used to 
~aw a perfect circle. If you wanted to draw a per-
dly round ball, what would you use? 
knife compass thermometer book 
r. The light flashed. Then it went out. It flashed 
~ain, warning sailors that there were rocks ahead. 
There do you think the light came from? 
lighthouse airplane fire engine candle 
~. One of the earliest signs of spring is the crocus. 
)metimes its tiny blue and white and yellow blossoms 
>en before the snow has melted. What is a crocus? 
flower flag bird star 
). Robert saw a man drop a dollar. The man walked 
way. Robert picked up the dollar and ran after him. 
That kind of boy was Robert? 
honest mean sly stingy 
~. "Gutta-percha" is something like rubber.lt comes 
~om a tree. It softens in warm water. It gets hard 
gain when cold. What is it like? 
water trees wire rubber 
rowing wading swimming running 
; 25. Dorothy made a Christmas tree for the birds. She 
tied baskets of bread crumbs, seeds, and suet on the 
tree. What kind of person was she? 
silly stingy kind grateful 
1 26. Silk comes from tiny worms. They feed on mul-
berry leaves. These worms spin a thread and wrap it 
around their bodies. What makes silk? 
wood glass thread worms 
27. The fiber from the stem of the flax plant makes 
strong linen thread. This is woven into cloth. What 
part of the plant does the linen come from? 
roots flowers stems leaves 
28. Leaves fall in the autumn. Snow comes in the 
winter. The plants lie under these thick covers until 
spring. What do the leaves and snow make? 
a cover cloud Christmas hair 
29. Robin Redbreast is one of the farmer's helpers. 
Every year he eats the worms that would injure 
plants. What kind of bird is Robin? 
harmful nuisance helpful quarrelsome 
l. Doors closed with a bang. Bells rang and wheels 30. Long ago people traveled west in covered wagons, 
round their way over the tracks. The subway train : drawn by horses or oxen. Wild animals and Indians 
lunged forward into the dark tunnel. This ride was were feared every mile of the way. Such a trip was 
cold noisy slow quiet 
2. A kangaroo has powerful hind legs. It can cover 
long distance in one jump. The mother kangaroo 
arries her babies in a pouch. What is a kangaroo? 
bird fish animal plant 
3. Crows always fly in a straight line. It may be 
)nger by road to a certain place, but "as the crow 
lies" is the shortest way. The crow flies 
slowly straight strong short 
dangerous pleasant short easy 
31. In 1492 Columbus took ten weeks to cross the 
Atlantic. Great ocean liners cross it now in five days. 
How would you describe Columbus's trip? 
quick fast hot slow 
32. The Organ Man played his tunes and his monkey 
danced and danced. At the end of the day the monkey 
could hardly lift his paws. How did he feel? 
fine tired fresh happy 
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33. The most beautiful singer of our feathered friends 
is the nightingale. He flies to a tall tree and pours out 
his song. What is the nightingale? 
duck boy fly bird 
34. In Colonial times the housewife baked her bread 
in a Dutch oven. This was built at the side of the fire-
place. Instead of a Dutch oven, most people now use a 
chair wagon stove table 
35. If a ship is in trouble in the daytime, she flies her 
signal flags. At night, she sends up a rocket. What 
would she fly in the middle of the day? 
rockets birds flags high 
36. "Polly wants a cracker!" screamed the big green 
parrot. Mary came with his cracker. What can a par-
rot do that most other birds cannot do? 
eat fly talk claw 
42. Chickadees like pine trees. On a snowy day 
winter they will often make a good meal of the see' 
in the pine cones. How do they feel then? 
satisfied sorry afraid angry 
43. Cold winter days ahead! The chipmunk fills l: 
cheek pouches with food. Off he goes to his stm 
house. The chipmunk is putting away food for 
winter fun money yesterday 
44. Long ago there lived a bird called the "dodo." 
belonged to the pigeon family, but it could not fl 
What was the dodo unable to do? 
sing walk eat fly 
45. Lawn croquet is a game played with wooden ba 
and mallets. The balls are knocked through wi 
arches. What kind of thing is croquet? 
lawn game bird ball 
·--------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
37. On the table was a roast turkey with cranberry 
sauce. There were also ears of yellow corn, pumpkin 
pies, and apple cider. For what was this table ready? 
games sale wood dinner 
38. One hot sunny morning the farmer cut his hay. 
He raked it into low rows to dry. He will bring the 
hay into the barn when it is 
burned wet dry damp 
39. A guitar is a musical instrument with a long neck. 
It has six strings which are plucked with the fingers. 
What does one make with a guitar? 
music speeches dresses breakfast 
40. The corn was cut and stacked. All over the field 
lay the big yellow pumpkins. The boys chose the big-
gest for their party. When was it? 
Hallowe'en Christmas Easter New Year's 
41. Fireflies are tiny insects which give off light from 
their bodies. Sometimes there are hundreds in the 
garden at night. What do fireflies look like? 
dirt flashes clouds darkness 
46. Every year a deer loses his antlers. New on 
grow. He loses one antler at a time. How do you thiJ 
he looks with one antler gone? 
queer hot old angry 
47. In some countries people drink goats' milk. T 
milkman stops his goats at the door. You can buy . 
much as you want. What do goats furnish? 
milk meat wool cotton 
48. Snowshoes help you to walk over the snow. Th< 
are broad and flat. You will not break through the i' 
crust easily. Snowshoes help us when the snow is 
melted frozen dirty gone 
49. Sometimes a green spot is found in the sant 
desert. This is an oasis. Trees, grass, vines, and frt 
grow there. What must there be to make an oasi 
mountains animals water clouds 
50. In olden days before there were any electric m 
chines, cloth was carefully woven by hand on a loOJ 
What kind of process do you think this was? 
fast slow dirty heavy 
Page 10 Go right on to next J 
SPEED TEST-Continued 
The seagull's wings carry him long distances. He 
follow the ships for days. When food is thrown on 
water, he dives swiftly for it. What is a seagull? 
bat fish bird ship 
The "China Clipper" is a flying ship. It carries 
pie and mail. It flies very swiftly across the ocean. 
at do you think the "China Clipper" is? 
airplane bird train fish 
Grapefruit look something like large yellow 
nges. They are very juicy and rather bitter. They 
good to eat. What do you think they are? 
meat nuts fish fruit 
The snow fell in great lazy flakes that soon cov-
i the ground like a blanket. Tom got out his !eg-
g-s and overshoes. It was very cold. It was now 
spring winter summer fall 
1
1 58. A note is fastened to the carrier pigeon's leg. He 
spreads his strong wings and quickly carries the mes-
sage home. What is the pigeon doing then? 
swimming dancing flying walking 
59. Christmas was only a week away. "How can I earn 
enough to buy presents?" Dick asked himself. What 
was it that Dick needed before Christmas time? 
bicycle food money honey 
60. The garden spider spins a strong cobweb from 
bush to bush. In it he catches other insects for his 
supper. What do you think the spider is? 
fly bird sparrow insect 
61. Lucy had a quarter to spend. She bought Sally a 
jl china doll. Sally had no toys to play with. What kind 
J of girl was Lucy? 
poor kind tardy selfish 
----------------------------------------1--------------------------------------------l 
Billy made a bird house for the wrens. The wren 
, very small bird, so he made a little hole, which 
1 no bigger than a quarter, for the door. The wren is 
cranky big little crazy 
When the sun goes down behind the barn, the 
le balls of yellow fluff run to nestle under Mother 
1's warm wings. What do you think they are? 
children goats rabbits chicks 
Three goldfish with long feathery fins swam 
nd and round in Tim's fish bowl. How long do you 
11k one of these fish was? 
three inches a foot two feet a yard 
62. A little scratch on the skin of an orange may 
cause it to spoil. That is why men who pick oranges 
wear gloves. How should oranges be handled? 
roughly quickly carefully badly 
63. Wool clipped from the backs of sheep is made into 
yarn. From this yarn is woven warm cloth. What do 
you think wool comes from? 
sheep cattle yarn plants 
64. Apple cider is good to drink. It is made by press-
ing the juice from the apples. When the apples are 
ripe, how will the cider taste? 
bitter salty sweet peppery 
Stop here Raw Score ................ .. 
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NORMS FOR COMPREHENSION, SPEED, AND ACCURACY 
COMPREHENSION 
Age 7- s- s- s- s- s- s- s-Is- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9-
norm 10 0 1 3 5 6 6 7 s s 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 s s s 9 9 1( 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
Raw score 0 1 2 3 
' 
0 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 u 10 16 17 18 111 20 21 22 23 24, 26 26 27 28 29 30 31 82 M 84 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
-
- -
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.S 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.S 3.S 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.: norm 
I ! 
Age 10- 1Q-- 1Q-- 1Q-- 1Q-- 1Q-- 1Q-- 1Q-- 1Q-- 10- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 12- 1i- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14· 
norm 1 3 3 4 5 7 s 10 10 11 0 1 4 5 6 s 10 11 0 2 3 5 s 9 11 0 1 3 4 7 9 10 0 3 5 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Raw score 37 38 311 4.0 u 4.2 4.3 u 4,l) 4.6 4.7 4.8 4,9 00 61 62 03 li!l 00 li6 67 58 69 60 61 62 63 M 60 66 67 68 69 70 71 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - -
- -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.S 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.S 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.0 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.S s.o 8.1 8.3 8.5 8.' norm 
Age 14- 15- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- 17- 17-
norm 11 1 3 5 9 0 4 9 1 8 
- - - - - - - - - -
Raw score 74. 15 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 
- - - - - - - -
-
Grade 10 10 10 11 11 12 
norm 9.2 9.4 9.5 9.7 .0 .3 .7 .0 .5 .0 
SPEED-10 minutes (Continued on ne 
Age 6- 7- 7- 7-17- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- s- S- s- s- 8- s- s- s- s- s- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 1().-
norm 10 0 1 1 2 3 5 6 s 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 5 6 7 9 10 0 1 4 s 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 10 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r--
No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 
norm 1.6 1.7 l.S l.S 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.S 2.S 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.S 4.9 5.0 
Age 11- 11- 11- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13-113-113- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 15- 15- 15- 15- 16-
norm 5 s 10 0 1 3 5 7 s 9 10 11 0 3 4 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 4 6 9 1 
--- 1-
No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 48 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 57 58 59 88 81 82 83 84 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,-
Grade 10 10 
norm 5.6 5.S 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.S 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.5 7.6 7.S s.o 8.2 S.4 S.6 8.S 9.0 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 .0 .4 
SPEED-7 minutes (Continued on ne 
Age 6- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- s- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 11- 11- 11- 11- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13-
norm 10 1 2 3 4 5 s 10 0 1 5 6 8 10 0 1 4 s 9 0 3 4 7 10 0 4 6 10 0 3 5 9 11 1 3 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 28 29 38 31 32 33 34 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 
norm 1.6 l.S 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.S 4.0 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.S 5.0 5.2 5.5 5.7 6.0 6.2 6.5 6.7 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.5 
Age 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- 17- 17- 17- 17-117- 17- 17- 17- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18-
norm 9 11 3 5 9 1 6 11 3 9 11 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 10 1 3 5 7 8 8+ 8+ 8+ 8+ 
,-
No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 48 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 57 58 59 80 81 82 83 84 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - - - - -
Grade 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 
norm 8.0 S.2 8.5 S.7 9.0 9.4 9.8 .2 .6 .0 .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 .s .9 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .9 .0 + + + + 
ACCURACY SCORES (Percentages of Exercises Correct) 
Grade 2.6 3.0 3.6 !l.O !l.o 6.0 6.6 8.0 8.6 7.0 7.3 8.0 1.0 10.&--13.8 
I 
I1J v. High 85-100 9Q--100 93-100 95-100 9S-100 100 
0 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
)Z; Hia:h 72- 84 so- 89 85- 92 91- 94 93- 97 95-9S 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 ~ Medium 4S- 71 63- 79 76- 84 87- 90 89- 92 91-94 93-97 95-97 96--97 97 97 97 97 97 
Low 32- 47 45- 62 6o- 75 75- S6 so- ss 84-90 87-92 89-94 9Q--95 91-96 93-96 94-96 95-96 95-96 
V.Low 0- 31 o- 44 0- 59 o- 74 o- 79 0-83 0-86 o-8s 0-89 o--90 0-92 0-93 o--94 Q--94 
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22 23 24 251 26 27 28 29 
81 8 
4 14 13 13 12112 11 11 
9 18 17 17 16 15 15 14 14 
:4 23 22 21 20 19 19 18 17 
:9 27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 
:3 32 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 
:8 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 
.3 41 39 37 36 35 38 32 31 
18 45 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 
i2 50 47 46 44 42 41 39 38 
i7 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 41 
i2 59 56 55 52 50 48 46 44 
i7 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 
'I 68 65 63 60 58 56 54 52 
'6 72 69 67 64 62 60 58 55 
II 77 73 71 68 65 63 62 59 
16 81 78 75 72 69 67 64 62 
II 86 82 79 76 73 70 68 65 
15 90 86 83 80 77 74 71 69 
10 95 90 87 84 81 78 75 72 
100 95 92 88, 85 81 79 76 
100 96 92188 85 83 79 
100 96 92 89 86 83 
1001 96 
93 89 86 
26 100 96 94 89 
21: 100 96 93 
28) 100 96 
:j 100 
PERCENTAGE TABLE FOR COMPUTING ACCURACY SCORES 
NUMBER OF EXERCISES ATTEMPTED 
301~3~1 ~3~2~3~3-34_~1 36 31 38 39 401 41 42 43 44 451 46 47 48 49 50: 51 52 53 54 551 56 57 58 59 ~ 61 62 63 64 
.. i 
-~ -~ 
20 19 
I 
23 22 21 20 
27 26 25 24 23 
30 29 28 27 26 251 
33 32 31 30 29 281 27 26 25 I 
-----~ --~~--~---
' 37 35 34 33 32 31 30 30 29 28 I 
40 39 38 36 35 34 33 32 32 31 30; 
43 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33) 32 
47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35134 33 
50 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
I 
- ----~-- ---- --------.-~~---
53 52 50 48 47 46 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 ! I 57 55 54 51 50 48 47 46 45 44 43 41 40 39 38 37 36 60 59 57 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 39 
I i 63 62 60 58 56 54 52 51 50 49 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39 67 65 63 61 59 57 55 54 53 51 50 49 48 46 45 44 43 42 41 41 I 
I I I 
-----
70 68 66 64 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 43 42 41 i I 
74 72 69 67 64 63 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44 43 42 41 
77 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 59 58 56 54 53 52 51 50 48 47 47 46 45 44 43 42 
80 78 76 73 70 68 66 65 64 61 60 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 49 49 48 47 46 45 44 431 
83 81 79 76 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 59 58 56 56 54 52 51 51 50 49 48 47 46 45) 44 
~-------
87 85 82 79 76 74 72 70 68 66 65 63 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 50 50 49 48 471 46 45 44 i 
90 88 85 82 79 77 75 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 I 
94 91 88 85 82 80 77 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 54 53 52 51 50\ 50 49 48 47 46: 
97 94 91 88 85 83 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 67 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52i ,)1 50 50 4V 48147 
100 98 95 91 88 86 83 81 79 77 75 73 71 70 68 66 65 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 54! 53 52 51 50 50) 4U 48 
-;1100 98 94 
--~--
91 89 86 84 82 80 78 76 73 72 70 69 67 65 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51150 50 49 
32 100 97 94 91 88 86 84 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53, 52 51 50 50 
33 100 97 94 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 76 74 73 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 55 54 53 52 51 
341 100 97 94 92 90 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 53 
351 100 97 95 93 89 87 86 84 81 79 77 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 
-~~--~--
36100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 73 72 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 
37 100 97 94 93 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 
38 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 81 78 77 76 74 73 71 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 
~9 100 98 95 92 90 88 86 84 83 80 79 78 76 75 73 72 70 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 
<If'. 100 97 94 92 90 89 87 85 82 81 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 
l ___ 
411100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 83 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 
42 100 97 95 93 91 89 86 86 84 82 80 79 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 
43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 86 84 82 81 79 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 69 68 67 
44' 100 98 95 93 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 75 74 73 72 70 69 68 
451 
I 100 97 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 
46100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 85 83 82 80 79 77 76 75 74 73 71 
47 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 83 82 81 79 78 77 75 74 73 
46 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 82 81 80 78 77 76 75 
49 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 85 84 83 81 80 79 77 76 
60 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 86 84 83 81 80 79 78 
51 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 79 
52 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 
53 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 88 86 85 84 82 
:I 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 84 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 
~~ ... ~ ~ 94 93 91 90 88 87 57 100 98 96 95 93 91 90 89 
58 100 98 96 95 93 92 90 
59 100 98 96 95 93 92 
601 100 98 96 95 93 
61100 98 96 95 
62 100 98 96 
63 100 98 
64 100 
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GATES READING SURVEY FOR GRADES 3 (2nd Half) To 10 
Vocabulary, Level of Comprehension, Speed, and Accuracy 
By Arthur I. Gates 
Form II 
Name ................................................................................................................ Grade ......................................... . 
School .................................................. Birthday .............................................. Age .......................................... .. 
City ..................................................... Teacher ............................................... Date ......................................... .. 
Vocabulary: Raw Score .................. Grade Score .................. Age Score ................. . 
Level of Comprehension: Raw Score .................. Grade Score ................. Age Score ................. . 
Speed of Reading: Raw Score .................. Grade Score ................. Age Score ................. . 
Average of Above: Grade Score .................. Age Score ................ .. 
Reading Accuracy: Per Cent Correct ................................ Rating .............................. .. 
Other Test Scores: 
Comments and Recommendations: 
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS, TEACHERS COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK CITY 
(REVISED, 1942) 
COPYRIGHT, 1939, BY ARTHUR I. GATES 
•nNTBD IN U.I..L 
DIRECTIONS TO EXAMINER 
'Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupils 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they· need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 
Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! This is not 
a spP~!d test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
mate:dal. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 
Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time-10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 
Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet. 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions for 
further suggestions. 
For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score is 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of Exercises 
Wrong. 
For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 
For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 
Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil's 
raw score on the middle line opposite "Raw Score" and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil's 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the "Grade" in the 
table nearest the pupil's grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of this table. The Manual illustrates the procedure. 
VOCABULARY 
rections: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
trly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do it. 
A. cat 
B. stand 
C. cold 
color 
eat 
far 
book 
fall down 
bright 
animal 
bird 
sad 
tree 
getup 
small 
place 
coming 
cool 
w read each of the following lines and draw a line under the word which has the same meaning or nearly the 
ne as the first word. Do as many as you can. 
1. red 
2. rabbit 
3. mother 
4. stop 
5.cow 
6. orange 
7.little 
8.shower 
9. walk 
10. pole 
H. feast 
12.knock 
13.1loat 
14. shoot 
15. arose 
16.1led 
17.lane 
18. slain 
19. disaster 
20.overhead 
21. transport 
22. circular 
23.gap 
24. splendor 
25.yell 
26. bashful 
27. overcome 
28. youthful 
29.bravery 
30. colonel 
man 
back 
candy 
sing 
animal 
animal 
big 
free 
wait 
tree 
~Jeed 
sing 
fell 
fire 
sat down 
hurt 
cook 
killed 
find 
under 
hold 
round 
grasp 
poor 
paint 
shy 
play 
friendly 
order 
officer 
bird 
catch 
barn 
sleep 
shy 
fruit 
small 
coat 
sing 
horse 
eat 
kind 
stay up 
feel 
got up 
punish 
flower 
praised 
shot 
hat 
search 
sail 
groan 
near 
eat 
short 
fear 
zestful 
place 
medicine 
color 
animal 
sun 
fly fast 
red 
ocean 
tall 
flower 
try 
pet 
friend 
hit 
fall down 
fence 
flower 
swim 
path 
cleaned 
ruin 
sweet 
mail 
news 
opening 
glory 
dream 
bold 
cut 
harmful 
weather 
harness 
Page 1 
song 
tree 
tree 
stand still 
fish 
song 
fine 
grass 
find 
stick 
run 
throw 
find out 
flee 
'>erve 
ran 
fence 
cooked 
fence 
above 
carry 
place 
house 
light 
sigh 
brave 
go to 
young 
courage 
poetry 
go 
friend 
woman 
run 
coat 
night 
sweet 
rain 
go 
book 
sell 
march 
walk 
find 
find 
still 
start 
cried 
object 
besid-e 
sail 
food 
color 
field 
shout 
cheap 
win 
old 
fear 
disease 
Turn the page and go right on 
VOCABULARY -Continued 
31. murderer father doctor witch sugar killer 
32.dome fish roof floor bird talk 
33. strife winding fight love pay ask 
34. notify scold sue injure befriend tell 
35. scour scold scrub lie sell jump 
36.comment sing sell remark force conquer 
37. frightful funny terrible pretty afraid joyful 
38. persist injure claim sew demand continue 
39. portal door roof person country singer 
40. vanquish search run away offer defeat urge 
41.quell nurse crush insist befriend close 
42. outstretch injure hurried offer break extend 
43. annex fortune add carriage beseech notify 
44. authentic beautiful happy horrible true better 
45.mane host find hold hair tell 
46. flaw float charge cement press fault 
47. meager much soil little brown many 
48. swerve chop out getup circle turn aside fall down 
49. vehicle engine carriage medicine portion gloat 
50. pew hurt too-l seat injury stunt 
51. chastise punish praise accuse insist augment 
52. doleful quart sad drug fast happy 
53. malady celebration sin storm sickness failure 
54. symptom success sermon place amount sign 
55. uncommon plain rare numerous uncover useful 
56. conscientious careless faithful stupid harmless certain 
57. deadlock sickness injured blocked padlock patent 
58. elude evening music accuse praise escape 
59. indolent lazy selfish crazy indecent eager 
GO. revoke reveal tear down drink repeal vote 
61. tumultuous wise noisy friendly sickly silly 
62. bountiful generous founded hardened peaceful precious 
63. dahlia fish flower tree cloth vegetable 
64. desertion dryness abundant coming leaving finding 
65. heartfelt sad hard sincere cloth fast 
Page 2 Go right on to next ~ 
VOCABULARY-Continued 
66. mutinous high noisy silent metal rebellious 
67. spinster unmarried cloth driver soldier part of ship 
68. avalanche gale waterfall landslide tornado scolding 
69. negligent very wise careless extravagant dishonest courteous 
70. pilfer find invent sweeten steal sell 
71. flay whip auction dismay harbor derelict 
72. defray deceive carriage pay conduct paint 
73. penal medical illiterate boastful athlete criminal 
74.gamer goose gather farm classify beseech 
75.carousal flight argument stealing revel revolution 
76. insignia battleship payment secretary badge insurance 
77. lethargy apathy wild animal inheritance debt liveliness 
78. animation strength bravery liveliness mercy intelligent 
79.buoyancy swelling meanness lightness truthfulness solidity 
80. insatiate unsatisfied intolerable disrespectful hurried harmles& 
81. projectile pill mountain stream bullet liquid 
82. amalgamate cook combine pound distrust attack 
83. debilitate build plant float farm weaken 
84. inundate smother curse mash flood repair 
85. corpulent fat haughty serene energetic relent 
Raw Score .................. 
Stop here and go back over your work 
NORMS FOR VOCABULARY TEST 
7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 1o- 1o- 1o- 1o- 1o- 1G- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11-
10 0 1 3 5 6 7 7 8 9 10 0 0 1 3 3 4 4 5 5 8 9 10 1 3 5 7 8 10 0 2 4 5 6 8 10 11 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
·e 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 u 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 26 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 30 
- - - - - - -- -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -.- - -
2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.213.3 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.4 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.1 
12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- 16- 16 
0 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 11 0 1 3 5 6 7 9 11 0 1 2 4 5 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 
Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when put in 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 
Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to_____.A_in and B around. 
A. eat bark 
B. climb swim 
jump 
chew 
sleep 
sing 
drink 
swing 
If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 
1. Baby was a year old. He could walk but all he 
could say was, "Ma-ma." His mother made a little 
cake for him. She showed him the A and 
baby said, __ Bu~ 
A. lamp 
B. dog 
cake 
candle 
candle 
mama 
plate 
birthday 
pan 
baby 
2. Gray Squirrel lived in the woods. He worked 
hard in the fall. Every day he gathered nuts. He hid 
them in a hole. When the__A__came, he had 
____B __ to eat. 
A. winter 
B. holes 
boat 
shells 
leaves 
food 
train 
days 
squirrels 
wood 
3. Bob had a new pair of roller skates. He put them 
on and started to skate. Down he went! He tried again 
and down he went. He soon found that_____.A_was 
not so____B __ . 
A. walking running 
B. stupid funny 
hiking 
tasty 
sliding 
ugly 
skating 
easy 
4. Father made a playhouse for the boys. He built 
it of wood. He cut four windows and a door in it. 
"Now," he said, "we need A for the windows 
and B for the floor." 
A. glass 
B. lace 
food 
straw 
trees 
blankets 
rocks 
boards 
cement 
glass 
5. Tom lived on a farm. Every morning he fed 
pigs. The new baby pigs soon learned to know 1 
They began to_____.A_as soon as they saw 
____B __ . 
A. crow bark 
B. coming sleeping 
grunt 
flying 
speak 
crowing 
me 
sin 
6. At first the colt stayed by his mother. The 
ran around the field. He soon learned that lyin 
the A and kicking his B_in th~ 
was great fun. 
A. table 
B. feet 
roof 
head 
tree 
tail 
water 
field 
gr1 
mo 
7. Country boys and girls are used to the souiJ 
crickets. During hot weather in August the eric 
sing day and night. They are not harmful little < 
tures and the chirping song they -A-is ra 
_B __ . 
A. eat 
B. harmful 
roll slide 
dangerous silly 
sing 
hot 
fly 
plel 
8. A queer kind of bee is the "leaf-cutter" beE 
visits rosebushes and bites a leaf as you would 
a bite out of a cookie. He rolls up these pieces of 
_A___and lines his B with them. 
A. petal 
B. nest 
stem 
yard 
foot 
root 
thorn 
sting 
lea 
bul 
----------
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 
Hens lay more eggs in light places than in dark. 
ms found that hens would lay at night if the elec-
: lights were turned on. Some farmers say that this 
:s the-A__. They will not let them work 
'nty-four B_aday. 
farmer wires chickens hens eggs 
imes minutes days seconds hours 
Cowboys work on big ranches in the West. A cow-
is in the saddle most of the day. He rides around 
dng for stray horses or cattle. The-A__ 
~t not be allowed to get B . 
~anches cattle 
veil wet 
nest 
up 
trees 
lost 
saddles 
food 
Polar bears are lucky. If it were not for their coats 
iVhite fur they would easily be seen by Eskimo 
.ters. As it is, they can climb up on a mound of 
_.A__and look like a_B __ . 
~oal ice dirt 
teanut snowball baseball 
sugar 
Eskimo 
dough 
cat 
The longest bridge in the world was opened in 
7. It runs from Oakland to San Francisco, Cali-
lia. It took three years to build it. The bridge is 
high above the water that_.A__can pass 
_B __ it. 
water 
tVer 
mountains 
under 
battleships air 
around above 
horses 
into 
Sea turtles never go on land except when they lay 
ir eggs. They dig a deep hole and lay their eggs in 
sand. The babies hatch out and soon__.A__ 
rn to the B . 
:rawl 
1and 
dance 
salt 
float 
sun 
swim 
bushes 
fty 
water 
Nowadays we find houses made of concrete blocks 
h steel frames. Large sections of the walls are 
de of a new kind of structural glass. If the early 
nemakers of America could see these-A__ 
tses, they would be B • 
modem 
;orry 
antique early 
surprised ugly 
old 
worried 
silly 
angry 
-· 
15. Bread is sometimes baked out of doors in b:rdek 
ovens. A fire is built inside the oven. When it is hot, 
the coals are pulled out. Pans of_.A__placed in 
the oven are_B __ in an hour. 
A. meat milk cake fruit bread 
B. baked boiled roasted fried stewed 
16. Farmers feed soy beans to their animals. Soy 
beans are also used in making plaster, buttons, and 
steering wheels for automobiles. Oil from soy beans 
is used in making paint and ink. A plant with such a 
variety of_.A__is of great B . 
A. time 
B. loss 
energy 
height 
uses 
depth 
space 
size 
taste 
value 
17. A new type of "covered wagon" goes west today . 
It goes north and south and east as well. This is the 
trailer. Some trailers are simple and inexpensive, but 
others contain two rooms and are equipped with 
electric lights, hot and cold water, iceboxes, and 
radios. In fact, this_.A__on wheels may be as 
__B_as its owner wishes. 
A. garage 
B. old 
home 
ugly 
barn station 
complete hot 
shop 
empty 
18. If you should ever lose your way in the woods, you 
can find your direction by the aid of a big tree. Ex-
amine the bark. It is usually damp and mossy on the 
north side and light and__.A__on the B . 
A. damp 
B. right 
off 
left 
shaggy 
east 
torn 
south 
dry 
west 
19. There are no ears on a frog's head that we can 
see. This does not mean, however, that he cannot 
hear. A short distance behind each eye are two holes, 
inside of which is an inner ear. Beyond this is the 
middle ear. In this ear_A____is carried by a 
special B to the brain where the_C __ 
is actually done. 
A. sight sound light smells feeling 
B. trunk messenger police blood nerve 
C. coughing smelling seeing hearing touching 
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20. Light waves travel faster than sound waves. If 
you are close to a firecracker that is being shot off, 
you will see a flash of light and hear a noise almost 
at the same time. But the_A___you go from the 
firecracker, the greater the difference there will be 
between the time you B the flash and the 
time you hear the __ c __ of the explosion. 
A. closer 
B. hear 
C. sound 
nearer 
see 
music 
sooner 
set 
light 
farther 
stop 
heat 
warmer 
want 
fire 
21. Man has not yet guessed all the secrets of the 
past. Ages ago there lived in Asia Minor a tribe of 
people known as the Hittites. They no longer exist 
but they have left behind monuments, tombs, and 
sphinxes covered with mysterious writing. No one 
has as yet discovered the_A___to unlock these 
strange symbols and so the messages they B 
remain buried in the past of this forgotten_C __ , 
A. tale 
B. sent 
C. person 
key 
said 
man 
number 
telegraphed 
tribe 
sign 
sang 
living 
token 
wrote 
cousin 
22. The papyrus plant grew along the banks of the 
Nile River. The ancient Egyptians cooked and ate it 
as a food. They drank its sweet juice. They wove 
its stems into cloth and paper. No wonder they 
_A___this_B_friend! 
A. burned hated cultivated killed neglected 
B. useless pretty stolen valuable ugly 
23. The first cable laid across the Atlantic Ocean was 
made of copper wires twisted together, and covered 
with a coating of rubber, tarred rope, and twisted steel 
wires. In spite of this waterproof_A___, the salt 
water___B __ into the cable in a few weeks. 
A. glass diet 
B. enlarged ate 
covering 
multiplied 
direction current 
twisted coated 
24. Long ago people were called to church by the beat-
ing of a drum. The drummer was chosen in the town 
meeting and paid for his job. The doleful_A___ 
of the drum was the beginning of a long service in a 
cold B . 
A. sound sight size 
B. winter church town 
place 
house 
look 
ground 
25. For more than fifty years it has been possible 
send letters via "special delivery." This means tll 
if, in addition to the usual postage, a certain stamp 
attached to a letter it will be delivered immediat' 
upon its arrival at the Post Office to which it is ~ 
dressed. A special_A___takes the letter to t 
one to whom it is addressed. A dime buys t 
__ Buo_for this __ c __ , 
A. reporter 
B. stamp 
C. song 
message 
letter 
train 
call 
charge 
ink 
messenger rad 
toll rat1 
service doll 
26. Rain was an important factor in the first flig 
across the English Channel in 1909. Bleriot, a Frenc 
man, made the crossing from France to England ir 
small monoplane. About the time b.e was halfw 
over, his engine became overheated and he feared 
would stop. As the rain began to fall, the engi 
cooled and the_A___continued on its way to t 
__ B._._shore. The flight was a_C __ , 
A. dirigible airplane biplane automobile gyro 
B. French American Swiss English Spani 
C. failure doubtful question dream succe 
27. The old-fashioned village doctor making his ca 
on horseback, with saddlebags full of giant pills a: 
rare herbs, belongs to the past. Next to the minist 
he was held in the highest respect. He was kind a: 
cheerful and a_A_to persons of all ages. T 
whole town always mourned his B 
A. pest nuisance comfort menace 
B. death coming pills calling 
joke 
ridin 
28. Christmas Eve cheer was drunk in England in t 
eighteenth century out of the famous "posset-po1 
Into a spicy drink the hostess dropped her weddil 
ring and a silver shilling. Each guest had a turn 
_A___. It was believed that the one who fou: 
the B would soon be married, and that t 
one who got the coin would have good.__C_ 
Many people still own posset-pots which have be 
handed down in their families. 
A. dance 
B. coin 
C. cheer 
drink eat 
silver pot 
weather fish 
skate 
tree 
day 
dine 
ring 
luck 
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In line with the removal of adulterated goods from 
: markets is the attempt to abolish the one-time 
mlar "quack medicines." In spite of the fact that 
:h "medicines" may contain only harmless ingredi-
s, they are being sold under false pretenses. The 
___A__should be protected against wasting his 
ney foolishly as well as against endangering his 
33. Some persons believe that profit-sharing draws 
the employers and employees closer together when 
the incomes of both depend upon the amount of the 
profits. It speeds up the output of the worker and 
encourages him to take a greater interest in the 
_A__. An addition to his B enables 
him to achieve a higher standard of living. Above all, 
_B __ by not consulting a reputable_C __ _ 
doctor 
money 
IJ.Uack 
consumer 
time 
doctor 
quack enemy paymaster 
friends 
student 
f a friendly atmosphere __ c __ the likelihood of 
! strikes and lockouts. 
energy health 
engineer officer 
In every country a small group concerns itself 
.h the affairs of the government. The vast majority 
es little about public affairs. This does not mean 
.t the minority always rules the_A_, be-
tse unless the minority considers the B of 
:majority, the latter may set up new __ c __ . 
i 
minority king 
wishes tastes 
~odes stakes 
business 
housing 
rulers 
affairs majority I 
rules complaints I 
signals concerns I 
----. 
I 
A. fun concerts concern vacations speed 
B. salary house work time output 
C. increases hardens softens lessens gives 
34. The qualities of ambition and perseverance found 
in individuals depend somewhat upon the number of 
their wants and the possibility of satisfying them. 
These qualities are often absent when indiviauals 
have no control over economic goods. They are likely 
to be present when there is no_A__to acquisi-
tion. A balance is B when an effort is made 
to preserve __ c __ of opportunity. 
A. time space limit score report 
B. achieved accounted reduced dependent sold 
The struggle between modern civilization and 
)al custom has been well demonstrated in the 
ninistration of the Indian reservations. Once the 
ht to tribal existence was allowed, problems arose. 
e government has found it very _A__ to per-
~ a B_society to exist in the midst of a 
:hly __ c __ one. 
j ____ _ 
C. qualities absence wants equality goods 
easy 
new 
old 
lonely 
primitive 
tribal 
queer 
strange 
Indian 
odd unwise 
struggle problem 
coarse complex 
The Norman Conquest had a strong influence on 
glish architecture. For example, it is probable that 
tber was used by the early English in building 
1rches. But after the_A_invasion, such 
.ldings began to be B of stone. 
English 
destroyed 
Norman Saxon 
influenced used 
Danish Roman 
arched constructed 
35. Every important satisfaction of an old want cre-
ates a new one ; and this new want has to enter upon 
an experimental__A_to find its satisfaction. 
Judged from the side of what has gone before, 
achievement always settles something. Judged from 
the side of what comes after, it complicates, introduc-
ing new B and unsettling factors. There is 
something pitifully juvenile in the idea that_C 
_means a definite sum of accomplishment which 
will D_stay done. 
A. train certainty adventure article community 
B. problems expenses dreams appetites languages 
C. honesty war taste progress revolution 
D. not forever nobly cheaply intimately 
Stop here and go back over your work Raw Score ................. . 
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SPEED TEST 
Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line u: 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. 
Sample: The sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days? 
winter spring 
1. Mary was walking in the snow. She pulled her 
coat closer but the wind blew the icy snow against 
her face. What kind of day was it? 
pleasant warm tiresome cold 
2. They were pretty, red woolen mittens. They were 
sure to keep out the snow. How do you think they 
would feel in the winter time? 
cold heavy warm wet 
3. They wiggled their pink noses and sniffed lettuce. 
Their long ears were flat against their heads as they 
slipped into the garden. What animals were these? 
lions tigers dogs rabbits 
4. The flying squirrel can make very long leaps. It 
has folds of skin between its front legs and hind 
legs. What can this squirrel do best? 
leap run walk eat 
5. After the storm the children made a snow man. 
They gave him a hat and a pipe. When the sun came 
out it got warm and the snow man 
froze melted burned scorched 
6. Did you ever scratch the back of a pig? He loves 
it. Rub his back and shoulders with a board and listen 
to him grunt. How does he feel? 
sad lonesome happy sorry 
7. A deep-sea diver wears a helmet over his head. 
I.t has glass windows in front of the eyes and a tube for 
air. What does the helmet keep out? 
light air water dirt 
summer fall 
8. At night when all is still, a cat can hear til 
creatures moving. She can also see quite well on 
dark night. What can see quite well on a dark nigh 
boy girl cat man 
S. The blue roadster was in the ditch. The wrecki1 
car got it out again with just one pull. What do y1 
think the wrecking car had to be? 
"beautiful strong old light 
10. A woodchuck digs a deep hole for a house. I 
leaves a pile of dirt outside his front door. Whe 
does the dirt come from? 
rocks trees hole water 
11. James brought out a rake, a hoe, a spade, and 
sprinkling can. What do you think James was goi1 
to do with these tools? 
garden sing shoot fight 
12. Since Lindbergh crossed the ocean in his plall 
many other pilots have done the same thing. Wh; 
do you think all these men can do well? 
swim fly fish sing 
13. Round and round the bowl the goldfish swam. In 
his little stone castle and out through the seaweed I 
went. What does the goldfish do best? 
swim sing jump dance 
14. Could you eat a bowl of rice with two little stick! 
A Chinese child uses his "chopsticks" just as well1 
you do a spoon. What do we use instead of chopstick! 
bowls rice cups spoons 
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i. "Stop!" says the red light, "Wait!" says the yel- I 
w, and "Go!" says the green. What must you do . 
hen you see these traffic signals? f 
laugh obey run cry I 
24. At night huge electric signs make Broadway a 
fairyland of light and color. This is one of the most 
famous streets in the world. How does it look? 
dull noisy bright dark 
;. "Romba" had a long trunk and two fine ivory ·
1 
25. Bell buoys are anchored far out in the ocean. They 
tsks, and she was very large. She was pleased when 1 mark safe lanes for ships and boats to travel in. What 
~ople at the circus clapped. What was Romba? i do you think bell buoys are? 
i 
alligator mouse elephant monkey 
r. Stand in the middle of the kitchen of a dining 
Lr. You can reach to the stove, the icebox, the cup-
>ards, and the sink. This kitchen is 
small huge large medium 
I. There was a great storm at sea. The fisherman's 
ife peered out over the rough waters. Her husband's 
>at was not in sight. How did she feel? 
sad hot happy angry 
I. "Carrier pigeons" are trained to fly home. If they 
·e taken away they always fly back. Messages are 
'ten tied to their legs. What bird carries a message? 
peacock pigeon pheasant robin 
I. St. Bernard dogs live in the mountains of Switzer-
nd. They are trained to hunt for travelers lost in the 
10wdrifts. These dogs are very 
red afraid brave small 
L. Long ago men lived in caves. They rolled stones 
. front of their caves at night to keep out the wild 
1imals. How did the animals make them feel? 
afraid hot happy costly 
~. "Bran" is made from the outer layer of wheat 
~ains. Bran is brown. If it is used in making bread, 
e get brown bread. What does bran make the bread? 
white fresh crusty brown 
I. Mary burst into tears. She had broken her favorite 
1ll, Annabelle. Mary's mother came out with a pot 
·glue. What was she going to do to the doll? 
mend break bum sew 
signals children buildings rocks 
~ 26. Indians moved from place to place. They lived in 
tepees made of poles with buffalo skins stretched 
across. Such houses were light and easy to 
eat move bury leave 
27. The sloth is an animal with hooks instead of feet. 
It can't really walk, but it can travel miles in the trees. 
What does the sloth like best? 
plains fire mountains forests 
28. The farmer sows the wheat seed. The miller 
grinds the wheat into flour. The baker bakes the flour 
into bread. From what is most of our bread made? 
soil powder wheat miller 
29. Maple sugar comes from the sap of the tree. This 
sap is collected in the spring and is boiled into sugar. 
From what tree does this sugar come? 
elm maple magnolia apple 
30. The camel can go for days without food or water. 
He can carry a load a long distance. In what kind of 
country can camels travel better than other animals? 
wet dry cold foreign 
31. The anteater has no teeth. Instead, it has a long 
sticky tongue, which darts out and catches ants. What 
does this animal do best? 
chew bite lick climb 
32. The dormouse belongs to the squirrel family. It 
is larger than a rat. It lives on nuts and sleeps all 
winter. What animal is it most like? 
mouse squirrel horse pig 
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33. A sloop is a small boat which carries two sails. 
The large sail is called the "mainsail" and the small 
one, the "jib" sail. What is a sloop? 
boat sail deck jib 
34. It is fun to have a clambake. Go down to the shore 
at low tide. Take a bucket and a shovel. What do you 
dig in to find the clams? 
sand plants woods buckets 
35. In the robin's nest were four blue eggs. A gray 
cat crept across the lawn. How did the robin feel 
when she saw the cat coming? 
happy safe cold frightened 
36. The oriole hangs her nest on the limb of a tree. 
The wind can rock the baby birds to sleep. What do 
you think this nest is like? 
rock cradle leaf chair 
37. Mary lunched in the dining car. It was fun to see 
farms, animals, and even towns go flying by. What 
did the train do while Mary ate? 
stopped moved wrecked burned 
38. Bobby brought goldfish to the school aquarium. 
Billy brought fantails with black spots. Mary brought 
seaweed and shells. What live in an aquarium? 
birds flies worms fish 
39. They placed the scarecrow on a long pole in the 
cornfield to scare away the crows. What would the 
crows do when they saw this funny man? 
eat fly away stop sleep 
40. A bird called the flamingo always lives near the 
water. It has long legs and a long neck. The long neck 
helps the flamingo to 
jqmp fish run hide 
41. One fourth of a British penny is called a "farth-
ing." This is a very small coin~ How many farthings 
does it take to make a penny? 
four fourteen two one 
42. The fang of a rattlesnake is a long sharp too1 
There is poison in this fang. That is why a ratt 
snake's bite is harmful. The fang is 
harmless dangerous pretty strong 
43. A "solar eclipse" means that the moon passes l 
tween the sun and the earth. If the moon shuts o 
the sun, how will the sky look? 
dark bright pale shining 
44. A dolphin is about seven feet long. It changes 
brilliant colors when it leaps out of its water hon 
What do you think a dolphin is? 
fish bird mermaid frog 
45. The mother cuckoo bird lays her eggs in oth 
birds' nests. The eggs are hatched for her. What ki1 
of bird is the cuckoo? 
kind generous tiny lazy 
46. The French people gave the Americans the Stat 
of Liberty. It stands in New York harbor today. Wh 
country did it come from? 
New York America France Liberia 
4 7. Henry discovered the nest of a wild bird. Wh1 
the mother came home she flew at Henry, shrieki1 
and scolding. This bird was 
amused happy tame angry 
48. Molly was a Jersey. She had a beautiful coat' 
tan and sad brown eyes. She won the blue ribbon f, 
having the richest milk. Molly was a 
cat colt cow goat 
49. It tells you what is happening in your city. 
gives you the weather report. It is made of paper. • 
is printed every day. What is it? 
newspaper book radio telegram 
50. The dachshund is a hound. He has four short leg 
a long nose and tail and a very long body for a do! 
What is a dachshund? 
dog monkey horse donkey 
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• The policeman's whistle blew suddenly. He held 
1 his hand. All the cars stopped. What did the police-
an use to bring the traffic to a stop? 
light whistle car gun 
• In olden days men carried swords in the right 
.nd. Today we shake hands with our right hands to 
ow that we are not enemies, but that we are really 
animals swords enemies friends 
. A bird has a little oil pocket on his back. From it 
squeezes out a waterproof dressing for his feath-
g, What does the bird put on his feathers? 
oil water sand soil 
• A bell rang with a shrill sound. Mary ran to the 
ephone and put the receiver to her ear. What do 
u think was the first thing she said? 
good-by heiio come in no 
, The trapdoor spider builds her home in the 
ound. It is lined with silk cobwebs and has a little 
or that opens. The trapdoor spider is a good 
buyer builder singer cook 
, Mary was two blocks away when the school bell 
11g. She ran fast but all the children had gone in-
le before sh(' reached the door. What was Mary? 
early late sleepy dead 
. "Creeping Charlie" is the name of a pretty green 
ie. It grows in window boxes and hanging baskets. 
h.at do you think "Creeping Charlie" is? 
stone bug man plant 
I 58. Pussy crept toward the mouse hole on soft padded 
feet. She was hungry. She watched the mouse hole for 
a long time. What was she waiting for? 
train dog mouse hole 
59. Ohio is an Indian word which means "Beautiful 
River." Many of our states have Indian names. From 
what language do we get the word Ohio? 
Italian Spanish EngHsh Indian 
60. John turned a little knob on the side of the box. 
A voice said suddenly, "This is Station XYZ broad-
casting." What do you think was in the box? 
telephone radio box boy 
61. Jim fastened one end of the rope to Rover's collar . 
The other end he tied to the porch. Rover howled and 
cried. How do you think Rover felt? 
hungry silly unhappy glad 
62. The Empire State Building is the world's tallest 
building. It has 102 stories. From the top of it you 
can see for many miles on a clear day. This building is 
tall short small soft 
63. When cold weather comes, the frog dives down to 
the bottom of the pond. There he sleeps, buried in the 
mud, until spring. How does he spend the winter? 
traveling talking sleeping working 
64. A frog's skin is smooth and bare. It must be kept 
moist or the frog will die. He is happiest at the edge 
of the pond. What does he need most? 
water salt clothes spices 
Stop here Raw Score ................ .. 
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NORMS FOR COMPREHENSION, SPEED, AND ACCURACY 
COMPREHENSION 
Age 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- g.. 
norm 10 0 1 3 5 6 6 7 8 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 8 8 8 9 9 1( 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
Raw score 0 1 2 3 • I) 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 u 11> 16 17 18 111 20 21 22 23 u 
21) 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 14 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
Grade 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4. norm 
I 
Age 1Q- 1Q- to- to- to- to- to- to- to- to- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- t2- 12- 12- t2- t2- t2- t2- t3- t3- t3- t3- 13- t3- 13- 14- 14- 14 
uorm t 3 3 4 5 7 ,8 10 10 11 0 1 4 5 6 8 10 11 0 2 3 5 8 9 11 0 1 3 4 7 9 10 0 3 5 
- - - - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Raw score 37 38 39 •o u .2 •3 « 
" 
•s f7 ~ •o 1)0 1)1 1>2 53 M 
" 
56 1>7 1)8 59 GO 61 62 63 M 61) GO 67 68 69 70 7l 
- - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.t 5.2 5.3 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.0 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.8 8.0 8.1 8.3 8.5 8. norm 
" 
Age 14- 15- 15- 15- t5- 16- 16- 16- 17- 17-
norm 11 1 3 5 9 0 4 9 1 8 
- - - -
- - - - - -
Raw score u 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 
- - - - -
- - - - -
Grade 10 10 10 11 11 t2 
norm 9.2 9.4 9.5 9.7 .0 .3 .7 .0 .5 .0 
SPEED-10 minutes (Continued on n 
Age 6- 7- 7- 7-~~7-~1 7-17- 7- 7- 7- 7- 8- s-Is-Is- 8-18-18-18-18- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 10- 10- 1o- 1o- 1o- 1o- 10- 10 
norm 10 0 1 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 tO 0 t 3 4 5 5 6 7 9 10 0 t 4 8 9 10 0 t 3 4 5 7 8 10 
1-N-o-.-co-rr-e-ct-1 0 1 2 -3- -4-~-5-~-6- -'7- 8 9 10 U-12-~-13-~-14- -1-5~-~-6~-1-'7 -1-8 -1-9 20 21 22 23 24 -25--2-6 -2'7- -2-8 -2-9 -30--3-1 -32- ss. 34 
:::!e :1: 1.8 1.8~1.~~2.01:1: 2.3:12.5 2.612.7~ 2.8! 2.8 :j-:
1
3.0: ~ 3.4 3.5 3.6,3.8 4.0 =14.214.314.4 4.5,4.614.714.8,4.91: 
Age 
norm 
11- 11- 11Jt2-112-i12-lt2-112_i12-
1
112- t2-
1
1t2-lt3-
1
113-b-:
1
.t3-lt3-
1
1t3- t4-t4-14- 1l14-lt4-lt5- t5-115- 15-i16-
5 8 tO I 0 1 i 3 i 5 7 ; 8 9 10 . 11 0 3 i 4 . 7 i 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 ! 1 4 6 9 I t 
t-N-o.-co_rr_e-ct-
1 
3'7 38 39 , 40 ju i 42 j· 43144 j45146 4'1 48,49 50 151 152 I 53_154 55 i6 5'7 158,59 60 61 js2 63 164 
5.6 5.8 6 ol6al63165167! osl6917 ol7l 7217.3 7 sl7 617 slsolsals•lsolssl9 ol9.2 9A o 6losl ~8~ ~ Grade norm 
SPEED-7 minutes 
Age 
norm 
6- 7-17-17-17-i 7-17-17-18- s- s- s- s- 8-19-19- 9-19-19- to-Ito- 10- to- to-111-111-111- 11-112- t2-lt2-lt2-lt2- t3- t3-
10 _t_~l~:~i~~~~-1-~~~~~~-t-~~.~ 0 3 4 7 ~~~~~~~~~~-t-~ 
o 1 2 ' s I 4 5 s 7 I s 9 to 11 , 12 13114 Its . tslt7118 u 20 21 22 23 24 25126 21 2s 29 so 131 la2 as 34 No. correct 
Grade 
norm 1.6 ~-::l:_:::r::l:,:r:1:1:1:r:1:1: 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.8:::1:1:6.2 6.5 6.;1-7.0,7.21 7.41 7.1 
Age 13- 13-1
1
14-lt4- 14- t5-115- 15- 16- 16- 16- 17-117-117-117-117-117-117-117-18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18-118- 18-' 
t-no_rm ___ 1 ~~~~~-1-~~~~~~-1-~~~~~_2_~~ 1 3 5 _2_~ 8+ 8+ 8+ 8+ 
3'7 38 39,40 41 42,43 44 45 46 47 48,49 50 151 152,53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
1-G-ra_d_e--IJ--~- ~~-~-~~-~~-~10 10111111111111111 11'1111212 12 12 12 1211313131313 
norm 8.0 8.2 8.5 8.7 9.0 9.4 9.8 .2 .6 .0 .2 .4 .5 .6 i .7 I .8 .. 9 .. 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .9 .0 + + + 
1 
+ 
No. correct 
ACCURACY SCORES (Percentages of Exercises Correct) 
I 1o.o--Grade 2.1) 3.0 3.1) •. o 4..1) 1).0 I). I) 6.0 6.6 7.0 7.6 8.0 1.0 1:8.1 
l1l v. Hlgh 85-100 9Q-100 93-100 95-100 98-100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
0 
1!: Hl&h 72- 84 so- 89 85- 92 91- 94 93- 97 95-98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 ~ M:ediam 48- 71 63- 79 76- 84 87- 90 89- 92 91-94 93-97 95-97 96-97 97 97 97 97 97 
' 
Low 32- 47 45- 62 6Q- 75 75- 86 so- ss 84-90 87-92 89-94 90-95 91-96 93-96 94-96 95-96 95-96 
V.Low o- 31 Q-44 o- 59 o- 74 o- 79 Q-83 Q-86 Q-88 Q-89 0-90 6-92 Q-93 Q-94 Q-94 
~age 12 
PERCENTAGE TABLE FOR COMPUTING ACCURACY SCORES 
NUMBER OF EXERCISES ATIEMPTED 
zt 22 23 24 25126 21 28 29 ao! 31 32 33 34 asl as 37 as as 40141 42 43 44 461 46 47 48 49 soJ5t 52 53 54 551 56 57 58 59 60 s1 s2 63 64 
I 
..1 
9 9 9 8 8 8 
14 14 13 13 12 12 11 11 
19 18 17 17 16 15 15 14 14 
!4 23 22 21 20 19 19 li 17 
!9 27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 20: !9 i 13 32 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 
18 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 I I 
13 41 39 37 36 35 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 I 
18 45 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28127 26 25 
i2 50 47 46 44 42 41 39 38 37 35 34 33 32 31 30 30 29 28 
i7 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 41 40 39 38 36 35 34 33 32 32 31 30 
i2 59 56 55 52 50 48 46 44 43 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33 32 
i7 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 
'1 68 65 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
'6 72 69 67 64 62 60 58 55 53 52 50 48 47 46 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
I 
11 77 73 71 68 65 63 62 59 57 55 54 51 50 48 47 46 45 44 43 41 40 39 38 37 36 I 16 81 78 75 72 69 67 64 62 60 59 57 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 39 
•I 86 82 79 76 73 70 68 65 63 62 60 58 56 54 52 51 50 49 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39 
I •5 90 86 83 80 77 74 71 69 67 65 63 61 59 57 55 54 53 51 50 49 48 46 45 44 43 42 41 41 
-----
10 95 90 87 84 81 78 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 43 42 41 
100 95 92 88 85 81 79 76 74 72 69 67 64 63 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44 43 42 41 
100 96 92 88 85 83 79 77 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 59 58 56 54 53 52 51 50 48 47 47 46 45 44 43 42 
100 96 92 89 86 83 80 78 76 73 70 681 66 65 64 61 60 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 49 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 
100 96 93 89 86 83 81 79 76 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 59 58 56 56 54 52 51 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 
26:100 96 94 89 87 85 82 79 76 74 72 70 68 66 65 63 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 
271 100 96 93 90 88 85 82 79 77 75 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 
Ej 100 96 94 91 88 85 82 80 77 76 74 72 
70 68 66 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 
100 97 94 91 88 85 83 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 67 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 43 47 
100 98 95 91 88 86 83 81 79 77 75 73 71 70 68 66 65 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 
311109 98 94 91 89 86 84 82 80 78 76 73 72 70 69 67 65 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 
32; 100 97 94 91 88 86 84 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 
aa; 100 97 94 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 76 74 73 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 55 54 53 52 51 
34 100 97 94 92 90 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 53 
as! 100 97 95 93 89 87 86 84 81 79 77 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 I 
I 
82 80 76 74 73 72 66 65 63 62 61 60 36'1100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 78 70 69 67 64 59 58 57 56 
37 100 97 94 93 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 
as, too 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 81 78 77 76 74 73 71 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 
39j 100 98 95 92 90 88 86 84 83 80 79 78 76 75 73 72 70 69 68 67 66 6B 63 62 &l 60 
401 100 97 94 92 90 89 87 85 82 81 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 6d 65 64 63 62 
41 100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 li3 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 
42 100 97 95 93 91 89 86 86 84 82 80 79 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 
43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 86 84 82 81 79 78 76 75 74 72 71 ?0 69 68 67 
44 100 98 95 93 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 75 74 73 72 70 69 68 
46 100 97 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 
46 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 85 83 82 80 79 77 76 75 74 73 71 
47 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 83 82 81 79 78 77 75 74 73 
48 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 82 81 80 78 77 76 75 
49 !00 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 85 84 83 81 80 79 77 76 
60 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 86 84 83 81 80 79 78 
511100 98 96 94 92 91 89 i7 86 85 83 82 80 79 
521 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 
Ej 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 88 86 85 84 82 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 84 
100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 63 
561100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 
57 100 98 96 95 93 91 90 89 
. 58 100 98 96. 95 93 92 90 
59 100 98. 96 95 93 92 
60 100 98 96 95 93 
61100 98 96 95 
62 100 98 96 
aa 100 98 
64 100 
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